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r  0 Ü #1  oh 7 8: Ehi  10 B p phy o f  J u s t i c e  

{ M  Ah^raGt]

Proudhon * 8 piaoe in the hletozy of moaern socialism, is sciue-̂  
whah amhignooB, in hi s dislike of collectivi st theories lie some
times comes Torp nefir the liheral standpoint. His ovjn programme 
is to- «mediate** between ■Socialism and its oritics.

llhlike the po sitivl sts and the t raQi tionali st s of hi a time he 
is very close to the ’natural law* position,. Even though his ap
proach to metophysicB is strongly influenced by contemporary posi
tivism, he ffiahes justice the central conception of his philosophy.

Using  '*j u  s t i  oe** i n  a v e r y  wide s e n s e ,  proudJion t a k e s  i t  t o  mean 

a g e n e r a l  p r i n c i p l e  g o v e rn in g  t h e  u n i v e r s e ,  i n  a more l e g i t i u i a t e  

se n se  h e  wants  to  e q u a te  i t  w i th  e q u a l !  tg ' . -Taking i n  t h e  b e g in n in g  

e q u a l i t y  to  mean s t r i  c t  e q u a l i t y  i n  " r i g h t " h e  r e f i n e s  i t  g r a d u a l l y  

t o  mean «oommuts t i v e  j u s t l  oe«, whi ch he t a k e s  t o  mean " e q u a l i t y  

o f  e x c h a n g e s" ,  i t  i s  on t h i s  p r i n o ip l ©  o f  '*commutâtIv e  j u s t i c e "  t h a t  

h e  b a s e d  h i s  a n a r o M s t  and f e d e r a l i s t  t h e o r i e s .

froLidhon bagee justice on human cligni't j and con science and is 
opaosed to all theories which directly or incLirectlp find its senct- 
10Î1 in so.mo super-human principle;, Tet ju.stlco in Its final form is 
for him "absolute, immutable,, eternal",

Proudhon realises that a society based on equality runs the dan
ger of lo| sing liberty. But he hopes that a practi cal application 
0f hi s- dimlectt cal prlncip 1 © of '*balanoe" betwsen oupo site forces 
would harmonize commutative justice with liberty.

He believed that the key to eooriomio reform lies in the reform 
of credit and eicchenge, and not in the regulation of pro auction end
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If brevity is the sôul of wit, Proudhon was 
not a witty writer ; yet, though prolix, he was 
frequently subtle and sometimes profound. My own 
excuse for not following Polonius ’ maxi#'has been 
the desire to do Proudhon justice.

Though justice is my theme, I cannot repay my 
debt of gratitude to Professor Acton with words. 
Even were English not a foreign tongue to me, I 
should still hesitate to say how much I have learnt 
from him. If the following pages are not so good 
as they should be, the fault is entirely with myself
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V

iQte Qii titles of Proudhon’s wr 1 tings 
and editions used

Below 1 give the full titles with the dates of first 
publication of those writings of Proudhon which I have quoted 
from, with the editions used. In the text I have used 
abbreviated titles for the sake of convenience, which I give 
below opposite the full titles.

1. Essai d© grammaire genera1©, 1837.

2 • De 1 'Utilité de la célébration du 
dmanche sous les rapports de 
TThygiène, de la morale, des 
délations de famille, et de citél 
1838, Rivière edition.

3. Qu'est-ce que la propriété? Ou 
^cherche dans les pr înc 1 p e s"^u 
droit, et du gdùvërnementV premier 
mémoire, l64o; Rivière edition.

4. Qu'est-ce que la propriété?
Lettre a M.^langui, deuxième, 
mémoire, 1841, Rivier e edi tlon.

5. De la cr éatxon do l'ordre dans 
IThumanltè, 1845, Rivière édition.

6. Système des contradictions 
"e^nomiqu es ou Philo s ophi é de la 
ml s ér e, É v o1s 1, 1846, Rivi èr e 
edition,

7. Solution du problème social 
1848, Oeuvres complètes, Lacroix 
edition. Vol. VI.

8. Organisation du crédit et dm la 
circulation, 1848, Oeuvres ^ 
complètes,Lacroix édition. Vol.VI.

Essai de grammaire 
générale
De la célébration du 
dimanche

Qu'est-ce que la 
propriété? premier 
mémoire

Qu’est-ce que la 
propriété? deuxième 
mémoire'
De la création de 
l’or&e
Système des contradict
ions économique^

3olution du probième 
social

Organisation du crédit



VI

Banque d* Echange 

Banque du peuple 

Mélanges

9. Banque d'Echange, 1848, Oeuvres 
complètes, Lacroix édition. Vol,VI.

10. Banque du peuple, 1848, Oeuvres 
complices, Lacroix edition. Vol.VI.

11. Mél8.nge3. Forming volumes XVII,
XVIil & XIX of the Lacroix editi on 
of his complete works. Collection 
of articles written in various 
papers he published during 1848-50.
Vol.XIX includes his controversy
with Bastiat on interast, under 
the title Intérêt et Principal.

12. Les Confes81on Révolutionn- Les Confessions
aire your servir 1 'histoire de la^
Aévolutj on de f evr 1 er, " ^

'& edition.
13. L ’Idée générale de la révolution

au XIX* siècle, édition.
. La Révolution s

1851, Rivière

oc laie démontrée La Eévolution sociale
par le coup d*JJtat, 1851. Oeuvres demont;rée par 1< coupcomplètes, Vol. 
edition. VII , lacr ci X d * État

• Philosophie du pr oghes. Programmé Philosophie du progrès1853. Alphonse Lebègue, Brussels.
. Manuel du speculateur a la Bourse Manuel du spéculateur
Ï853, 4th edition Car nier Frères,
Paris.

• De la Justice ûans la Eévolution De la Justiceet dans 1'Eglis e. l85Ô, Rivière
édition.

. La Guerre et la Paix, 1861, La Gu©3?re et la PaixRiv1ère edition •
* Théorie de 1'impôt : question mise Théorie3 de 1'impôt .
au concours par le Conseil d 'Etat
du canton de Vaud, en 1860. 1861,
Lacroix edition of his complete
works, Vol.XV.



20.

21.

Les Ma.1 or at £3 littéraires,
examen é*un pro;et de loi ayant
but de créer au profit des
auteurs, im/ ent eur s e t ar t i s t es
un monopole perp ét u ©1. 1862.
Deuxième ©d:Ltion, Dentu, Paris.
Du Principe fédératif et de la
nécessité de reconstituer le
parti de la Révolution. 1863,
Bentu, Paris.

L as Ma1 or at s 11t ter-
air as

Du Pr1noi p e f éd érat if

Posthumous Works

1. De la capacité politique des 
classes ouvrières. 1865 .
Rivi fer e' edition.

2 ♦ Théorie de la propriété
beuvrès posthumes de Proudhon, 
Lacroix, Pari s.

3. Jésus et les origines du
ùhristlanlsmel Paris, Harvard 

deuxième édition.

De la capacité Il tique

Théorie de la propriété

Jésus et les origines 
du Ohri31ianisme

La Correspondance de P.J.Proudhon, Qorrespondance 
Paris, Lacroix, 1875.
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I H T E  0 D U C T I 0 1

BIOGRAPHICAL MOTE
As there are a number of good biographies of Proudhon 

I will oonfine myself to giving the briefest outline of 
his life.

Fiorre Joseph Proudhon was born on January 15th, 1809, 
at la Mouilllère, a suburb of Besanpon. His father, Claude 
Proudhon, who started life as a cellar-boy (garçon brasseur), 
was a cooper, honest and hard-Working but unsuccessful as a 
tradesman. His mother, Catherine Simonin before her 
marriage, was a cook; though uneducated she was of a fine 
moral fibre and endowed With considerable practical sense. 
Proudhon was very fond of her and referred to her several 
times in his writings in terms of a genuine devotion. In 
expression of his platitude to her he once wrote: "My mother
whom I owe everything...". From M s  maternal grand fa th#i', 
nicknamed Tournest after his old regiment, Proudhon 
inherited the fiery side of his personality. This old 
soldier had shown strong-mindedness as well as courage by 
defying the seignorlal authority in his village.

For some years Proudhon's father ran a public house and 
brewed his own beer. The blockade of IBlé ruined his trade, 
his unbusinesslike methods contributing not a little to the 
pecuniary troubles that followed. Subsequently, the family 
moved to another suburb, teown as the ^ttant, where he set
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up his cooper’s trade. It was here in half-rural 
surroundings that Proudhon spent the major part of his 
“boyhood. At the age of eleven (1820) he entered the 
college of Besançon. Me was a good student and won prises, 
but the family were always in financial difficulties and he 
had to help his father in his work. During the holidays he 
was kept busy all day in the fields or at some work in the 
house. Very often he was without the necessary books, 
having to do without a Latin dictionary all through his 
schooldays•

Proudhon was only eighteen when his father, following 
the loss of a lawsuit, decided that his son was old enough to 
earn a living. For a number of years he worked as a print 
and proof-reader. This enabled him to help si^pport his 
family. The responsibility of maintaining his parents, and 
later his brother’s family, fell more and more on his shoulders 
until in the end they were entirely dependent upon him. But 
this did not discourage him and he kept firmly to his resolve 
to educate himself.

At the beginning of 1836, together with two partners, he 
purchased a printing-house. This was unfortunate, becaus#
the enterprise failed. One of his partners committed suicide, 
leaving the other two with the burden of discharging the debts# 
The press was got rid of finally in 1843• For a long time 
afterwards Proudhon remained loaded with obligations.

In 1837, following a serious illness which drove him to
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the countrj to rest, he piibllshed his first work, Essai dé 
grmm#aire générale. In it he tried to prove the original
unity of mankind by an attempt to show the origin of huunan 
languages in a single source. It was not long before he 
disclaimed this view. In the following year he matriculated 
at the age of 29. This entitled him to compete for the 
Pension 8Uar#, which his friends soon persuaded him to do.
This competition was held by the Academy of Besançon. The 
winner was given an annual sum of 500 francs for three years, 
in accordance with the terms of a bequest made by Madame Suard, 
widow of a former mmmber of the Academy, to enable a deserving 
young man of the city without adequate means of his own to 
carry on his studies . Proudhon won the award and was thus 
enabled to go to Pkris to work under the general guidance of 
a tutor. He was, however, too indep#%dent a pupil to accept 
much advice from M s  teacher.

In 1839 Proudhon wrote his essay De l ’Utilité de la 
Celebration du dimanche sous le rapport de 1 ’hygiène^ de la 
morale, de relation de famille, et de cite, on a subject set 
by the Academy of Besanqon. Though he did not win the prize, 
he received a mention and a bronze medal •

Bext year (1840) appeared Qu’est-ee que la Propriété 
ou recherche sur les principes du droit et du gouvernement 
(also referred to as the First memoir on property), It made 
some considerable stir with its challenging formula: "Property
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is theft” . Alarmed by the aggressive approach of the book 
the Academy withdrew his scholarship. In 1843 Froudhon 
published his Be la creation, de l'ordre dans 1 'humanité, an 
extremely ambitious, though confused book, written from "a 
pressing need to take stock of himself".

for some time Proudhon had been interested in Hegel.
In 1844 he met Marx and Grun, then exiled in Paris, who 
introduced him to the niceties of the Hegelian dialectic.
He was extremely interested and had long discussions with 
them. But es traitement with Marx followed the earlier happy 
phase^, though Grun and Proudhon remained friends.

In his contact with Marx and Grun, and later with the 
Russian anarchist Bakunin, Proudhon had swallowed a good dose 
of Hegel, whose effects were clearly visible in his Système 
des contradictions économiques ou philosophie de la misère 
(1846). The book infuriated Marx and led him to write his 
La misère de la philosophie, which appeared the following 
year. Marx * s book was hardly noticed at the time, because 
he was then an unknown writer. for the time being, 
therefore, the only result of its fierce irony was to end 
their relationship permanently.

A few months before the Revolution of February 1848, 
which brought about Louis Philippe*s downfall and the

1. See Appendix for a fuller account of Proudhon's 
relations with Marx.
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proclamati.on of the Second Republic, Proudhon had launched 
his paper Le Représentant du Peuple. This was his platform 
at the time of the Revolution. He was oritloal of the 
Revolution. He thought that it was a revolution without 
ideas. In this he was not quite right. There were plenty 
of schemes of reform in the air in the early days of the 
February Revolution, only he did not agree with these and 
had schemes of his own, which he propagated through the 
various papers he ran during this period.

Proudhon was elected to the National Assembly in the 
élections held in June 1848. He was appointed on the Finance 
Committee. At this, time Proudhon believed that the key to 
economic reform lay in the reform of credit and exchange, a 
surprisingly modern view. But he was not an impressive 
speaker and did not have much success in the Assembly.
Victor Hugo, who was also a member of this Assembly, while 
listening to a speech of Proudhon’s, wrote this comment on 
his desk: "He writes well but he speaks badly" «

It was during this time that Proudhon started his scheme 
of a "People* s Bank" , which was to embody his pet ideas on 
credit. But before this scheme could be tried he was 
sentenced to three,years’ imprisonment and ordered to pay a 
fine of 3000 francs for two articles he had written against 
Louis Bapoldon, who had been elected President of the Republic.

Froudhon had no wish to serve the sentence and fled to 
Belgium, but he returned to Paris shortly afterwards, with
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the obj ect of marrying Euphas ie Fi egard, a Pari siah working 
girl. She had very little ©ducàtion, but possessed the 
qualities to make a good wife to him. She proved a loyal 
helpmate to the end, and bore him four daughters, three of 
whom survived. Before the proposed marriage could be 
consummated he was arrested on June 10th, 1849 and put in 
Salnt-Felagie prison. The marriage took place later in 
December, His wife took quarters opposite the prison.
The prison authorities of those days were lenient and 
released him for a few days every month to visit her.

The two most important works written during his 
imprisonment were Qonfessions d 'un révolutionnaire, which 
Sainte-Beuve regarded as the best of all M s  writings, and 
L*Idee generale de la dévolution au X I s i è c l e  ̂ in which he 
opposed his anarchist ideal to the various forms of unitary 
government . He was released onthe fourth of June, 1852.

In May 1855 a Gatholic publicist named Mirecourt 
published a biography of Froudhon. it was a malicious 
lampoon. The book contained a letter from Gardinal lithieu, 
the Archbishop of Besançon, which seemed to approve it. 
Proudhon’s sensitive pride was wounded by what appeared to him 
to be an unfair assault on his personal integrity. He 
started composing his reply, which finally grew into the 
longest and most Important of his works• it was published in 
1858 in three volumes under the title De la Justice dans la
A *Revolution et dans 1 ‘Eglise. It was expanded further in later
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editions and comprises six volumes of the (#uvrea Gomplftes 
published shortly after his death.

A few days after its appearance it was seized # On 
June 2nd Froudhon was sentenced to three years * imprisonment 
and fined 4000 francs, F ref erring exile to jail he went to
Belgium. le settled down at Brussels.

For some years aiready Proudhon’s health had heen 
affected. His passionate nature had given him rather 
excitahle nerves and he had a tendency to overwork himself. 
The cold and damp climate of Brussels did not agree with him, 
He was continually catching colds in the head and “ 
increasingly suffered from a cerehral ailment which made 
work difficult and sometimes impossible. The result was 
that his health was permanently ruined, Until his deabh in 
1866 he had to do his work under conditions of indifferent 
health.

Despite his illnesses he managed to do a great deal of 
writing in the last few years of his life. In lay 1861 his 
La Guerre et la Paix was published in Paris. This is 
probably the most controversial of his books. To most of 
his fellow democrats it came as a shock with its apparent 
glorification of war, in a vein reminiscent of de Malstre,

On December 12th, 1861, a decree from the Emperor. 
annulled his sentence. But he could not return to Paris 
immediately afterwards because of financial difficulties.
In April 1862 an article contributed to the Belgian paper
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L* Off ice de la publicité, for which he used to write, led to 
a misunderstanding with the Belgian public . He was accused 
of being an annexionist, i.e. of wanting Belgium annexed to 
France. On the 16th and 17th of September an angry mob 
demonstrated before the house in which he was living, 
denouncing him as such. This decided him to return to France 
immediately.

Back in Paris he set to work hard on a number of books he
wanted to publish. In 1863 appeared his Du principe
federatif et de la necéssite de reconstituer le parti de la
Reyolution. This is one of his masterpieces and contains the
best statement of his federalist theories developed during the 
last few years of his life to replace the anarchism of M s  
younger days. Other less important works followed,

Soon his health began to give out. He was ill from 
September 1863 to January in the following year. He went for 
a while to Be sang on in the hope of a rapid convalescence. For 
a time the air of his native place did M m  good, but the 
recovery was destined to be a short one. Soon after he 
returned to Paris he was ill again. He died on January 19th, 
1865,

Just before his death he had nearly eompleted his De la 
capacité polit ip ue des classes ouvrières. It was completed 
and published by his friend and literary executor Ghaudey,
It was M s  testament to the working classes.
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The Ambiguity of Froudhon* s Foal tlon in the History 
of Modern Booialism

Froudhon has a "plaoe” in the history of modern 
socialism in the obvious sense that a history of modern 
socialism is likely to contain, If not a whole chapter, at 
least a few pages on him, lor can the historian of 19th 
century French political thought afford to ignore him 
completely. But then France has been called "the classic 
land of socialism” • Indeed it may be said that in the first 
half of the 19th century socialist ideas formed an integral 
part of the main stream of political thought in France, 
whereas in England they had remained comparatively speaking a 
backwater, during this period. But in what seose can 
Froudhon be called a socialist? Geor##' Band once called him

il"the greatest enemy of socialism", The term "soèiallsm" Is 
generally used to cover a wide range of ideas• students of 
the formative period of modern socialism (roughly the first 
half of the 19th century) seem to distinguish between 
socialist and non-socialist writers of this period on some 
such basis as the following:-

1. Rejection of private property as a sacrosanct right 
providing the basis of the economic organisation of 
society.

1. Quoted in Mr, D,0,&ans* Social Romanticism in France, 
Olarendon Fress, Oxford, 1951, p.60,



2, 4 eritical attitude towards the theories of
©oonomlsts like lalthus, Bay, Bastiat, etc., who 
were suspected of using the new science of economios 
to the detriment of the oppressed working classes.

3. Belief in the primacy of the ©conomle as distinct 
from the political aspect of society.

So far as the first point in concerned Froudhon, as we shall 
see, started his career with an attack upon property, but came
Increasingly to realise the importance of its part in the
preservation of liberty. In this respect he differs from 
socialists like Louis Blahc and Fecqueur # Froudhon's 
hostility to the "economists" Was often accompanied by a 
surprising closeness to some of their characteristic theories, 
For instance, it was customary among socialists of Fr oudhon’s 
time to regard Malthus’ theory of population as an unwarranted 
piece of pessimism, likely to dishearten the working classes. 
Science and industry were generally believed to hold the power 
to transform the material conditions of human life so far as
to make povery and want things of the past. Even though
"Malthusianism" was' for Froudhon a term of abuse, hi s own 
views on population came surprisingly close to those of Mai thus. 
In the second respect too, therefore^ his position is 
aAiguous, As he himself says, he wanted to be a mediator 
between the "economists" and the socialists, On the third 
point Froudhon’s position is in agreement with the typical 
socialist view of the primacy of economics. Thus even as
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regarda tMa threefold common denominator of this phase of 
8oolaliam he is nob quite 01early socialist,

â further characterlstic common to the early socialists 
is their emphasis that it is only the existence of society 
that makes rights like property and liberty possible, and 
therefore if the enjoyment of a right by some hinders or makes 
impossible the enjoyment of their rights by others, it does 
not deserve to be called a right. The framers of the 
Declaration des droits de 1’homme et du citoyen did not 
realise that it is only the existence of certain social 
Conditions which can give reality to liberty, equality and 
fraternity. But this criticism of what might be called the 
abstract individualism of the French Revolution is not 
eonfined to the socialists, Auguste Oomte and the 
traditionalists d,e .l^iitre and de Bonald expressed it in much 
stronger terms, Here again Proudhon is very uhlike the early 
French socialists. He is the most individualistic of them 
and at times seems to speak more like a laissez-fa Ire liberal 
than 8.S a socialist.

It is common among writers on Proudhon to rmmark on the 
many-sidedness of his thought. Indeed he has been claimed 
as a precursor from many quarters by no means mutually 
friendly* This by itself is no testimony of the soundness 
of his thought.■ It may be that he is essentially an 
Incons1st ©nt thinker, and each side acclaiming him has seized 
only that side of him which seemed to lend support to its
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ideas and neglected the rest. Or, perhaps, he is trying to 
incorporate into his own scheme of Ideas the essential truth 
contained in positions in political theory that generally seem 
incompatihle, and that the protagonists of these points of 
VÎ ew, without seeing what he was trying to do, have merely 
sought to annex him for the sake of giving a pedigree to their 
ideas * When there is the possibility that his inconsistencies 
are more on the surface than at the core, and that there is an 
essential unity despite the superficial lack of consistency.
In such a case it will be the task of anyone giving an 
expo si ti on of hi s ideas to bring out this essential unity.

The directest of Froudhon*s political descendants are 
undoubtedly the anarchists . They hav%much more than other 
claimants to hi s heritage, kept up a fairly continuous tradition 
of reading him. Bis influence on Bakunin was direct and 
personal, Froudhon met him in Paris some time after his 
meeting with Marx and Grun. Like them Bakunin helped him in 
understanding Hegel, In the First International Bakunin kept 
alive the influence of Froudhon*s ideas until Marx preferred 
to wind it up for all practical purposes by sending its 
headquarters to America, rather than run the risk of losing 
his battle with the anarchists. Among a later generation of 
anarchists Prince Eropotkin called Proudhon "the father of 
anarchy”•

Though in his younger days he was fond of calling himself 
an anarchist, Froudhon was never an anarchist in the usual
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sense of the term. He was essentially moderate, though fond
of startling people with M s  wordy pistol-shots. In his view#
on the family, marriage and the rights of women, he was anything
but an anarehist. For him the father was the natural head of
the family I marriage was not a contract to be revoked at the
will of either party but possessed the sanctity of a saorament;
woman was not man* s equal but his Inferior oomplement, nor
would he have anything to do with any kind of feminism. On
the r#le of the state he later abandoned his anarchist
standpoint and called hims elf a f ederalis t.

The question of Froudhon * s influence on French
syndical ism is not an easy one. Profess or Bcnest Barker in

1his latest book calls him the "first clear prophet of 
syndicalism, who may also be said to have remained the chief of 
its prophets"• Obviously, Sir Ernest would not, I Imagine, 
contest this ; Proudhon is not the "prophet" of syndicalism in 
the sense in which Marx is the prophet of communism* On the 
philosophical side the theorists of syndicalism are inspired by 
the intuitionist philosophy of Bergson rather than by the 
rationalism of Froudhon, Furthermore, the syndicalists insist 
that the working classes must develop their ideology from 
their own experience, Proudhon’s ideas have therefore hardly 
been directly influential on the syndicalist movement. But 
his writings have had a deep influence on some of the

1. FrinGiples of Bocial & Political Theory, Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1951, p,55• '
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syndicalist writers. Georg© Sorely the foremost theorist of 
syndicalism, drew a great deal of his inspiration from 
Proudhon, Nor can it he denied that there is affinity between 
many of Proudhon’s ideas and syndicalist theory, In Its 
belief that the working classes have their own separate being, 
and that therefore their politics are capable of being guided 
by ideals generated from their own experience, the Gapmcite 
politiqu e des class es ouvrieres antieipates syndicalist ideas 
in an important way. But even here he is opposed to strikes, 
Whepeas for the syndicalists the "general strike" is the most 
Important weapon in the hands of the working classes.

Proudhon has sometimes been accused of being a precursor
Tof Fascism , In France Dimier of the 1 ’Action Française

counted him among "the masters of the Gounter-Revolution" ,
But the title of his book is rather misleading, The criterion 
of a "mmster of the Gounter-Revolution" adopted entitles all 
the thinkers opposed to the uncritical rationalism of the French 
Revolution to be included in the list, Proudhon was indeed

1. Recently, for instance, by Mr. J,Balwyn Bchapiro in his 
Liberalism and the challenge of Fascism, Social Forces In 
England and France (1815-1070), McGraw-Hill Book Co., 
U.S.A., 1949. Mr. Schapiro thinks that Proudhon was a 
"herald" of Fascism,

2, L.Diml er, Les Ma&tres de la Contre-Revolution au
dixneuviWe siècle. Nouvelle Edition, Paris, 1917.



bitterly oppeaed to the Jacobin tradition in the frenoh
Revolution; that is why he had a great deal of sympathy for
the Girondins • But he was convinced that his own thought
was a development of the positive ideas of ’89,

Proudhon’s view that social groups have a reality over ,
and above the r eality of the Individuals composing them has
recurred in French sociological theory, particmlarly among
the followers of Durkheim, Indeed, a comparison between

1Durkheim and Proudhon shows maa^ similarities , But 
Proudhon remains more of a moralist than of a sociologist,
Ithics for him is not reducibie to a "ccim## des moeurs" as 
it seems to be for Durkheim.

The question of the relation of Proudhon’s thought to 
Marxism is a most topical one. He was without doubt the 
most formidable of Marx’s rivals, But a# this question 
requires treatment at some length I have reserved i## fo ttowd u*c cck ( |vyo«e.olu.Ÿt «4- +k& courte- o; frou- .
disc US si en te an appendix.

Writers on Proudhon on the whole agree that " justice" is 
the central notion of his thought. The question whether 
he can be annexed by any particular school, or whether his 
individuality defies satisfactory labelling, would perhaps 
best be decided by a critical account of how he tried to 
group his discussion of some of the traditional problems of 
political philosophy around this conc^t,

1, See Jeanne Duprat, Proudhon sociologue et moraliste,
Paris, Alcan, 1929, pp.300-311.
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A Bote on Mitloip of #rondhom*a
There are two ohief editioms of Proudhon* s "oomplete

w or ice**, but neither of them is oomplete. The first edition
was begun shortly after his death In Paris In 1867 and
completed at Brussels In 1870• In twenty-six volumes. It
contains all the writings published In his lifetime# It was
published by the librairie Internstionale, Lacroix,
Ÿerbo#c%hoven et Oie, and Is generally referred to as the
Lacroix edition* Provided with very few notes, it suffers
from what I found to be the extremely inconvenient defect of
having been printed In a rather smalt print. The second
chief edition of Proudhon's complete wor^ {called the
"nouvelle edition" ) started appearing in 1923 under the
gmieral editorship of ÜI. d#iougle and E.M©ysset, and Is still
uncompleted. It contains nearly all his better mown writings,
including the posthumous D# la capacité politigue des class##.
ouyriires * The editors have taken c msiderable pains in
editing and have supplied a generous amount of notes ; the
print used is bold, which in itself constitutes a major
advantage ovm* the previous edition, Unfortunately the
fourteen or fifteen volumes which have appeared so far are not
nuiÉî©red# It is known as the RivieVe edition, and is
pubiished by the publisher of the same name.

in quotation I have used the Riviere edition as far as it
was possibl#. às there is not much to choose between the
other editions, for works which have not appeared so far in
this edition 1 have used whatever edition was convenimtly 
available.
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the only translation of Proudhon's writings done in this 
country was that of L'ldee géniale de la Revolution au XuC 
Siècle by Mr. John Beverley Robinson {^eedom Press, 1923).
In America however a translatlbn of his complete works was 
undertaken by a certain Mr • B#R .Tucker in the last cmatury 
(1876-88). The two memoirs on property and Syst#m# des 
contradiétions économiques ware published at Princeton, Mass*, 
but the venture failed to get beyond this * I have 
occasionally used Mr. Tucker's translations, but for the 
sake of simplicity have retained the pagination of the 
Rivière edition.

Apart from the large nwber of books and pamphlets 
published during M s  lifetime, Proudhon left a good number 
of unfinished manuscripts, some of them nearly ready for 
publication. These have been published at different dates. 
But apart from De la capacité politique des classes ouvrières 
and Theorle de la propriété they are of minor*importance.

Proudhon's correspondence runs into fourteen volumes 
(Lacroix, Paris, 1875) # Later in 1911 some more of his 
letters were published by Mouard Droz.

Proudhon ' s Oarnets still remain unpublished, but a few
writers on Proudhon have been permitted to read them by his

1daughter, Madame Henneguy, whose property they were *

1. She died in 1948 at the age of 97.
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Books on Proudhon 
In English*

Though Proudhon Is not a prophet of any »lam In the sense 
in which Marx is the prophet of communism, and though in no 
sense has he the stature of a thinker of the calibre of, say, 
de Tocqueville, a surprisingly large number of books have been 
written about him. This is probably due to the fact that in 
his native country he has always found at least a few admirers 
who thought writing on him. worthwhile. Some of these books 
are well*written and constitute important contributions to the 
study of his thought, but often their Idiom seems foreign to 
the technique of exposition, current in this country. There 
is a lot to be said for the English writerli primary 
preoccupation to get the essentials straight, something the 
Erench writer is not rarely apt to miss in a mass of detail.

But unfortunately not much has been written about 
Proudhon in English. The best contribution in English is 
undoubtedly professor D »#. Bregan's proudhon (London, Hamish 
Hamilton, 1934). It may be described as an excellently 
written life, with some acute observations on his thought 
scattered here and there. Professor Brogan thinks that 
though Proudhon* s thought is rich, no systematic body of 
doctrine can legitimately be ascribed to him; he is a "quarry" 
from which almost any edifice of ideas can be built up •

professor E.H.Garr»s recent Studies in Revolution (London, 
Macmillan, 1950) contains a chapter onP^roudhon. He seems to
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endors# Trotsky'a oharaoterismtlon of Proudhon as "the 
aohinson Grusoe of socialism*' - a lonely and eccentric figure 
with "a passion for contradiction". Professor Carr thinks 
that Marx was right in descrihing Proudhon as a petit 
bourgeois * Hence his "fear of and contempt for, the 
proletariat" (at best an unfair over-simplifie at ion, as we 
shall see)•

In America a well-known journalist, Charles A» Dana, 
contributed a series of six articles on Proudhon in the Hew 
York **tribune" in 1849. they were later (1896) published by 
Proudhon's American translator iem|iadn J. tuck#* under the long

I ‘
titles Proudhon and his "Bark of the People", being a defend# of 
the great prenoh anarcMSt, showing the evils of specie 
currency, and that interest dn capital can and ought to be 
abolished by a system of mutual banking. At the time of the 
publication of this booklet, Mr. Dana had long since changed his 
views and was editor of the New York "Sun".

Ir. S#Y.Lu>s The Political Theories of P.J.Proudhon (1922) 
is a doctorate thesis written in toerica. It is more a 
catalogue of Proudhon's sayings on different questions than a 
systematic presentation of a theme.
In French

%ere are a number of good biographies of Proudhon.
Ghief among these are:-
1. iainte-Beuve's P.J .Proudhon, sa vie et sa c or res p ondano e

/(1857-48), (Paris, Levy, 1872), has a special place in



biographies of Proudhon. The aoeouhfe is based on 
Proudhon's torr#spondanoe and possesses the master- 
eritie's touoh. It only covers Proudhon's life up to 
1848.

2. M. Daniel Hal Ivy'a La Jeunesse de Proudhon covers the 
earlier period (1809-1858) admirably. (Paris, Figuiere, 
1915).

3. D.Ealevy'a La Vie de Proudhon (Paris, Editions Stock,
1848) is in three parts, The first part, covering the 
years 1809-57, is formed by his earlier book on Proudhon, 
which has been enlarged here. The second part is 
formed by Sainte-Beuve*s book, annotated with the help 
of the unpublished Oarnets. The appendices (as the
third part), provide useful additional material.

4. M. Edouard Dollearns * Proudhon (Paris Dallimard, 1948) 
combines an extremely sympathetic a#count of his life 
with illuminating descriptions of the background against 
Which his ideas arose* In places it tends to get
cluttered up with quotations . M.Dolleans has been able
to utilise effectively the unpublished Garnets, put at 
his disposal by Proudhon's daughter, Madame Henneguy. 
Among studies of Proudhon's thought written in French

the following may be specially clted:-
1. M.0.Bougie's La Sociologie de Proudhon (Paris, Colin,

1911) marks a fundamental step in the study of Proudhon.
In this book Bougie stressed a new aspect of Proudhon -
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Proudhon the "sociologist". According to him, proudhon 
Is one of the^pre-sociologists", to be included with d© 
BonaId, Saint-Simon, Fourier and Comte among the first 
founders of sociological theory. It was Bougli's hope 
that this new point of view in the study of Proudhon 
would throw new 1Irht on his thought and clear up some of 
the obscurities in it. The merit, of this work is 
recognised by nearly all writers on Proudhon,

2, Arthur DesJardins' P . J .Proudhon, sa vie, ses oeuvres, sa
doctrine (Paris, Librairie Académique Didier, 1896) is a 
study of considerable merit by a writer who did not 
conceal his hostility to socialism, Nevertheless,
Dosjardin recognlsés froudhon's qualities. In 
Desjardin* s view, Proudhon remains, despite his 
contradictions, "the foremost among French socialists".4

3, Jeanne Duprat's Proudhon sociologue et moraliste (Paris,
Alcan, 1929), is an excellent study of Proudhon's
sociological theories as the basis on which he tried to 
build his theory of Justice, According to the author 
Proudhon did not succeed in this, though his sociological 
theories cannot be dismissed lightly. It may be 
regarded as a study along the lines started by M.Bougie's 
La Sociologie de Proudhon.

4, Shortly after the end of the first World War admirers of 
Proudhon formed a society called "Amia de Proudhon",
Under its auspices a volume of essays on Proudhon called
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Froudhon et Notre Temps (Etienne Chiron, Paris, 1920) 
was published. Written in an atmosphere of 
enthusiasm produGed by Wilsonian ideas, Froudhon is 
held to contain elements of thought capable of 
helping in Europe's regeneration*

5, professor Georges Gurvltoh's 'L'ldee du Broit Social, 
Notion et système du Droit Social, Hiatolre 
doctrinale depuis le XVII^siècle jusqu'à la fin du

siècle (Paris, Recueil Sirey, 1952) contains 
(Troisième Partie, Section IX) an excellent mtudy of 
Proudhon as a philosopher of "right", The author is 
opposed to the identification of "the idea of right" 
with individualism. For him "social right" (le droit 
social) is above "individual right" (le droit 
individuel)* The lith century, as a reaction to the 
absolutist theories of the 17th century, went to the 
other extreme and based rights on a purely 
individualistic basis. In the 19th century this 
individualistic bias is corrects, Foremost in France 
among the writers who brought "right" to its proper 
social basis was Proudhon* In Germany, Gierke was 
the leading figure In this work of rehabilitation; . for 
him "human associations are beings really existent" 
which before the law are "real persons"^.

6, Among writers of communist persuasion, Marx's La Misère

Is Quoted by GurvitCh, op,cit., pp,545-544*
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de la Philosophie, réponse a la Philosophie de la Miser©
de M,Proudhon (Paris, 1847) remains the last word on 
Pr oudhon i As in many of his other books, Marx seems to
be motivated by a steadfast desire to combat ideas which 
he is convinced will have a pernicious Influence»
Apart from demolishing Proudhon*s supposed "petit 
bourgeois" logic it contains an early statement of the 
materialistic conception of history.

7. A. Ouvillier's Marx et Proudhon (Paris, 1937) is
professedly written from the Marxist point of view (in
the series À la lumière du marxism#, etc », tome 2) »

8. Aime Berthod* s P » j .Pr oudhon et la propriété, un
socialism© pour les paysans (Paris, Giard et Briere,
1910) is a thorough study of the evolution of Proudhon's 
ideas on property. Berthod finds the unifying principle 
of Proudhon's socialism In his views on landed property» 
According to him there are two conceptions of property in 
Proudhon. Proudhon's earlier view that property is not 
justifiable as an absolute right utendi et abubendi but 
only as a right of possession equally enjoyed by all, is 
not compatible with his later view of property as an 
absolute right, working as a preserver of liberty against 
the encroachments of the state.

9. M.Henri de Lubac‘s Proudhon et le Ghristianisme (Paris, 
Mitions du Seuil, 1943) is probably the best study of 
Proudhon published after the War. It has been translated 
uider the title Proudhon: the Un-Marxian Socialist
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(translated from the Fremoh by Oanoii R.l.Oantlebury, 
London, Sheed & Ward, 194#J * Though himself a Cathollo, 
M* de Lubao writes on Proudhon w l %  great sympathy and 
under standi r^* He finds that though Fr oudhon had an 
implaoable hostility to the Catholic Church he was not, 
despite himself, an irreligious spirit• In another book 
of his (The Drama of Atheist Humanism, translated from the 
French by Edith M. Riley, London, Sheed & lard, 1949), de 
Lubac sees in the philosophies of Comte, Feuerbach, 
Nietzsche and Marx the great danger to European 
civilisation. Proudhon is unlike them in that he was 
not an atheist but an "anti-thelst" (Proudhon* s term) who 
differentiated himself from these philosophers who put 
man in the place of God. In his study on Proudhon de 
Lubac makes interesting comparisons between him and 
Kierkegaard.

10. P.Haubtmann*s Marx et Proudhon, leurs rapports personnels, 
1#44-1#47 is an excellent short study of the encounter of 
these two men, and of what led to their final parting of 
the ways. It 4s entirely favourable to Proudhon.

11. Armand Cuvillier*s Proudhon (Paris, Editions Sociales 
Internationales, 1937) is a selection from Proudhon* s 
writings with annotations. In his introduction to the 
texts Cuvillier rejects the view that Proudhon is to be 
regarded as a founder of syndicalism.

12. Alexandre Marc's Proudhon Textes Choisis (Paris, Eg lof f, 
1945) is a selection of texts from Proudhon's writings
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with an IntroduatloB. T h e  title page carries a 
quotation from General 4e Gaulle. The text contains 
quotations from peguy* Written in the atmosphere of 
the Resistance movement, it calls for a "return to 
Proudhon."

13. R.Labry*s Herzen et Proudhon (Collection historique de
1 * Institut d 'Etudes Slaves No.4, 1928) describes how the 
Russian writer came to discover Proudhon, For many 
years Herzen admired Proudhon and they were good friends# 
The reading of De la Justice, however, was a great 
disappointment to Herzen, He thought that the old 
anarchist had now be come conservative and in this book 
was writing his testament.

The Hi Vi W e  edition of Proudhon's complete works 
contains excellent introductions to all the works publish#! 
hitherto in this edition. It Is indispensible for a thorough 
study of Proudhon.
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A few words on the dlfflculfcles of Interpreting Proudhon

Though every writer in some way presents his problems of 
Interpretation, in the case of a writer like Proudhon this 
problem takes a somewhat peculiar form. There is first of 
all the enormous extent of his writings • Among the very large 
number of questions which Interested him some preoccupied him 
all his life; these he discussed again and again. As he waa 
always strongly disinclined to read again his own books after 
their publication, this often meant a number of conflictii^ 
versions of the same general idea. In linking up one idea 
with another in his thought, quite often it makes a great deal 
of difference as to which version is adopted. On a few 
occasions he tells his readers that he has abandoned an 
earlier position; otherwise the reader has perforce to rely 
on hi a own judgment as to what represents him better.

Proudhon's thought does not on the whole divide up into 
distinct periods with some principle of transition from one to 
the next. But where some semblance of an evolution is 
diseernibl©, as in the case of his view on property and on 
dialectic, I have tried to trace it,

Proudhon's dialectic complicates further the Interpreter's 
task. He sometimes gives the Impression of thinking that 
contradictory views can legitimately be asserted about the 
same thing. If, to take one of his own examples, property is a 
factor responsible for the decline of a given society as well 
as a principle serving to preserve freedom and creativity in it,
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then the question arises if the term "property" is being used 
In the seme sense in the two oases. In Bystime des 
contradictions économiques we are told that it is, hut sometimes 
we are left guessing. Then the element of paradox rmaains to 
puzzle and annoy the reader* Sometimes Froudhon forgets his 
dialeotic and mmploys the usual procedmTe of saying what he 
thinks without usli# his method of antinomies. But then the 
element of uncertainty always rmaains and we do not know whether 
or not we are going to be surprised with another paradox*

There is however one helpful feature about his writings#
In places the quality of his writings Improves a great deal in 
clarity and some of his books are undoubtedly written with 
much greater care than others* I have therefore based my 
account on what seemed to me to present his thought more 
truly * If this should appear as a Frocrastean bed, I could 
only say that the alternative would have been a rigmarole*

Yet he must be considered an inconsistent thinker. In 
the course of the following chapters it will be one of my 
tasks to bring out some of his major inconsistencies * In 
the earlier chapters I attempt a cos#cehensive view of his 
theory of jnstice as a whole, whereas in later chapters only 
its chief specific applications are discussed without any 
correspomding attempt to force them into a consistent whole.
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Froudhon's General FMlOsopMcal Fosltion

Though Froudhoh was In no sens© a trained philosopher 
many chapters are to be found in his writings where he makes 
his comments on some of the questions pMlosophy asks and 
tries to answer. Some of them seem in parts to be only 
awkward interpolations from notes taken from ill-digested 
reading. It was this slapdash method of treating 
philosophical problems which perhaps led Renouvler to say 
that he "had not studied the philosophers and, understanding 
nothing, treated none of the questions in their jurisdiction 
c o r r e c t l y . T h e r e  is, however, a metaphysic to his 
philosophy of justice that needs outlining so that we may see 
in perspective the theories outlined in the following chapters. 
An doing this we shall see how certain me j or philosophical 
influences led him to work out a philosophy of his own.

Proudhon made three attempts at what might be Called a 
review of human kno^ledgCp The first such attempt is made in 
De la CrCatlon de 1 * ordre (1843). In this book he took up 
his positions on fundamental questions of metaphysics, 
methodology, ethics, political philosophy and political 
economy. He had "made it so thick, so tedious, so

1. Quoted from the Philosophie de l 'histoire in Guy Grand *s
Introduction to the Riviere edition of De la Justice, tome 
1, p «41 ♦
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ijidigestiibl©" that he was doubtful if many would have the 
oourage to read it from begliming to end . But those who 
would he promised to teach "more things than have been 
produced for sixty y e a r s , T o  his friend âckermann he 
wrote: " I expect from it a revolution in pMlosophical studies, 
even greater than the revolution brought about by Kant."^ 
Actually however Proudhon was, as yet at least, too immature 
to carry out such an ambitious programme successfully.

Three years later, in Système des contradictions 
économiques (1846) he makes M s  second attempt at summing up 
human knowledge. In thèse three years his Ideas take clearer 
shape, hi.3 hobby-horses take the impress of his personality; 
a eulmination of the period in which he is struggling towards 
a first synthesis of his Ideas.

4 The third and most important attempt at a coffiprehensive
outline of human knowledge is made in De la Justice (1868) •
It possesses a maturity and completeness not to be found in an 
equal degree in the two ear 11 er attempts* I will therefore 
base the following very brief account of his general 
philo Sophie ai position on it, unless one of the earlier books 
contains anything of significance not sufficiently discussed 
(for one reason or another) by Proudhon in this*

In the Prologue to De la Justice Proudhon say#

1• Correspondance, tome II, pp.88-89, Lettre à Maurice.
2 • Ùorrespondance, tome II, pp .112-113.
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Categorically that to suppose philosophy exolualvely
1speculative would be gross self-dec opt Ion., So la of course

ready to concede that '^philosophy comprises a certain number 
of questions or problems which have always been considered as 
fundamental problems of the human understanding*^, and is, as .
It is said, "the science of the universal, the science of 
principles, the science of causes’*, or, in more solemn terms, 
"the science of things visible and invisible, of God, of men 
and of the universe, Phllosophia est scientia Del, hominls et 
naindi"^. But all the questions with which philosophy occupies 
itself are "in the orbit of common sense"* For if it were 
possible to dispense with all observation and experience, and 
relying solely on self-meditation to attain to a knowledge of 
the ultimate nature of thijigs, as some of the post-Kantians 
were deluded into hoping, "the philosopher would not be that 
laborious explorer, earning the bread of Ms^ soul in the sweat 
of M s  brow, exposed to error by the omission of the smallest 
detail, achieving only a restricted comprehension, and often 
instead of certitude only probabilities, at times floundering 
in doubt after a lifetime of spiritual agony».**, but a 
clairvoyant, a thaumaturge, a rival to Divinity"^, etc.

1. De la Justice, tome I, p
2 . Ibid., tome 1, pp.189-19©,
3. Ibid., pp.196-197.
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After rejecting transcendental metaphysics Froudhon goes on 
to endorse the common view that philosophy deserves to he 
studied only if it is useful* For once transcendental 
philosophy has been declared chimerical and common-sense ^
supreme, philosophy must become "servant" to the practical 
reason: it must "humanise itself*,*..... make itself
democratic and social"^* Just as religion guides us on all 
questions, so must philosophy. Philosophy is destined to 
take the place which religion has occupied so long and is now 
losing. The purpose of philosophy Is not only to teach man to 
think and reason methodically, but also to enable him so to 
steer the coursé of his life as "to deserve by his conduct 
the esteem of his fellow-men and of himself, and to assure 
himself with contentment of heart, well-being of body and 
security of m i n d T h a t  is, philosophy must provide us not 
only with a "principle of guarantee for our ideas"? It must 
arm us with a (fundamental) rule for our actions" * There 
must be harmony between our practical and speculative reason? 
for "the separation of science and conscience, like that of 
logic and right, is only an abstraction of the school*"^

1. Ibid ., p .205 .
2. Ibid., p.205*
3. Ibid., p.207*
4. Quoted in Gabriel 3eailles» "Etude" of Proudhon, included

in the Riviere edition of De la Justice, tom© I, p .172,
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In De la Jmatloe Froudhon defines philosophy as "the
quest, and, as muoh as is possible, the Disoovery of the
reason of things»" The expression "reason of things"
(raison des ohoses I should not mislead us • Later on in the
course of the same chapter he tells us that "what the mind
sees in things are their differences, their species, their

2series and groups, in one word their reason.
The concept of "s#?iea" plays a very important part in

his De la création de l'ordre. Accordii^ to Armand Cuvilli er,
"the interest of de la Création de I'Crdr# lies....in this
notion of the "serial law" which is the master-idea of the 

3book. §rou#ion borrowed the term from Fourier but used it 
in a sense different from the sense in which it was used by 
the latter.

God, according to Fourier, does not work without plan or 
purpose but has arranged the universe on a definite scWme of 
harmony. In the natural world physical objects and living
beings are arranged in "series" and "groups". Men must do
likewise and arrange their "industrial" and "domestic" relations 
on a serial basis. The essential element of human nature is 
"passion" and not "constraint". The satisfaction of our 
passions is the instrument by which God * s purposes for human

1. De la Justice, tome I , p.190.
2 • Ibid., tome I, p.200.
3. De la creation de l'ordre. Introduction to the Rivitre

edition, p .50.
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beings may be fulfilled; E© governs us "by sttraotion and
1not by oonatraint" # The essential thing about human sooiety

2
is to discover the "passional series" (ffeies passionnies) 
by which a particular kind of work should be done* Thus all 
disagreeable work could be turned over "to little hordes" of 
boys with a passion for dirtiness^. Similarly, other series 
could be formed in each of which one "passion" would 
pr edominate over all the others. Thus Fourier * a theory of 
series is mainly psychological. Froudhon, howevw^ does not 
think that work can become whol^ly a matter of pleasure* His 
View of the nature of work in nearer the e#sception e3q>reased 
in the Biblical words ; "Thou shalt earn thy bread in the sweat

1. H.Bourgin, Fourier, Librairie Georges Bellais# Farls, 19G5, 
pp.274-276, 289-290 —  The reason why social experiments 
have miscarried is because they were based on "monastic- 
industrial discipline". (BelecMons from the Works of 
Fourier, translated from the French by Julia Franklin with 
an introduction by G .Gide, London, gwan #onnenscheln & Co., 
1901, p.lBil .

2 • To be exact, Fourier 's theory of "passional series" is
developed for application in his "philanstère" (a group of 
300 families living together). But it is on an analogous 
principle that he wishes to see society organised as a Wh##.

3. D.O.Evans, Bocial Momantlclsm in prance, 1850-1848, Oxford,
Clarendon Fress, 1951, p.45.
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of thy brow", than the hedonistie theory of Fourier. He 
uses the term "series" as some sort of general philosophioal 
principle.

We may look at the world in terms of the three main
categories of substance, cause and relation. Things
"remain impenetrable in their substance"? and their
causes cannot be known either "in their principle or in
their origin"; what is accessible to us in only "the
succession of their effects"^. This is Tery Comtist in
spirit# At about the time of the writii% of De la 'Creation.
de l'ordre Proudhon*s view came In some ways very close
to Comte*s. In a letter to his f#imd Ackermann
(20th Beptmaber 1843) he says ; "l am too absorbed in

.2positivism to talk literature with you.  • In terms=
of Comte's "law of three stages" the search for "substances"

1, De la création de 1*ordre, p.34
2. C or r és pondanc e# tome XI, p.104.
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and "eausés" belongs to the "metapbysleal stage" of 
1knowledge. In the final "positive” stage only 

uniformities of sueeession are sought for, Here also 
froudhon seems to follow Gomte# As he says, what oomes 
under man's observation is only "the relation of things, 
order and disorder, the beautiful and the ugly", and this 
alone oonstitutes the proper subjeot matter of science.
Here Proudhon is mixing up two different sorts of things 
which Comte would have kept separate. For Gomte certain 
aspects of things, such as succession and extension, were In 
some sense objective, whereas good and evil, beautiful and

1. In De la creation de l'ordre Pr oudhon very much, though
not altogether, as will become apparent in the sequel, in 

, the fashion of August# Comte adopts the law of three 
stages, viz. Religion, Philosophy and Metaphysics, 
corresponding respectively to the latter's theological, 
metaphysical and positive stages. (See Comte*s Cours de 
Philosophie Positive, tome 1, pp.8-10, Librairie J.B. 
Baillière et Fils, 1864). It is difficult to say with 
certainty that Proudhon Is directly indebted to Gomte.
It is quite possible that Proudhon got the idea from Saints 
Simon*# own writings. Of. Guy Grand's introduction to 
De la Justice, Riviere edition, tome I, p,G6. In De la 
Justice the original scheme is retained, but the terms 
used to represent the different stages there are Religion, 
Metaphysics and Philosophy respectively.
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ugly, were qualities subjectively ascribed by us to things.
This aspect of things (that is of " the suce es si on of 

their effects") which alone we may legitimately study. Is 
covered by the various forms of th©"serial law". There are 
all sorts of series; there are series in mathematics; the 
phenomena of light, of liquids, of mechanics, can all be 
arranged In series. "The continuity of consciousness and the 
permanence of the inner sense, the Indefatigable vigil of the 
self, are nothing but illusions". We console ourselves with 
the mistaken belief that we live continuously during "the 
short interval that is granted*us"# But poor mortals that we 
are, "every instant of our existence holds the one preceding it 
no better than the vibrations of a lyre hold themselves 
together ; the vital force that animates us is counted, 
weighed, seriate"^» The purpose of science is only to study 
these aspects which are within the reach of our understanding, 
that is, "the relations of succession, of Juxtaposition, of

Qquantity or of form" . In this book he seems to hold a 
distinctively positivist view of science, and seems to identify 
philosophy with what "will consist in the classification of 
relations and the formation of series"^.

1. De la breation d© L'Ordre, p.l4l
U. Ibid, p.88.
3. Ibid, p .89.
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Here I have only tried to Indicate what Proudhon means by 
"series". When we come to consider his dialectic we shall 
see what role it plays in that.

Though Proudhon rejects the claims which have sometimes 
been made on behalf of philosophers to understand by a 
trained, intuition an aspect of things hidden from what he 
call# "common sense", the philosophical conclusions he comes 
to are certainly not those that common sense adopts, For
instance, the common sense view of the human mind as a screen
on which are projected the happenings of the external world is 
not acceptable to Hr oudhon. The understanding plays its part 
in the perception of phenomena and the formation of ideas, and 
"the human soul is not exclusively passive in its conceptions, 
but in receiving images or impressions from without reacts on
them and forms ideas of them, so that half^f not the whole of
the discharge of ideas therefrom, that is the discovery of the 
truth in things, belongs to the m i n d T h e  Kantianism of 
this quotation is pronounced, but it lacks precision.
Proudhon does not work out the epistemological counterpart of 
hi 3 ethical and political philosophy in any detail. 
Ipistemology and Metaphysics are not his forte, and his 
phi1osophlca1 conceptions arise from an undisciplined 
eclecticism which in a professional philosopher would be un
pardonable . He himself had railed at the eclectic phi los 
of Cousin and his disciples, Hi s own position is made up 
of a queer assortment of conceptions gathered from extremely
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heterogeneous sources. But he can he excused on the ground
that he needs these Ideas largely as a setting for his
political and ethical ideas - to give them the usual
Gompleteness of a philosophical system.

In addition to the relations of succession, quantity.
Juxtaposition etc., which hring together elements of our
experience, are "the generic supreme groups, or the rules of

1etiquette under which our ideas come to he arranged".
These are the "catégories" which have played so important a 
part in philosophy* froudhon thinks that the categories of 
phllosDphy are actually like the categories of grammar known 
coimnonly as "parts of speech" . Phi 1 oaophers have sometimes 
given their own lists, sometimes followed or amended the 
well-known ones . Thus the Indian philosopher Kanada held 
that there are always six things to prove, the aubstance, 
the quality, the action, the common, the proper and the 
relatlbn of a thing* The Aristotelian gives a list of ten 
categories. In modern philosophy Kant's list is famous.
But the mistake which phi 1 osophers^ave generally committed is 
to have r egarded them as in thems elves Intelligible, as 
providing a scheme of classifying reality in its various 
aspects. "They are to metaphysics (i.e. philosophy) what
simple bodies are to chemistry: they serve to express What Is

Qln©jtpp®a:sit>le, the stthstfthce, the eause. the passloa. etc

1. Ibid,, p.157,

2, ibid,, p.161,
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Without them the under#tahding cannot operate; hut the
question to ask is not "on what the understanding operates, hut

ihow it should operate." W© may adopt either of these lists 
of elassifioation; we may adopt Hegel'% method of triads* 
However rigorous and irreproaohahle the prooedure might he, in 
the end "it reduces itself to the description of a point of 
view chosen as one among a thousand"; it proves nothing as to 
the system followed by nature.

Here an inconsistency may be pointed out. When, like 
Gomte, he says that we cannot know anything about substance# 
or causes but can only know about certain relations between 
things, these relations at least are ascribed to nature. 
Therefore, on his own theory, the category of relation is 
prior to the other categories. Therefore a list of categories 
in which the «category of relation is included would be nearer 
reality than another in which it is not.

Though Proudhon has in rejecting metaphysic# and ohtology 
chosen the path of positivism, the problem of what he Call# 
"certitude" exercise# his mind and leads him somewhat in theA'

1. Ibid., p.161. - Kant regards the categories as "pure 
coneepts of the understanding.». applying a priori to 
objects ’'There is no question for him as to "how they 
should operate"; they are "original concepts of synthesis 
that the understanding contains within Itself a priori" , 
Vide Critique of Pure leason. Transcendental Analytic, 
Norman Kemp Smith* s translation.



fashiem #f Be#cart## to halt before "the hypoth©#!# of God" #
He i# torn between at least three possible solutions. On a

1
hnmber of ocoasions he says, like Fenerbaoh , that it la 
indubitable that "hmmanity in affirming God only affirms Itsi 
But he does not restriot himself to saying only this, for 
humanity not only affirms its own idealised self in God, but in 
affirming itself (that is in God) "it affirms itself other than 
it knows itself to be (elle a'affirm© alors oomme autre que ce

A
qu'elle se connaît)" • Feuerbach'# "anthropological humanism" 
is therefore to be rejected as misleading»

writing the prologue to Système des contradictions 
économiques he asks why "social philosophy does not admit 
a priori that humanity can neither deceive nor be deceived in 
its acts." It is a strange sort of perplwcity to suffer from a 
book on political economy » But for him it is a question of how 
to affirm "the authority of human judgments"? the hypothesis of 
God is bound up with the authenticity of the faith that 
"society is governed with prudence, foresight, intelligence".
So "the first judgment of reason, the preamble of every 
political constitution" must be: "there is a God".

1. Proudhon was probably introduced to F eu er bach's ideas by 
Marx and Grun. His lack of German prevented him from 
reading Feuerbach.

2. Bystème des contradictions économiques, tome I, p.60.
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It Is teue that ”a priG3?i âogTnàtisïn‘* applied to tlod. has
remained sterile* But oan the same he said of mod as a
hypothesis? Proudhon confesses that this problem has

1*'tormented him with oomtrary Ideas*** These "Gontrary 
ideas^ will appear in their full slgiilfloaiioe in the course 
of the last few pages of this chapter. Let us try to see 
how the problem is posed. It seems natural enough to assume 
that an unknown force mores the universe, or, as he puts it, 
**the suns and the atoms**. But Proudhon Insists on ruling 
out all hypotheses which postulate "the intervention of a

good in the esplanation of human affairs
A word of oomment is necessary here. Proudhon seems to

say that he needs “the hypothesis of uod” as providing the
assurance that the universe is not a Chaos but some sort of 
cosmos and that human affairs are Intelligible^ but despite 
this, he adds, uod does not interfere in the life of human 
beings. So he would deny that wars, for instance are divine 
visitations for our trespasses, at an ignorant priest might 
say. But what is his notion of uod? If Bod is conceived in 
terms of a person, then since Me maintains both the universe 
and man in some intelligible pattern of relations he can also 
intervene in human affairs wken they go awry. froudhon could 
say, as indeed he does in his own words, that within God's

1. ibid•, I, p..03.
2. Ibid., I, p.34,
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general scheme man hms some measure of freedom to make or to 
mar things. If, on the other hand, Bod is eoncelved 
pantheistlcallj (froudhon does not on the whole like 
pantheism), then not being a person He cannot ” intervene” in 
our affairs. In consideririg in a little while Proudhon^s 
theology we shall see how it sheds further light on his 
approach to this question.

Though God is banished from human affairs Proudhon stops 
short of the next step which the atheistio humanism of 
Feuerbach and Marx: does not stop short of taking, The 
reasoning he employs is reminiscent of hescartes * argument 
from the v era ci ty of God to the reliability of human
knowledge, though, as we have already seen, he does not.

%
think it possible to prove or disprove God's existence.
The astronomer cannot "with the vulgar suppose the sky to be 
a vault, the earth flat, the sky as large as a balloon”, etc • 
lor can "astronomical philosophy admit a priori that our

1. In Syst erne des Contradlcti ons eoonomlques Hegel * s
influence on him is at its height, and. he even goes so
far as to employ the argument familiar to the student of

. idealistic logic that every negation implies a previous 
affirmation5 "The hypothesis of God is legitimate*^ 
because, "all negation implying affirmation", even in 
denying it he is under obligation to concede it. (tome 
If P
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senses deceive us, and that we do not see what we see" •
Where would "the eertitude of astronomy" he If such a principle 
were admitted? The same sceptical argument could, mutatls 
mutandis, be extended to apply to the other departments of 
human knowledge. But philosophy being essentially practical 
for Proudhon, the problem of "certitude” in social philosophy 
has an especial urgency. . The urgency of his italicised 
proposition "There is a God" we have already seen translated 
into: "Society is governed by prudence, foresight and 
Intelligence" . In the next paragraph he goes on to say that 
"the history of society is for us nothing else but a lorg 
determination of God, a progr essive revelation of man*s destiny*. 
Actually there are two aspects to what froudhon is here trying 
to say; the philosophical as distinct from the sociological»
The former we have already tried to bring out. In addition it 
may be said here that the last quotation suggests that Proudhon 
is understanding God panthei s 11 call y , If God is identified 
with the whole of reality, including man, then whatever happens 
is a "determination of God", The latter needs a good deal of 
elucidation. I shall her© try to examine some of the 
consequences it has for his political and moral philosophy, 
"Atheism, known otherwise as humanism" is "true in its critteal 
and negative parts"; but "according to the humanist God is none 
other than humanity itself»" They go so far as to "dyy"

1» Ibid., X, p.394.



humanity as though it is "neither progressive, nor is there
any contrast between Its reason and its sentiments; In one
word, as though it were infinite in every respect*" For
Proudhon, however, "God, the Supreme Being, Is the antipodes
of humanity, the ontological summit which it endlessly
misses"* The two partake of absolutely antagonistic
attributes; God is "spontaneity, immediacy. Infallibility,
eternity" ; to man are given "foresight, deduction,

2mobility, time". At this stage it is important to 
remember that proudhon lived at a time When E eg el* s 
philosophy was supreme on the Continent • It had left its 
impress on both contemporary philosophy and contemporary 
theology. But in this respect Proudhon remained aloof from 
the dominant rationalism of his time.

gM. Henri de Lubac has in his excellent study of 
froudhon paradoxically bracketed froudhon with Kierkegaard 
as an anti-Hegelian. When Proudhon wrote his Systâne des 
Contradictions feonomiques - it is the Proudhon of this book 
that de Lubac compares with Kierkegaard - he was more than at 
any other time in his life under the influence of Eegel *s 
philosophy# Perhaps there is an unintentional irony here.

1. Ibid., I, p.39.
2* Ibid*, p.393.
3. The En-marxian Socialist, a Btudy of Proudhon.
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For Proudlion‘s views on the relation between theology and
philosophy bear some striking resemblance with those of
Kierkegaard, Theology sits rouged at the window, and courts

1the favour of philosophy, sells to it her beauty"^ Kierkegaard
had said with bitterness. As a youth, Proudhon had a similar
experience on reading Fenelonis Démonstration de Irexlsteho© de
Dieu, It was a time when he “ felt God", when his soul was
"pervaded with Him” • From childhood this “grand idea'* (of a
supreme Being) had got its hold on him, dominating his entire
being. But though this book had “suddenly opened his mind and

2Illuminated his thought" , it had failed to satisfy him, Only 
later on was he to realise that metaphysical reasoning was also 
used by materialists and atheists to deny bod. Sadly 
disillusioned though he was, he continued to believe in ood and 
in the immortality of the soul, less because of the weight of 
favourable evidence than for "the feebleness of contradictory 
reasons" , But he had decided to take leave of natural 
theology, and try a "new route" to that scientific certitude he 
was ambitious to achieve for social knowledge,

1, Hu o ted in Mr, F,W .Fulford * s study 3 or en Aabye Kierkegaard;
a study (H.W .Wallis, Cambridge, date of publication not 
given), p.16,

2 . G or re spend ance, tome 1, p ,25.
3, ibid., tome i, p,26.



Kierkegaard had said that logical systerns possible",
hut "Eothing must then he incorporated in a logical system
that has any relation to existence, that is not indifferent
to exigtenee."^ A system w M c h  claims to h eg in” w 1 thou t any

2presuppositions** he regarded as a ”coml#al** view# In his
Attack upon "Ghr 1stiandom" he went on to say "Where is only

/  ̂ 3one relation to revealed truth; helievlng it . Here,
however, their #ays part, Kierkegaard would believe just ■
hecause "helievlng* is "an offence" to reason* For Proudhon
this is impossible# - On his view God insults our humanity;
therefore He is our enemy,

To sum up: Proudhon* s attempt to build a systematic
philosophical position for himself cannot be regarded as a
suecess. He borrowed his philosophical ideas from a number
of sources, but could not harmonise them into a single scheme
of his own. He adopts the Gomtist law of three stages. Like
Gomte, and the Ency cl oped 1 a t s before Corate, he wants to give a
practical turn to philosophy• At the same time he shares
Kant'8 view that the human mind is so constituted that we
inevitably speculate about problems and aspects of things with
which our understand 1 r% is not competent to deal. He denies

1. Goncluding Unscientific postscript to the "Hhllosophlcai 
Fragments" quoted in EObert Bretall*s A Kierkegaard 
Anthology, p.196.

2. E.JBretall, op .cit., pp.200-203.
3. Ibid., p.464.
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that any particular list of "oategorlos" Has logical priority
over another ; it is no more than "the description of a point
of view chosen as one among a. t h o u s a n d Y e t  he seems to
think - at least he ought to hold - that at least the category
"relation" is really descriptive of reality. In spite of his
positivism he hell eves that values are objective in some sense.
Proudhon was attracted to Hegel * s philosophy, particularly his
dialectical method. in De la dgeation de 1 * ordre he used
Fourier*s term "series" to cover a universal aspect of things

1expressing itself in many forms • Proudhon*s theological 
views form an exception to hia rationalism. He is, like 
Kierkegaard, an opponent of "theology".

Having cleared some philosophical grouW. let us try in 
the next chapter to see what Proudhon means by the concept of 
justice, with which he prondises to remove some of our 

losophical perplexities.

As Proudhon* s views on dialectic r equire some lengthy 
discussion I have postponed their full consideration to 
a separate chapter.
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G B A- P T 1 B I I  

Prqiidlion* s various définitions of justice and the relation 
of M b  philosophy of juatiee with "latural Law"

In the previous chapter we have had oooasion to compare 
Proudhonis positivism with the positivism of August Gomte^
The point, however, at which Proudhon parts company with the 
latter is very significant. Corate had, very much in the 
spirit of modern positivism, regarded the terms "natural law" 
and "natural rights" as "raetaphyslcal and theological 
conceptions^. "The word Right", he recommended, "should he 
excluded from the language of political thought, as the word 
Cause from the language of p h i l o s o p h y F o r  Proudhon, on the 
other hand, it is precisely In connection with the notion of 
"right" that the unifying conception of philosophy should be
SI

This central conception of W s  thought he calls justice# 
Proudhon defines Justice as it were at different levels# At 
the most general level it is almost synonymoui with, any basic 
principle, whether of metaphysics, morals, aesthetics, 
economics or politics# "justice, let us not be afraid of 
repeating ourselves, under divers names, governs the world,

1# System of Positive Polity, yol.l, pp#289-90; translated 
from the French by J .H,Bridges, Frederic Harrison and 
others, London, 1876#
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nature and humanity, science and conscience, logic and 
ethics, political economy, politics, history, literature and 
art,‘*̂  "In the order of conscience, the highest of all, it
Is JUSTICE properly so called, rule of our rights and our 
duties ; in the order of intelligence, logic^ mathematics, 
etc*, it 18 equality or equation; in the sphere of the 
imagination, its name is the ideal; in nature, it is 
equilibrium * At this level Justice for Proudhon has a 
"mystique", which like all "mystiques" defies detailed 
analysis. In fact many of the most beautiful passages in 
his writings are about the mystical in justice. "When I had 
driven out all the mysticism, I found myself contending again 
with a greater mysticism, justice, the mysteries#...#** ,
M. de Lubac quotes a passage from Proudhon*8 Garnets (still 
unpublished) Where the adoration of justice is carried to a 
pitch which only the devout feel for uod; "Where does this 
passion for justice in me come from, a passion which carries 
me away, excites me, and sets my blood boiling? It is my

1. De la justice, tome I, ■ pp.296^27. ^ The nearest analogue 
to this sense of justice I know of is Leihnis*s 
oongruitas ac proportionalitas quaedam (See Giorgio Del 
Tecchio, Justice, chap.I# Translated from the Italian by 
Lady Guthrie, London, 1952)*

2. Ibid., tome I, p.217.
3 . Quoted in The Un-Mar Xian Social! st, a study of Proudhon, 

P.&07,
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Go#, my religion, my all, and if I attempt to Justify it by 
philosOpkio reaaon# I oamiot do so,” M. de LubaO finds in 
t h m  a "religious aooent", an indioatiem of a deep-down 
yearning for religion. As we sMll see later on, froudhon 
felt forced to abandon Christianity not merely out of 
t emp er am en t# 1 antipatl^ for the Catholicism of his time - he 
never considered any of the frotestant churches as a possible 
rival for the Mother Church - but as much at least because 
for him all the great historical religions are incompatible 
with any genuine respect for human personality. But he was 
always aware of the important part religion has until now 
played in the spiritual life of man. What he really wants is 
a substitute for the established religion. This he thinks he 
can find only in the aealous pursuit of and faith in Justice. 
Thus in Du Principe fedfeatif he gives expression to M s  faith 
when he hopes for a future millennium in which "the pure

111religion of Justice, *., ̂ without symbolism and without idols" 
will have begun to prevail,

doming down from the metaphysical to the practical levei 
we find Iroudhon viewing Justice as the key problem of ethics. 
But ethics abstractly viewed is of little importance* "The 
science of Justice cannot arise from a dialectical deduction 
of notions: it has to be brought out from the phenomenality

1. op. cit., p.ldi.
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(phenoraeriali te) that these notions engender, as every law of
lyslcs is disengaged from the series of phenomena which are 

1its expression" . We may thus reason^hly define the field of 
ethics which justice covers for Proudhèm a# "that part of

9moral philosophy which ©hiracterises the subject in society" • 
But is Proudhon*s comparison of the rules of justice with the 
laws of physics justified? The laws of physics are based on 
the observation of actual regularities, whereas the rules of 
jqat conduct are not always exemplified in our lives, Men 
are just as well as unjust, they obey as well as disobey
ethical principles, Therefore there is nothing to "discover"
in ethics in the sense in which physicists make discoveries.
It seems Proudhon wants to put rules of justice on some . 
objective basis, but In so far as he says that they cannot be 
"deduced" he is probably showing the influence of the 
positivist ideas of his time.
The Subj ective and the Objective Aspects of Justice

The définition of justice that we employ depends not only 
on the level at which we may wish to speak, it depends also on 
the aspect chosen. We may distinguish two aspects of 
Proudhon*9 definition of justice: the subjective and the
objective aspects. In its subjective aspect, it is "the

1. De la Justice, tome I, p.281. Here we have an indication
of Proudhon* s Platonism on which so many of his students
have commented.

2. Ibid., tome 1, p.010.
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respeet spontané ou sly felt and reeiprocallj guaranteed, for 
himan dignity. In whatever person and in whatever 
eircumstances it may be i:##rilled, and whatever may be the 
risks to which Its defence may expose us" •

The m#ta#^sical status which Proudhon se#ms to ascribe 
to Justice will have raised in the reader * s mind the question 
whether this is consistent with his positivism# Here a 
comparison with Locke may be made. It is generally thought 
that Locke* # denial that there are innate ideas in the human 
understanding is not consistent with his theory of natural 
rights conceivable in an a priori way. Proudhon is faced 
with a similar difficulty. But he was, it appears to me, 
not quite unaware of the anomaly of his position in this 
respect. fhece is at least one Instance in which he tried
to overcome it. Proudhon's views on Justice as expressed in 
the pr ̂ l  er nmmoir e of Qu * es t-c# qua la propriét é? dif f er 
considerably from those of De la Justice. An account of his 
earlier position will, besides indicating the way in which he 
tried to accommodate his theory of Justice to his positivism, 
also help in clarifying his position on what I have called 
the "subjective" aspect of Justice.

In Qu* est-ce que la. propriété (premier mémoire) Proudhon 
treats justice as a form of the "instinct of society" or

g
"sociability" as he also calls it. The doing of good deeds

1# Ibid., tome I, p#423.
2# op. cit., last
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to their feliov^s is not oonflnei to men alone, as biologists
will tell us* In so far as we are like the animals sociability
is "a sort of magnetism which the contemplation of a being
similar to ourselves stirs In us, but whose flux never goes
beyond him who experiences it, which can be reciprocated but not 

1communicated" * Love, benevolence, pity, sympathy, etc.,are 
different forms of this level of sociability common to men and 
animals alike. Being little more than instincts, so Proudhon 
thinks, there is .nothing in them to merit our esteem.; nor is 
there anything in|:hem to distinguish us from: animals .

The second degree of sociability Proudhon calls "justice”# 
It is to be defined as "the recognition in others of a 
personality equal to our own" • So far as the "sentiment" of 
this equality is concerned, animals possess it as well as we do# 
As to intellectual awareness, we alone are capable of forming 
"a complete idea of the Just" #

As the third or highest degree of sociability we have

1 & 2 . Ibid#, p.303 .
3. Ibid#, p .303 - In a letter to his friend Ackermann (23rd Maj 

1842) he says "Justice, like the idea of the beautiful, is 
said to be a notion, a primitive and essential form of our 
soul; and I turn it into a physiological attribute, common 
to men and animals, there being no difference between them 
emcept by more or less and. by certain ideas special to the 
latter, and absent In the former". (Correspondance, tome 11, 
p#;46) * This suggests a clear affinity of his position here 
with the "naturallstlc" view of value •
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"a unique sentiment", which Brondhcn here calls "equity or
1social proportionality" , of which generosity, gratitude and

friendship are three distinct "nuances" . But Proudhon is
obviously mistaken in thinking that "equity" is the same thing
as gratitude or generosity or friendship. We may regard it as
in some sense (though an unusual one) "just" that we should
feel gratitude for a good turn done to us which we have in no
way merited. But generosity is eertaihly something more
than justice, in the sense that a generous man is a benefacto#
who gives more than is "due" •

froudhon's view of the subjective aspect of justice in
Qu*est-ce que la propriété? may be put in this way* there is
an original basis of instinct which we share with animals•
Some of the developments of this instinctive basis are common
to men and animals (love, bmmevolence, pity, sympathy, etc. ).
Borne aniimls have even a" sent Lment" of equality, though men
alone are intellectually aware of its existence. But at the
highest level of the development of this distinctive basis men
dif f er entiate themselves clearly from animals * They have "a
unique sentiment" which may be called " mpiity" * This
sentiment covers such things as generosity, gratitude
and friendship. Here he is using the word "equity"

gin a sense which it simply does not posses#. "

1# Ibid., p.311.
2. As he himself admits he uses "equity" in the sense of 

the Latin word "humanltas".
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Even if we waive this objection, the question still remains 
whether this sentiment really ex3.sts or whether it is simply 
a collective name for "generosity, gratitude and friendship", 
recommended to us by our author. That is, if it is not 
merely a tautology, but a psychologlcal hypothesis, then it 
must be submitted to the appropriate test,

Nevertheless, the essential fact remains that for 
froudhon all the three "degrees" of sociability are grounded 
in Instinct, Is he puts it: "Sociability, Justice,
such is in its threefold degree the exact definition of the 
Instinctive faculty which makes us seek intercourse with our

h 1f e l l o w - b e i n g s • _,
Her© a compariaon with John Stuart Ml 11 * s view of Justice 

will be of some help. In chapter V of his Util 1 tarlanlam 
Mill diseusses, among other things, the question whether 
"the feeling itself, of Justice is aui generis like our 
sensation of colour and taste, or a derivative feeling, formed 
by a combination of others” » "And the sentiment of Justice 
appears to me to be", Mill goes on to say in reply, "the 
animal desire to repel or retaliate a hurt or damage to oneself, 
to those with whom one sympathises, widened so as to include 
all persons, by the human capacity of enlarged sympathy, and 
the human conception of self-interest. From the latter 
elements, the feeling derives its morality; from the former,

1. Qu'est-ce que la proprl&tef premier mémoire, p .312„
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its peculiar impressiveness, an# enmgy of self-assertion”»
As thus moooumted for, "there is no neeesslty to assume for it 
any peoullarity of origin" * Mill is clear If denying that 
justioe is a feeling aui generis. froudhon seems to adopt 
a somewhat different psfohologf• He wants to imke as close a 
parallel with animal psychologf as possihle. that he calls 
justice is partly an animal "sentiment" and partly a human 
awareness of ©quality hetween persons. Bis term "equity" 
definitely stands for a "unique" sentiment# Mill's position 
is clearly naturalistic (justice is not perceived by a special 
faculty, but is reducible to simpler psychological element#)^ 
froudhon does not, like Mill, adopt an atomistic psychology. 
Proudhon*s position is naturalistic in the sense that for him 
justice and equity originate in an instinct. It is not, 
however, naturalistic in the saase that these elements are not 
reducible to other affective or cognitive elements but exist 
in their own right.

In De la Justice froudhon*# views on justice attain a 
much greater degree of clarity. The tmpminology is somewhat 
different too. iere he stresses the following points, which 
leave no doubt as to the "non-naturalism" of his later view of 
justice.
(1) Justice contains no mystical elements in the sense of 

something derived from a supernatural source. Yet
despite himself frouihon gives it a mystique. He
also says that it is free from "psychological" elements,
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What he means by thl s is indi Gated by hi s own words :
"instead of being an animal affection, a sort of
organic magnetiam, (it is) the exalted and impersonah
sentiment that we have of the dignity of our species,

1dignity that we do not separate from our liberty
2It is superior to interest. I must respect and get

respected by my neighbour as myself; such is the law
1of my conscience

It is "a faculty of the soul", "the first of all 
faculties, constitutive of the social belhgT 

Justice is extra-phenomenal in Kant's sense of the term.^ 
Proudhon uses not the term "category", but the term
"metaphysical ideas", though he assures us tha t these "ideas"
in themselves contain no truth* They arise from the
opposition of the ego and the non-ego. Very much like Kant's
categories they are indispenslbl# "to the formation of every

4idea and the constitution of each science", The idea of 
Justice however is the chief Idea of all these, the "idee

1. De la Justice, tome I, pp*426«426*
2 , For Mill Justice is connected with utility, and also with 

resentment at attack on those We sympathise with,
3 , Of. Guy Grand* s introduction to De la Justice, Rivi&e 

edition, tome I, p.-80.
4, De la Justice, tome I, p.!
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princesse” as he calls It, This would seem to suggest that 
values are for Proudhon in some sense basic to science and to 
theory generally, as if he thought that Kant ought to have 
made the G r itique of Practical Reason M s  fundamental 
critique* But Proudhon does not pursue this line of 
thought any further. If he had, he would soon have realised 
that it was inconsistent with his positivism#

A further parallel with Kant can he made. For Kant 
only the good will has moral value and only actions done 
from respect for the moral law deserve our moral praise.
For Proudhon the doing of good deeds to our fellow human 
beings from charity or love cannot get us far. It is only
"respect" for human dignity as such that can be relied upon 
to enable us to perform our duties towards other members of 
the human race.
Definition of the Obje&tive Aspect of Justice

Proudhon's view of the objective aspect of justice 
properly so called is easier to expound. In many ways it 
resembles the seventeenth and eighteenth c entury phi lesophi es 
of natural law and natural rights, He shares with the 
great pMlosophers of the 17th century their belief in the 
possibility of arriving in ethics at conclusions as certain 
as those of mathematics * Locke, for example, thought that 
"moral knowledge is 'as capable of real certainty as 
m a t h e m a t i c s S o  too, for Proudhon, "as much as is the

1* Essay, Book If, chap.IV, art*?.



mat hema t loi an aura of not belmg mistaken on the notion of
equality••••.as much is the moral heing certain of not going

1astray in his notion of good and evil." George Guy-Grand,
in his introduction to the RivieTe edition of De la Justice,
assigns this characteristic of Proudhon* s thought to his 

2"scientism" , a term which needs e#laining. In a general 
sense it may be understood to mean belief in the possibility 
of arriving at definite and precis© solutions of problems 
arising in fields outside mathematics and the exact sciences 
like physics and chemistry# Proudhon wrote at a time when 
the complexity of the problems of the social sciences was 
hardly yet fully appreciated# In this respect he shares the 
general simplisme of early sociology. Even so, the term 
"scientism" hardly describes Proudhon's position. To 
understand it we shall need to study his own special and in 
some ways peculiar brand of natural law.

In the preface to Du principe fed^atif Proudhon went so 
far as to say that his entire system was a "philosophy of

1. De la Justice, tome III, p.363.
2. Ibid., tome I, p .66 - Professor Rayek has recently used

the term "scientimn" in another sense# It stands for him
for the attitude that by applying the methods of the 
natural sciences we can produce similarly important 
results in the study of social problems. (See his paper 
Scientism and the 3tudy of Society. Bconomloa. Vols.
IJC-M,. 1942-44)#
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right"^, "The sovereignty of right, such is the culmination
2

of all the Froudhonian constructions" Georg# Gurvitoh well 
sums up Proudhon*s whole work. The adjective "natural" 
hardly ever accompanies the use of the suhstantives "law” and 
"right” in his writings , That his is a philosophy of natural 
law and natural rights, and the sense in which it is so, will 
he the themo of the rest of this chapter#

Before proceeding with our investigation into the nature 
of Proudhon's philosophy ct 'law or right it will he expedient 
to make a distinction hetween the theory of natural law and 
the theory of natural rights, The antithesis hetween Nature 
and Convention, or between natural law and positive law, goes 
as far back as at least the fifth century B,C. But the 
conception of natural rights matching political obligations 
does not seem to have taken root in Greek political theory.
It is only among some of the Sophists that elements of a theory 
of natural rights may be found, Blato" regerdB the state as an 
organism, similar and very much larger and therefore completer 
than the individual. The health and well-being of this 
organism is much more important thah the fulfilment of the 
personal needs and aspirations of the individuals that go to 
compose it. On such a theory the individual owes everything to

1. Quoted by Gurvitch, op,cit., p .363.
2» Ibid., p.364#
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society, and any claims on M s  part to "inalienable" rights,
T_however conceived, would be ridiculous .

The distinction between Nature and Gonvention, on the 
other hand, is fundamental to Greek philosophy. Alongside
of tMs distinction goes the identification of truth with 
nature - whatever nature may be understood to mean - and 
convention with falsehood.

In medieval political theory the conception of natural 
law is again prominent. As Gierke has pointed out, however, 
the organic conception of the state still dominates political 
thought, with the result' that the stress is on duties rather 
than on rights.

The transition from early to modern natural law theory 
may be seen clearly in Grotlus. Starting frmt medieval 
Aristoteliaaism he accentuât ©a further St. Thomas Aquinas* 
subordination of God* s will to Els reason. Although God is 
"the Author of Nature", and prescribed though it is by him, 
"The law of nature is unchangeable - even in the sense that it

1 • Thus Gomte was in sympathy with Plato when he wanted to 
banish the word "rights" from the dictionary.
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1cannot be changed by God,” Natural law as “the dictate of
right reason" is granted to all men, but grace and revelation
do not conflict with it, lot only does grace not abolish
nature, unaided himan reason-can thrive in relative

2Independence of its Author', The way to the natural law 
theories of the 17th and 18th centuries is therefore open.

Some of the salient features distinguishing modern natural 
law theory from the medieval are:-

In the classical period of modern philosophies of natural,

1. The entire passage in the original Latin of the 1646 ' 
edition of De Jure Belli ac Pads runs: "Est autem jus 
naturale adeo immobile, ut ne a Deo quidem mutari queat• 
Quanquam enim immensa est Del potentia, diet tamen quaedam 
possunt ad quae se ilia non ex tendit, quia quae ita 
dlcuntur, dicuntur tantum, sen sum autem qui rem exprimât j 

nullum hab ent ; sed sibi ip sis repugnant: Si cut ergo ut
bis duo non sint quatuor ne a Deo quidem potest effici, it# 
ne hoc quidem, ut quod intrinseca rat lone malum est, malum ! 
non sit." (Lib,1, X. 1646 edition of De Jure Belli ac Pads, 
published by the Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1913,
as vol .1 of No.3 of "The Classica of International Law”) .

2. Even though Grotius endorses Aquinas'* saying that grace is
needed to perfect human nature, it has lost its medieval 
accent,
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law the conception of society as a vast mechanism, in the 
wake of the developments in mathematical physics, supersedes 
the medieval view of society on the analogy of a living 
organism,
(2) As the laws of the physical universe have been 
unravelled by great minds like Newton, equally must the laws 
that govern the social mechanism be discoverable,a8 well as 
possess a similar degree of certainty,
13) _ The explanat I on of the origin of human society as a
natural phenomenon grounded in the social nature of man is no 
longer considered adequate. So the question. How and why 
did human beings originally come together to form societies Y 
is debated in terms of new theories of contract. The 
medieval pactum subiectjonls between the prince and his 
subjects must needs be supplemented by an original pactum 
conjunctionis.
(4) With the changed conception of the nature of society and 
of the individual's relationship with it, those rights that 
pertain to the special nature of man qua man begin to be 
debated in great earnestness.

In setting forth the above four points my pur*pose was not 
to sum up the essential, features of modern natural law 
doctrines, for any such summing up is bound to be an over
simplification, but only to draw a working distinction between 
medieval and modern political theory for the ensuing 
discussion, froudhon's doctrine differs considerably from
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the classical formulmtiom of natural law by, Say, Grotius dr 
Locke,- He does not, for instance, approve of the attempt to 
explain or justify tbe origin of human society in terms of a 
contract, real or imaginary. Nor • Is he so extreme a 
rationalist as some of the encyclopaedists were, This is 
only natural• He is separated by a span of nearly three- 
quarters of a century from the milieu of the ih»ench 
Enlightenment, The growth of positivism in France, the 
culmination of uerman metaphyslas in Hegel's historical 
method, the development of English empiricism into Humean 
scepticism, were some of the chief factors militating against 
the rise of new philosopM.es of natural law and natural rights# 
in some ways an even more important factor in France was the 
traditionalism of de BonaId and de Maistre.

Nevertheless Proudhon holds fast to natural law in his
own Gurious way * This must be said in spite of his apparent

1dislike of the terra "natural law" , The explanation of his 
unwl11ingness to acknowledge his philosophy as a philosophy of 
natural law lies in the struggle between his humanism and an 
almost compulsive urge to find a more than merely human basis 
for morality, These two sides to his personality do not seem 
to harmonise, with the result that the entire logic of one 
important aspect of his philosophy of justice is strained.
The moralist in him could not be satisfied with an egoistic

1 • De la Justice, tome I, p .380 .
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ethic like that of Stir her.
Steeped In the literature of the Enlightenment as he was,

Proudhon helleved that he was continuing the work of the
philosophy that inspired the French Revolution^ but to regard
him as simply continu ing the work of the philosophes of tho
eighteenth century would be a serious mistake; nor là. he
unaware of the complexity of his own thought in comparison
with the comparatively simple assumptions of his predecessors.
I should rather say that the influences of mid-nineteenth
century Zeitgeist complicate vastly an otherwise simple system
of basic assumptions .

We have seen already that Proudhon identifie# justice
with "right” . The ultimate basis of right is neither
subjective nor empirical but a pr 1 or 1 : "Man destined to live
in society is governed by a system of laws that experience
reveals to him little by little, in the measure in which he
enters into relation with his fellow-men and nature but whose

1principle is given a prlori in his conscience” . ' These laws 
are not sociological, but normative; ”in the measure in which 
they reveal themselves to man and are promulgated by him, they
create for him as many particular, special obligations, also 

2called duties,” This insistence that the laws of justice are 
discovered rather than contrived definitely establishes a close

1. Qorrespondance  ̂ tome XII, p ,368.
2 , loc. cit.
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similarity between Freüdtoon^s philosophy of justice aod the 
moherrt formulations of natural law. But already a difference 
may be notioeci, fhe Stoics, and in this the seventeenth 
century theorists of hatural law were at one with the Stoics, 
held that the laws of justice (that is the laturai law} are 
immediately discernible by the light of reason. For froudhon 
they are -(repealed’* very slowly In a long process of 
historical progress. This raises the question about the 
relation in which natural law stands to history for Proudhon, 
As this question requires some lengthy expositlon and 
discussion 1 have reserved its consideration to a special 
chapter ( chap t er IX) • In the c one lading chapter we shall 
have an occasion to compare Proudhon^ s position with some 
present theories of natural law.
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g H A P T g H ' III

Justice and %umli ty

^Bquallty*' In a loose aéime
Proiidhon has his heart set on equating |ustlce with 

equality. As M&Bougle has polmted out, ' "the Idaa of justic 
Is for froudhon "but another name for the idea of equality"
It is not, however, easy to expound Proudhon* s defence of 
equality, Like the idea of justice, the term "equality" tms 
for him many senses, ■ To begin with, the principle of 
equality, like the principle of justice, operates not only 
among men, but also applies to the entire universe. Therefore, 
those who think that though " justice is equa 11 tar 1 an ; nature 
is not" are wrong# In his passion for equality Proudhon 
does not pause to consider the extreme absurdity of the 
position in which he would land himself by making such a claim# 
ever the 1 ess, perhaps only to reassure himself, he his

claim even more firmly: "The legislation of the worlds is an
I o n A r e  not the number of days in a

year equal, the annual rainfall of a place "sensibly the same": 
do not "the flux and the reflux of the ocean, in their

1, La Sociologie de Proudhon, Paris, 1911, p.57.
2 , De la justice, tome II, p,B6.
3, Ibid., tome II, p*67.
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averages, march with the regularity of a pendulum"?^ If 
there is inequality in the world, it does not arise "from the 
essence of things, from their innateness ; it arises in the 
environment" , A few more examples of equality in nature 
follow, hut the game is very soon given up » The words of 
the "gage", presumahly Pythagoras, ohligingly come to his 
rescue: "the world has been made with number, • weight and
measure" . The term "equality" has changed its meaning. 
Starting with equality in its usual sense, he has gradually 
shifted its meaning until it comes to stand for any sort of 
numerical relatloA# It may be noted that his loose sense of 
"equality" corresponds to his "justice" in the sense in which 
it has a mystique.
In what sense are all human beings equal?

The most important sense of equality for Proudhon is the 
sense in which all men are, so to speak, potentially of equal 
worth. This sense of equality is amlogous, so it seem# to 
me, to the sense in which it is held that God is no respecter 
of persons and is interested equally in their redemption; to 
the sense in which equality is supposed to be a natural right; 
or , in Kant * s sense, each person is an end. The r elation of 
equality in this sense with justice is undoubtedly important 
and Proudhon is right in stressing it.

Mr. l.F.Carritt makes an interesting defence of equality

1. Ibid., tome 11, p. 6®.
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in this sense. He dlstinguishes between what he calls 
"rights" and "claims". The framers of the American 
Declaration of Independence, for instance, presumed, to define 
natural rights as inalienable. Such attempts to conceive them 
as "inalienable" have br ought natural rights into disrepute.
Men have only "claims" to "life, liberty, property and the 
pursuit of happiness". When their claims to these things 
conflict, the claim of one can be overridden by the stronger 
claim of another. But equality is the most important of our 
claims ("the primary Glaita" as Mr. Garritt call a it) . On
this View the natural right of equality,becomes "the 
fundamental right of nature....to equality of treatment in 
like situations" "The natural right of every^ man was to 
have claims equally considered".

The most important thing to note about Proudhon * s theory 
of equality is an obvious one. .For Proudhon it is not a 
question of asserting equality between essentially unlike 
beings ; what the opponents of equality deny is the equality 
"of similar beings (dee @#mblables)", For example, one species 
can be and often is superior to another in physical strength 
and intelligence; but memberc of the same species are

1. E.F.Garritt, Ethical and Political Think!ng, Oxford, 1947, 
pp.79 and 97. See chts. 6 and 9. Cf. Prof. Daiches 
Raphael's Equality and Equity, in Philosophy, July,
1946.
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essenfciallj alike, "All the Individuals cQ-mposlng a society 
are. In principle, of the same essence, calibre, type, model; 
if some difference appears among them, it arises not from the 
creative thought that has given them being and form, but in 
external cireumstances under which individualities come to 
birth and develop. It is not by virtue of this inequality, 
singularly exaggerated as it is, that society maintains itself, 
it is in spite of this inequality*"^ Here two things’ need to 
be pointed out. First, from the supposed fact that all human 
beings are of the same essence (whatever that may mean) he 
draws the inference that they should be treated alike (i.e. 
equally well). But this is not a legitimate inference. The 
first proposition purports to make a factual claim about the 
"real" nature of man: the second asserts an ought, Some
would say that statements of essence are verbal. Then 
equality of treatment would bo made part of the essence of man 
and so bautologous. Moreover, it is only in virtue of an 
assumed equality of moral worth that we can be justified in 
treating two men equally well. But all Proudhon is asserting 
here is that they have the same essential nature, which is 
quite a different thing. Secondly, Proudhon is here employing 
a familiar theological argument in support of equality. Xet 
for him the notion of God is to be kept out in the discussions 
of social and ethical problems,

1, De la Justice, tome II, p.69.
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A further likely criticism would be that if, on 
Proudhon's reasoning, among human beings the various races 
differed radically from one another, one race could be 
justified, on this ground alone, in governing its inferior. 
But we are assured this is not so* Whether "white, yellow, 
red or black". We are all equal, i.e. we all share the sam# 
essence*

This brings us to what appears to me a major 
inconsistency in Proudhon* s thought * For Mm, as we have 
seen, justice is not merely conventional, nor is it a set of 
rules entirely dependent upon hutan convenience* Justice 
renders what is "due" not on the basis of a criterion 
somehow accepted and without direct relation to the essence 
of human nature; it is the rendering of what human beings 
deserve qua human beings, and what they deserve qua human 
beings for their labours• If Proudhon is to remain 
consistent, he must also apply similar reasoning to animals, 
As human beings have their justice arising from their 
Gssehtial nature, there must also be a justice for animals 
in its turn dependent upon the reAl nature of animals * 
Proudhon is nevertheless not willing to concede that animals 
should also enjoy their own kind of justice and, for him, 
there can be no justice between man and beast* He sees in 
the attempt to prevent cruelty to animals only a return. to 
"Pythagorean sentiments**, founded on the dogma of 
me t emp sy cho si a . In regard to animals our **Philo2oi will
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always be reducible to the practice of the Ingllsh", that la,
"to keep them well-fed, to take proper oar© of them, to cross
them well, In order to get from them more milk, fat, wool or

ÜLmeat, and less bonea. In short In order to eat them" .
However gentle we may be towards them, it is not in
eonsideration of their persons; "it is out of concern for

2
our sensibility",

A comparison with medieval political theory will throw
some further light on. Proudhon's defence of equality, and help
us in passing to the next section. As Professor Tawney smms
up the medieval attitudei "Within classes there must be
equality; if one takes into his hand the living of two, his
neighbour will go short, Between classes there must be
inequality ; for otherwise a class cannot perform its function,

. 3or - a strange thought to us - enjoy Its rights," From this 
it would appear that actual inequalities of capacity among 
members of the same class are recognised; only these are 
overridden by ethical considerations, Proudhon's position is 
different* He does not accept the medieval view that 
different classes differ radically in capacity. He wishes to 
prove that most of the real differences of capacity, not only 
within a single class but in society as a whole, are the 
results of circumstances rather than intrinsic differences,

1 & 2. he la Justice, tome I, p.418,
3• Beligion and the Rise of.Capitalism, chap•I, i, p,36.
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There is however a point of similarity between Proudhon's 
thought and medieval political theory. Even if his def enoe 
of equality were proved valid, it would not follow thereby 
that we should set up equality of Inoome for the whole of 
society all at once. It would only prove what is ^right". 
When it cam© to applying a prescription of natural law to a 
given social situation so as to mould it nearer to its ideal, 
medieval political theory did not fall to recognise the 
difficulties that flesh and circumstance could raise against 
all attempts at applying natural law to particular 
c Ire urns ta no es, The Ghurch was willing to be realistic in its
approach to actual problems, sometimes as much as any modern 
statesman^* Proudhon similarly does not like to be called 
utopian, and tries to search for what seems to him to be 
feasible applications of his" ideal of equality.
The translation of equality in ^right" into equality in

In respect of the question how the unequal capacities of 
individuals performing their respective functions in society 
should be' rewarded, Proudhon changed his views a number of 
times, but an underlying trend is noticeablo in the 
successive shifts of position until we come to his final book 
on the subject of property, the posthumous Theorle de la 
propriété. In the beginning, in %uiest-ce que la propriété?

1 • Ibid., pp.41^42.
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hé Insisted on striât equality: "low if equality is not
1absolute, it is nothing (elle n'est pas}". But already he is

aware that great differences of Gapacity are to be found
men which may not all be explicable in terms of differenG## of
education and upbringing* There is the obvious difficulty
raised by the existence of men of outstanding capacity and
merit, Nevertheless in this book he still clings to his faith
that "what is today called inequality of faculties, in happier - - t
conditiona would be nothing more than diversity of faculties.
The heart of the difficulty lies, Proudhon seems to think, in
the problem of rewarding genius* Me is extremely sensitive on
this question. How can you possibly reward genius in terms of
riches Y he asks • Genius is not a measurably quanti ty, at
least in terms of material wealth. What is the use of loading
a great artist with riches?",..property (we could equally well
say inequality) makes a poet a Oroesus or a beggar; equality

3alone knows how to honour and praise him," Proudhon's 
reasoning here, though forceful, is not quite convincing, Even 
if genius Is not a measurable quantity in the sense in which 
the work of, say, a Beethoven is not at all comparable with the 
work of a composer of popular tunes, it does not follow that an 
appreciated Beethoven (even when loaded with honours) should

1. Premier mémoire, p *
2. Ibid., p.227.
3. Ibid., p.
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earn no more than an average brlckiayer •
In iolutlon du problème social (1848) Proudhon argue# that 

though "equality of goodsis still to be aimed at, it is to be 
pursued only in so far as It is compatible with other aims, the 
principal of whioh, liberty, will lead him i nor ©a singly to ton# 
down his stress on equality. In De La Jus tige he is able to 
state his problem elearly: "it is an extremely delicate
venture to reconcile the respect due to persons with the 
organic necessities of production; to observe ©quality without 
imposing upon liberty any other fetter than that of Might: such 
problems require a separate science, at once objective and 
subjective, half of fatality and half of liberty....." .

This realisation on his part of the complexity of the 
problbii of applying justice in the sense of equality without 
sacrificing liberty does not date from the time he started 
working on his De la Justice. ■ As in most cases, aspecti of 
his thought are contained In germ in earlier Works. Thus in 
Philosophie du frpgr eg (1853), a brochure which states briefly 
and prior to De la Jus tic# many of the theories of the latter 
work, we find indicated beforehand how Proudhon is going, in 
the writings of the last years of his life, to complete his 
theory of the exchange and distribution of wealth, and therebyit,
to bring equality down from its stern and sterile purity into 
some Intelligible relationship with the workaday world of human

1* De la Justice, tome II, p.73 . ..
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affairs. What he now wants is ©quailty with its "correiatlvi
of liberty", and "not an equality real and immediate, as
communlsm understands it, nor personal, as it supposed by
Rousseau's theory, but an equality oommutative and progressive,
which has quite another slgnifioanc© for Justice." Her#
Proudhon is expressing his opposition not on].y to equality of
possessions, but also to apy a priori equality of persons (as
he puts it in the next sentence) . His objection to Rousseau*s
theory of personal equality seems to be that people are not In
fact equal in their persons, and that nobody can reasonably ask
me to show the same respect to everyone, What can rightly be
demanded is that people should progressively base their
relations with one another as exchangers on equality.
Gommutative justice as the "true" definition of equality

What does Hroudhon mean by "commutative**? According to
the Oxford English Dictionary "coiMUtative justice" is
anglicised from "commutativa justitia", a translation used by
St. Thomas Aquinas and others as equivalent to Aristotle's' 
term guopBwTtiwv (To ev T o m  

P0 w T u 51 k(Loot)
"the justice which is corrective in transactions between man 

2and man" ) . In the concluding chapter we shall have an

1• op.cit., p .76 - I discuss Proudhon's views on the problem 
of the relation between liberty and justice in chapter 71. 

2, Nich# Ethics, V, 2, 1150b.
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opportunity to disous# ârlètotleis theory of |ustloe at some 
length* Here 1 shall only point out that Aristotle 
distinguishes between dietributive and oommutative justioe. 
Distributive justice is the principle which regulates the 
distribution of wealth and honours-in the state as well as the 
profits between partners in an enterprise, and also the division 
of an ihheritance* The purpose of comnutative Justice is a 
more limited one. • It is to set up commercial exchanges and 
punishments on a just basis; it corrects what is unjust in 
these matters « Proudhon seems to restrict his use of the term 
"commutative" to justice in exchanges, Thus, to take one 
instance, when a labourer exchanges his labour against a fixed 
sum of money he may not be getting for it what it is worth in 
Justice. But commutative justice^ for Proudhon is not raerely 
the correction of individual instances of unfair- exchange, but 
rather the fair basis for exchanges df all sorts # It is 
through the applications of his version of commutative Justice 
that he hopes to bring about the reality of justice in the 
economic world• . ■

In 1'Id&e générale Proudhon contrasts this version of
Gommutative justice with "the old system of distributive |

1  IJustice" (based; we may add, on the Aristotelian idea Of
"proportionate equality" as against our author's "equality of
exchanges") • The former would establish "the reign of contract"; J

1. op,cit., p .187.



the latter Ohly give# "a reign of law, or. In more concrete 
terms, feudal, governmental or military rule" . "The future 
hope of humanity lies in this substitution", Proudhon opines 
in the next sentence, Proudhon can be Justified In this 
contrast between dlstrihutlve and commutative justice only if 
he is using "distributive justice" in Aristotle's sense as the 
distribution by the state of the community is wealth among its 
members. This is not the sense in which the term is 
understood today,

For Proudhon the principle of commutative justice serves 
as one of the two main pillars of the bridge between the 
ideality and the reality of justice* The "realism of justice", 
as he puts it, amounts in philosophical terras to this•
Somewhat like Plato * s numbers which mediate between the purely 
rational world of Forms and the world of sense, justice brings 
order into man* s relationshlp with the outer world, whether of 
nature or of society* In its objective aspect justice is real  ̂
because without some operative distinction between just and 
unjust no society is possible* Subjectively it provides a 
psychological element of stability in society: "There is in
humanity a principle, a force which sustains it, which
communicates life to it.......... So he is not satisfied with
merely proving "the superiority of a theory"; we have to 
establish that on account of "the difficulties of application,

1. De la Justice, tome.I, p*415*
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the ill-will of man, it will not come to fail miserably, and
change the hopes of the legislator into disappolntments",
Justice has to be "more than an idea, it must at the same time 

1be a HEALXTy". It must be something like "a power of the 
soul, internal energy, social instinct, analogous, in men, to

gthis communist instinct we have noticed in the bee" ,
The second chief support of the "realism of justice" is 

his notion of equilibrium, which requires for its elucidation 
some acquaintance with his dialectic, which I discuss in 
chapter V, In economics "equilibrium" is translated into the 
terras of book-keeping as a balancing of the debit and the 
credit sides of an account, "the social system established 
upon free and reciprocally guaranteed transactions," As 
M, Bougie reminds us, Proudhon was "first and foremost an

4accountant" . Proudhon*s idea here is that society should be 
considered as formed for specific purposes like the world of 
economic relations in which individuals are concerned with each 
other only as exchanging specific goods and services, There 
is an "equilibrium" or balancing of what they give to and 
receive from each other. Only, Proudhon insists on making the 
qualification that all exchanges must be conducted orjthe basis 
of justice.

1. Ibid,, tome I, p .306,
2, Ibid., tome I, pp.313-314.
3 . Ibid., tome I, p.314 .
4, op.cit., p .7.
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Here It Is essential to see why Proudhon lays so much
stress on the "realism of justice". He sees two main
alternatives to his own position in which justiee is a
"reality"; communism and laissez-faire liberalism. We
shall best be able to see the meaning of M s  "realism of
justice" by considering how he comes to reject these two
theories and arrives at his own alternative.

Though the criterion of morality is "the greatest good,
what is otherwise called the maximum felicity"̂,-It is often
the case, as our daily ©xperience shows, that "interests,
individual as well as collective, despite the sympathy wMch
brings together beings of the same species, are in

1diametrical opposition" , The conflict of wills can be
resolved in many ways. But the chief of these are two, to
one or other of which the rest tend to approximate. The
first of these is "the system of communism, praised by
Lycurgos, Plato, the founders of religious orders, and a

2
majority of contemporary socialists" » It is epitomised for 
him in the definition: "DETHRONEMENT OF PERSONALITY IN THE
NAME OF SOCIETY, .. ."̂  . Tliis hostility to contemporary 
socialism remained with him all his life. In Syst&ie des 
c ontr ad I c 11 ons ec onomi q u es we find him saying: " Jesus broke

1. De la Justice, tom© 1, p .299.
2. loc. cit.
3. loc. alt.
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openly with pride and greed; apparently the libertines whom
he chastie@d were holy persohages compared with the herd
infected with socialism." • Our author * s quarrel with
communism is hot only that it is based on the enslavement of
the individual, but even more because it is unrealistic* It
Ignores that if "the human person (were) relieved of his
prerogatives, society would find itself deprived of its vital
principle • Let us then, for a moment, grant the principle
of a priori equality of goods and persons. How strangei the
consequence of this so-called equality would be absolute
immobl11ty, therefor@ u11er wretchedness. (la consequence de
cette prétendue égalité sera 1*immobilisme, l'absolu, partant
la misère) , Society will no doubt be able to keep vegetating

3and stirring; it will progress no m o r e . •
The opposite extreme to coHmunism lies in the theories: of 

some of the economists of his time, "partisans of free 
exchange, of laissez faire, laissez passer, of each to himself 
(chacun chez soi), each for himself.. .  Proudhon 
caricatures their doctrines in these words : "The partisans of
this opinion contend that there is not, at bottom, any 
opposition of Interests; that, men being all of the same

1. op.cit., tome I, p .360.
2. De la Justice, tome I, p .299.
3. Philosophie du progrès, p.76.
4. De la Justice, tome I, p .#00.
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nature, their interests are identical, consequently easy to 
reconcile; that only the ignorance of economic laws has caused 
this antagonism, which will disappear the day When, more 
enlightened on our relations, we shall return to liherty and to 
nature"^* Proudhon is not here fighting men of straw, but a 
school of economists whose doctrines M.Gide, under the chapter 
heading "The Optimists", summarises as followss-

"pessimism is the great source of evil. The sombre 
prpphecles of the pessimists have destroyed faith in 
"natural" laws and in the spontaneous organisation of 
society, and men have been driven to seek for better 
fortune in artificial organisations,....,We must strive 
to show that hatural laws lead, not to evil, but to good, 
although the path thither be sometimes by way of evil; 
that individual Interests are at bottom one, and only 
superficially antagonistic; that, as Bastiat put it, if 
everyone would only follow his own interest he would 
unwittingly find that he is advancing the interests of a 11'% 
To return to Proudhon, underlying communism Is the idea 

that man is "radically unsociable and wicked * Against this 
It may be said that there is no necessary connection between the

1* loc. cit.
2, Gide and Rist, A History of Economic Doctrines, authorised 

translation from the French by R.Richards,
p.331*

3. De la Justice, tome I, p .
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kind of view a theory adopts, or has implicit in it, on the 
nature of man and the form of society it considers desirable*
In other words, no direct tranaltion from psychology to 
sociology can validly be made* Herbert Spencer's view of man, 
for instance, was not that of a peaceable creature; yet he 
was a liberal philosopher. But probably what Proudhon has in 
mind is that communism seeks to regulate for the individual so 
much of his life that it implies the assumption that man is 
"radically unsociable and wicked"; if it were based on a better 
view of human nature (and if it were consistent) it would be
able to trust him wlth more freedom.

Even the system of unrestricted liberty sacrifices "the 
dignity of the i n d i v i d u a l B e l i e v i n g  neither "in Justice, 
nor morality, nor sociability", it constitutes interest into a 
universal criterion, which reduces Itself to "pure egoism"*
It may be remarked that "optimistic" liberalism cannot be 
accused of sacrificing "the dignity of the individual^ Just 
because it leaves everybody absolutely free, What is true
Is that by leaving everybody to fend for themselves , out of an
unfounded belief in a pre-existent harmony, we may only be 
creating conditions In which some are reduced to helplessness 
while others come to enjoy advantages which they have in no 
way deserved.

Proudhon's own solution lies in the establishment of what 

1, Ibid., tome I, p*303.
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he calls "the Juridical state". This is his alternative to
the "absolute" equality of communism and the belief in the
almost magical efficacy of egoism of the Optimistic Bchool,
Just as the communiat goes the whole way towards equality, and
just as the optimistic liberal goes the whole way in wanting
to base society on egoism - the two poles of Proudhon * s theory
Proudhon feels compelled to follow up the path of justice to
its logical conclusion. The "Juridical idea", in contrast
with the other two ideas would, he claims, do justice to the
higher side of our nature, without ignoring the dark forces .
that ever seek to Corrupt It. It Is not so much a new idea,
so it seems to me, as a name for another aspect of M s  theory
of justice, of justice '^commutative" and "mutualist". The
"realism of justice" is to be established by a system under
which there will be “meshing of liberties, voluntary

1transactions, reciprocal commitment" # This last formula in 
its bareness is not very enlightening, but it indicates the 
lines along which his “Juridical state" is to be organised, 
in chapter vIII we shall see how he tries to translate this 
formula into the terms of his anarchist and federalist 
theories. Her© we may merely say this . Though he has 
rejected the optimistic liberal's pre-existent harmony, his 
"juridical state”, in which your liberties will dovetail into 
mine, your claims into my obligations, and free contracts will

1. Ibid., tome I, p.304.
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overcome the trouhlesome fluctuations of the price mechanism, 
Is itself a harmonious acheme of hums.n affairs which is not 
merely a possibility but is to be “discovered" as inherent 
In the nature of things (as the Natural Law is inherent in 
nature for the Stoic) ,
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O a A P T 1 1, IV

Two idnd of Just iG©; Catholic and Revo lu tt onary Justice

We have already seeh ih the first chapter that Proudhon 
considers certain rnetaphysîeal and theological questions to 
have an important bearing on the problems of social science. 
Specifically it is "the hypothesis of God" whi ch concerns him 
most. So we find him discussing this "hypothesis" in the 
prologue to 3ysterne des contradlet!ons economiques as an 
unavoidable prolegomenon to political economy. This has 
puzzled many of his readers.. Even if one does not agree with 
de Lubac that jProudhon ” showed the need to introduce theology 
everywhere into M s  studies" , it remains true that for him 
theological questions cannot be left out altogether in any 
adequate discussion of justice.
Ancient and Christian views of justice

Starting his survey of the different theories of justice 
among the ancients, Proudhon thinks that they understood the

Qsubjective side of justice rightly . He quotes with some 
approval nipian's definition;-

Justitia est constans et perpétua voluntas jus suum cuique 
trlbuendi.

1. op.cit., p.232.
2, ”Greco-Roman society raised high the person: there lies 

its glory". De la Justice, tome I, p .367.
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So also Cicero was to some extent right when he defined 
justice as :‘-

Justitia est aniffll habitus, cmtmuni utilitate Comparâta* 
suum cuique trlbuens dignitatem.
But the defect in this conception is that on it "in Its 

origin and base, right is individualistic, egoistic" . It 
lacks "the idea of mutuality", and replaces it by "the divine 
commandment" » Blmce right did not have "its own sanction in
Itself", once religion was "dissipated", human dignity could

a  t f i 'only degenerate into pride and #goism , Bo Beneca was
forced to say, "lo honest man without religion” .

Among the Greeks, this "odious exaggeration of
personality"^ had Its reaction in the theories of Pythagoras
and Plato, who made the perfection of the Republic lie "in
that none has anything which belongs to him, even hi s own
self does not belong to him"^• Bowever, this much at least
may be said in favour of the polytheistic religion of the
ancients : "In pr inciple, poly theism recognised that the
notion of right had its point of departure in the dignity of
man, in fact it could not develop this notion; on the
contrary, by the external and superior guarantee it gave to

1. Ibid#, tome I, p.354 .
2* Ibid., tome I, p *356*
3• Ibid•, tom# I, p .570*
4, loc. cit•



justice, Eli had lost it" *
Proudhon does not tell us whether he thinks that there is

something in the nature of polytheism itself whi oh makes it
reoognis© that the notion of right should hare its "point of
departure in the dignity of man", or whether this was for him
merely a fact of ancient history. In the latter sense of a
contingent fact of history we know that the ancient ideal of
man (as expressed, for instance, by Aristotle in the Ethics) ■
lauded forms of behaviour which would appear vain and selfish
in terms of the ûhrlstlan ideal.

Early Ghristianity knew that "the outstanding features
of the pagan dissolution was the loss of personal dignity,
that consequently the special character of redemption should be
to restore this dignity" . But the kingdom of Christ is not
of thi3 worlds "this precious liberty whose loss the degrading
#rpire of Caesar had brought to the people, Christianity
promises to bring them back. ,*,ln another life" * Proudhon
contrasts what he calls "the system of polytheistic societies"
with Christianity in the following succinct opposition: the

#

first represents the "Bystem of personal prerogative, or of 
RIGBf" I the latter, the "By#tern of the dethronement of the

1, Ibid., tome I, p .377.
2, Ibid., tome I, p.394.
3, Ibid., tome I, p .396.
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1person (deqh&aiice. peraonnelle) or of IQN-lIGHf" .
it is clear that Frondhon is not fair in his Judgment*

Lacking training in Christian theology I should not like ##
2express an opinion on his merits as a theologian * There is 

the age-10% distinction between divine and human Justice; the 
latter being for the theologian of necessity subordinate to 
the former» According to St, Augustine's teaching for 
instance. Justice, subordinate as it is to charity and love, 
can be attained only in the kingdom of God (Givitas Dei). EV#n 
in the somewhat more humanistic system of St• Thomas AqulnaS, 
the lex aeterna la supreme over all other laws, whether 
natural or positive. Even after the post-ienaissaneo 
theorists of natural law had secularist Justice it continued 
to suffer denigration at the hands of great thinkers. Fascal 
had made fun of human Justice and found it to be determined by 
fashion* He did not deny that it existed, but held that man 
could knW'no more than was revealed to him. But apparently 
not much had been revealed: " It were well then to obey laws
and customs because they are laws; but a man must know that 
there Is no question of a true and Just law; that we know 
nothing about that and must therefore simply follow accepted

1. loc. cit »
2. M. de Lubac•s study discusses this side of his thought 

at considerable length.



Xlaws , o • • • ••" • Even tliough men are used to obeying laws only
"because they believe them to be just", they must be told that
their conception of justice is quite wrong; that "the proper
definition of justice" requires obedience to laws simply
"beeause they are 1aws" .

Froudhon had grown up dur I ng the Restoration when the
2traditionalism of de Ivlaistre and de Bonald was widely

supported* Their "theocratic statism" as Professor Gurfitch
calls their doctrines, not only "accentuate# Itself so as to
become a veritable deification of the itate, which recalls
that of Hegel", they were cynical enough to advocate (as de
Maistre put it) " * the sm&r^ alliance of religion and 

3sovereignty*" . Do Maistre denied the existence of any 
rights whatever ; "In society there are no rights, there are • 
only duties"^.

These two philosophers had been called "the lay Fathers 
of the Roman Qhwrch" ; when de Bonald named M s  philosophy "the 
Catholic iystem* he was expressing the dominant trend in the

1. Penslesj The Apology, pp,399 and 403-405; H.P.Btewart*s 
translation*

2. With its literary counter-part in Chateaubriand, whose 
works' were Proudhon's pet aversion.

3. op. Cit., pp.286-287.
4. Quoted by wurvltch,lop * cit.
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Oattiôlîo th'OugMi of his titao* A so%e#h.â% similar view is 
expressed in a theologioal foî*m In the writings of the Abbe 
Bergler. fhis writer has been reproaohed with Jansenlst 
leanings. #ith his hnoo%promisihg stress on faith in the 
divine, he provided an excellent target for Proudhon*s att&ok 
upon Oafehollclsm^. Proudhon had edited his Dictionnaire 
theoloAique and a Latin Bible when he was working for the 
publisher irauthler. He drew an abundant, measure upon the 
Abb$ * s Dictionnaire for reference and quotation. Here I s a  
quotation cited bf de LubaC as a sample of this sort of .

**lo purely human reason can establish the distinction
between Good and Evil ; and If it had not pleased urod
to make his purpose known to us,a ion could have kill#!

2
his father without Incurring any guilt'* . 

Wfranscendental* and ^Immanent^* Justice
It would be a mistake to regard the exaggerations of 

certain theologians as the sole or even the chief reason for 
Proudhon*a hostility to the Oathollc religion. He is 
concerned with a more fundamental question. For him 
philosophers have generally expressed in their more 
sophisticated language what the Catholic Church says without

1. See Guy #rand*s introduction to the Riviere edition 
of Be la Justice, tome I, pp.34-35.

2 . op .Git,, p .257.
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ambigu it j. fbôs© philosophers who, like Housseau and &ant,
believe in **an ethic superior to selfishness'^ in the end link
it up with **God or a revelation, historical or psychological*^ .
It is true that some philosophers do not do this, but these

2latter, mare often than not, like Hobbes and Bentham, though 
they deny or take no acoount of revelation, fall into something 
even worse. They deny justice as well as liberty.

let it is in the very nature of religion to place the 
authority of justice outside of man, However subtly 
theologians might dispute^ and however cleverly the • 
phllpsophers who are at one with religion in this respect may 
spin out their theories, of all such systems "the most complete

1# Be la Justice, tome I, p
2, Proudhon■' s list is long and includes, besldes Hobbes and

Benthâffi, d^Eolbaeh, St. Lambert, a minor contemporary of 
Voltaire, Hegel and those he Called ”the contemporary 
pantheists'' (probably the St. Simonians).
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and the most logical”^ is that of the Gatholic Church. 
Representing Ghrigtianity better than any other church, the 
Catholic Church has this essential thing In common with other 
religions. Every religion bases justice on **the system of

QTRAH3GEHDMCE” , viewing it as a **thing essentially divine, 
hyperphysical, ultra-rational, above all observation and 
menta1 inf^ence (conelus1on de 1 *esprit)” .

1. I b i d t o m e  I, p .317 - Proudhon held that Roman
Catholicism represented the most advanced form of religion.

, As to the Protestant Ohurches, by cavilling at ”the 
legitimacy of the Roman Church, the certainty of its 
tradition and the authenticity of its instruction, the 
truth of its dogma, the purity of its discipline.,,”, while 
demanding the separation of the twporal from the spiritual, 
it had deserved the reproach which Hesus addressed to the 
Pharisees ”of straining at a gnat and swalloMng a camel” .
A little later on, same volume of De la Justice, he
wrote? ”ln Itself, the separation of the temporal and the 
spiritual would be the death of society, as the separation 
of the soul and the body is the death of the individual” .

2. De la Justice, tome 1, p.316.
3. Ibid., tome I, p .318.
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PréWkùïi is in wâer the hetter to he able to
attack his adver sary, which is not so much religion as such hut 
here primarily Christianity» The common denominator of all 
religions in respect of Justice adopted her# by him cannot 
fairly be ascribed in its entirety to #ristiamity. fWti we 
may ask, is the charactmfistic element of th# Christian 
religionf It is, one could say, the doctrine of original sin, 
of yesus* vicarious atonmaent, God's concern for man's present 
state throm#i the rminifestations of his grace, and se forth# 
Even if Justice is for it "essentially divine, hyp#pl^sical", 
it may be doubted that it holds it as altogether " ultra- 
rational" (in the sms# that it is entirely a matter of 
revelation aWl has nothing to do vdth reason) and "#ove all 
obsmpvation and mental inference". Bren if some Ohristian 
theologians have tended to think along the lines ascrib# by 
Proudho# to Christianity (with other religions) as a whole, 
others at least as numerous have thought diff^ently» Saint 
fhomas Aquinas is an obvious example.

The essential thing for Proudhon is that thwe are two ways 
in which justice Can be conceived» Opposed to the ^stem of

is the "system of fhe former treat#
Justice, to put it in anothw way, "as a pressure exercised 
from without on the ego (le mei )" ; the latter treats it "as a 
faculty of the which, without d^arting from its own inward 
nator# (sans sortir de son for intérieur) would feel its

1» Ibid», tome I, p.323#
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dignity in the person of its neighbour with the same Intensity 
that it feels in its own person,*,.” .

Proudhon considers his philosophy to he continuing the 
work of the French Revolution; not In its excesses; not in 
the ideology of those who were at the helm of affairs in the 
Reign of Terror; but in the work of the leading thinkers of the 
Enlightenfflient, He finds ancestry for his phj.losophy of 
justice in, among others, Montesquieu; "Even if there were no 
God, it would be our duty always to love lUstlce, that is to 
try to resemble thi.s being of whom we have such a fine idea, 
and who, if he existed, would necessarily be Just» ffiiough we 
should be free from the yoke of religion, from that of equity 
we Cannot be" (Lettres p ers an es, LXXXIIl), Proudhon knows that 
Montesquieu was not always consistent on the subject of religion, 
but at least he had conceived the autonomy of the practical 
reason as an idea. In a way Kant too felt the same need to 
make morality self-subsistent when he said that "man carried 
the moral law within himself" . The adumbration of this 
conception, "the system of the Revolution", by a line of 
thinkers of whom I have given only two examples, finds its 
practical, though by no means complete, expression in the work 
of the French Revolution. "The French Revolution, by making 
the juridical principle predominate, opens a new period, an 
order of things quite opposed (to that of the ancien regime, we

1, Ibid., tome I, p.316.
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1may add), of which we have how to esfeahllsh the parts’* ,
Is the opposition hetween these two ways of viewing

justice necessarily irreooncilahle? At times Proudhon seems
to think so. "Between heteronomy and autonomy, between
original sin and liberty, between the Church and the
Revolution, a choice has to be made, From this choice,
everything stems" # So we find him repeating Voltaire's
famous words "Ecrasez 1*infame". But it is the clergy
against whom his most passionate outbursts are reserved.
His anti-clerica!ism started very early on. In 1832, when

2he was only 23 years old, he wrote in his Camets:
Clerical inf, (human dignity
(influence) (economics

incompatible with (civil liberty
Del end 8. Carthago 

It may safely be said that for him the notion of God or "the . 
Absolute" (the term used by him to represent the general idea 
of transcendence, in whichever field it is used) cannot be 
allowed to enter any department of knowledge or conduct^. De 
Lubac paraphrases Proudhon* s thought in this way? "On the 
plane, however, in which our faculties are legitimately active 
and our action unfolds, in the sphere of temporal and social 
life as well as in that of science, we cannot but declare war

1, Ibid., tome I, p.274 .
2, Quoted by de Lubac, op. ci t., p.73.
3, With an exception we shall note in the sequel
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upon the absolute, war upon God - war upon all the absolutes,
1war upon all the gods’* ,

Froudhon's hostility to the "Absolute" springs frora a
number of very different motives, depending upon the context
in which it is expressed. Firstly, it must be ruled out from

2 ’the domain of morals . "The theory of the practical reason
subsists by itself; it neither supposes nor aspires to the
existence of God and the immortality of souls; it would be a

: 3lie if it needed such props" . So may or may hot
believe in God, but he must derive the sanction for morality 
from within himself:. "Let- mah think of God and of the life
hereafter what, he likes; above all he is born for Jûttice, 
fidelity to law,..."^. Here a comparison with Kant may helj 
to bring out Proudhon* s meaning, For Kant the fact of duty

1. op. cit., p.270,
2. We have seen that Proudhon defines God or the Absolute as 

the very antithesis of human nature, supra p. 5©,
3 . De la Justice, tome I, p .324 ,
4. Ibid., tome I, p.329. Gf. ibid., tome III, p.299: "if

God is outside knowledge for us, he must remain outside 
particular matters . When religion, through its theology, 
its revelations and its cult, brings God out of the 
Absolute, it drives man out of morality" ,
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(the moral law) la so indubitable that it even provides the 
guarantee for our belief in God and the immortality of the 
soul. Froudhon on the other hand seems to be saying that men 
may believe what they like about God and a future existence; 
their fundamental obligation is the ethical one of pursuing 
justice.

Nevertheless Proudhon realises that the exclusion of God
from all ethical quest Lons may involve a terrible sense of loss:
"in banishing God, man loses immensely, .in order to be able
to say: during a life without past or future, life which
passes with the rapidity of lightning : I.... .iviy conscience is
mine, my justice mine and my liberty sovereign; may I die
eternally ; but, at least, may 1 be a man during one

1revolution of the sun" . To the Christian this will seem a 
feeble consolation, but Proudhon, even though he understands 
the sense of loneliness springing from the loss of faith in

QGod , cannot say that the only remedy for this lies in
recovering the lost faith. He can only comfort us with the

3remark that "we possess God through Justice" , and "that is 
enough".

1• Quoted from Jesus et les origines du Christianisme, by 
Dolléans, op. cit., p.326.

2• I am tempted to quote Pascal's words describing his sense 
of man's utter helplessness in the world: "l am alone,
alone, sunk in the Infinite immensity of spaces of whic6 1 
am ignorant, and which are ignorant of me" . (Pensées ).

3 . Philosophie du progrW, p.86.
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There Is a theological explanation too of our difficulty.
"one must have raised one‘s thoughts for a long time above
divine things to have the right to suppose a personality

',1beyond man*s, a life beyond this life . Proudhon's argument 
here is somewhat similar to a thought often expressed in 
Christian theology. It is said that innocence is not grace, 
and that the "dark night of the soul" is an experience which 
has to be gone through before genuine faith may be attained,
The fact that Proudhon often puts hi. ms elf in the position of 
the Christian theologian marks him off from the humanism of the 
so-called left Hegelian school, to which at the same time his 
debt is not negligible. Sometimes he Is willing to go the 
whole way with them. Marx had concluded his doctoral 
dissertation with an apostrophe to Prometheus ; Prometheus 
goes one better and addresses one to the ©evil himself: "Come,
Satan, comet Calumniated of priests and kings, let me embrace 
thee, let me press thee against my breastt It is a long time 
since I have known thee, and thou me. Thy works, o blessed 
of my heart, are not always beautiful nor good; but they 
alone give significance to the universe and save it from being 
absurd" ̂ ./

1. Bysterne des contradictions économiques, tome I, p.63. Cf•
Kierkegaard when he says in his journal that "Christianity
exists because there is hatred between God and men"; quoted
by de Lubac, op. cit., p.l78.

2» De lâ  Justice, tome I, p ,434 .
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T M s  last passage may seem to smack of Manicheism. 
Actually It should not be taken in s literal sense* Very 
often Proudhon uses theological terms in quite untheological 
senses. Here is a definition of "providence" which should 
put us on our guard, "Social reason is not to be disting
uished from Absolute Reason, which is none other than uod 
himself, and to deny society in its earlier phases is to deny 
Providence, it is to deny uod"^, In its ordinary sense 
"providence" may be taken to mean God's concern for man and 
His foreknowledge and ordering of the course of the universe 
in the way that seems best to Him, Proudhon's thought here 
reduces itself to the following equatlon:-

Social reason » Society in its earlier phases s Providence, 
To interpret it freely, "social reason” is to be distinguished 
from individual reason in this way. The past has a momentum
of its own, something akin to what Professor Oakeshott calls

2"a flow of sympathy" , This hold of the past on us 
( tradi tion, cu stoma, etc,) may be contrasted with the 
premedtfetion and. reasoned choice of alternatives Which 
characterises a thinking individualls life. So the "earlier 
phases" of society (or Providence) cannot be "denied" because 
that would be like saying that we have nothing to learn from

1. Système des contradictions économiques, tome I, p ,352,
Cf. ibid., tome I, p ,34 ; ”the idea of uod, I find that it 
is a social.idea,,

2, Political Education, Inaugural lecture,,p,21,
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the past, The follo?;liig q-uotation Indicates a different hut 
analogous thought : " Fr om the mora 1 and int el 1 ectual sts.ndpoint,
society, or the collective man, chi efly di stlngiiishes itself 
from the individual by spontaneity of action, otherwise called 
instinct. Whilst-the individual only follows or imagines 
himself to be only following motivés of which he is fully 
conscious and to which he is master to refuse or give his 
adherence; whilst, in a word, he thinks himself free, and as 
much more free as he finds himself more reasoning and better 
educated, soci ety is subj ect to pulls \des entrainementsi which 
do not, at first glance, reveaD. any deliberation or plan, but 
which little by little seem to be directed by a higher purpose, 
existing outside society, and pushing it on with an Irresistible 
force to an unknown d e s t i n a t i o n , . A l l  the efforts even of 
those who, after Bossuet, Vico, Herder, Hegel, worked on the 
philosophy of hi story, have hitherto been confined to recording 
the presence of the providential destiny which presides over all 
men's movements”^ , In chapter IX we shall see that In 
rejecting the "fatalism** of eertiln philosophers of history 
Proudhon is only rejecting the theories of inevitable progress. 
This does not mean that he is willing to discard the idea of 
progress as such; only that he is not satisfied with the 
theories of progress with which he is acquainted, Thus, if

1, Système des contradictions économiques, tome I, p ,34.



"providence" cannot be denied, nor can we deny the râle of 
Individual reason refusing to acquiesce in the dictates of 
"social reason" embedded in such things as customs, traditions, 
and. what is loosely called the logic of a situation. The two
must remain side by side,

Proudhon thinks that modern socialism originates in "the
„1anathema fulminated by the author of Brile against society ♦ 

The Ciiristlan dogma insists on the original corruption of man; 
Rousseau upholds.that "Man is born good, society corrupts 
him" , In a way it is the old dogma in a new guise: though
the individual Is exonerated, society, that is, "collective 
man", Is held culpable. But by thus reiecting original sin, 
so far at least as the Individual is concerned, Rousseau takes 
an Important step forward and makes it easier to believe In 
man's capacity to do things for himself» However as the 
entire blame for the Individual's corruption is apportioned 
to society, i .e. to the set of social o cnditlons into which he 
is born, it implies the assumption 6n his part that the past, 
which has brought these social conditions into existence, Is
to be repudiated as containing nothing but evil» He thus
virtually takes back what he had initially conceded (that man 
is not originally corrupt), since after all it is individuals 
who form society. Against this criticism of Fr oudhon's this

1. Ibid., tome I, p .35#
2» Ibid., tome I, p.349,
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mu ch at least may be sa let' In favour of Rousseau (according to 
Proudhon) , Even if society Is held entirely responsible for 
the individual's corruption, the past can still have gradually 
reduced its corrupting potentialities and thus brought about 
a kind of improvement* A further point in favour of Rousseau, 
it may be remarked,is that just because the past is condemned 
fatalism or the identification of right with fact, of which so 
many philosophers of hi story have been guilty, is ruled out.

Proudhon describes his own position as "anti-theism"*
It is anti-the!Stic because God is not allowed any part in 
human affairs ; yet It is not atheism because.is only 
"banJished", not denied. But it would be a mistake to regard 
his "anti-theism" as merely "social" . We have seen him 
upholding positions which are not consistent with the 
doctrines of Ghristlanity, but very often they reduce 
themselves to statements which are theological in form only# 
But not always »

For Proudhon the very attempt to base justice exclusively 
on man's own conscience is not compatible with the Ohristian 
standpoint* Nevertheless, he appreciates the strength of the 
Ohristian position. For instance, he would not, as some 
philosophers of the %Ii%hténment did, deny man's culpability 
altogether. In fact M s  position demands that he should 
recogMse the agent's moral responsibility for the actions he 
performs. "».*#man, before the tribunal of M s  cone ci ence,

1• As de Lubac seems to do, op. cit.



can very validly put forward certain extenuating eireumstancea,
hut he can never he entirely discharged of his guilt; that
sometimes he is worthy of praise and sometimes deserves hlame,
which is always an admission of his inharmonious condition;
in short, that the essence of his soul is pm^petual compromise
hetween opposite attractions, his morality a see-saw hetween
alternative choices, in one word, and the word says everything,

«1eclecticism" # The sympathy which he feels in spite of
himself for the Christian doctrine of original sin is to he
explained to a considerahle degree hy his early hackground and
uphringing* But without heing hiographical# we can see
certain important consequences of his rejection of the
eighteenth centure apotheosis of "nature"*

Negatively, first of all, he is led to reject a number of
ideas current in M s  time as a mark of heing progressive* The
liheration of the human spirit tMough the "sanctification ©f
flesh", which some contemporary socialists were preaching,
to him fraught with great danger* 1© suspects in it the
influence of the romantic deification of "nature"* Nor can love
or charity be regarded as substitutes for justice* "Man can lev#
his fellowmen to the point of dying for them; he does not love

2thmn to the point of working for their * Only when Justice is 
loved as the highest perfection is society in good health.
"le have lost, for many centuries, even the

1, Bysteme des contradictlons économiques* tome I, p.354.
2* Ibid*, tome I, p*219.
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idea of this primitive love of the just and of the beautiful
indissolubly united. Since the times of loses and Orpheus,
justice, the delight of humans, their joy and hope, seems to

1have changed definitely into the cup of bitterness" » When
such a dissociation takes place men lose faith in the reality
of justice and begin to regard it as merely subjective and
Illusory; henceforth, society is preserved by fear of an
external authority, whether temporal or spiritual, or by
self-interest* Only in revolution can the remedy for such
a state of affairs be found * The relationships of human
beings in a society should be governed by the principle of
commutative justice, not solely by the principle of love or
brotherhood. He transfers the ancient lex talloni# to the
daily affairs of society as the rendering or receipt of only

2what is deserved or due.' . .
Proudhon is opposed to equality between sexes. Nor can

conjugal love be trusted to preserve the family; it muat be
bridled by justice* Sexual love is "the attraction which 
Force and Heauty (man being "Force" and woman "Beauty")

1. De la Justice, tome III, p.529 et aeq.
2. Gf. ibid., tome I, p.958; "Talk to me about debit and

or edit, the only criterion in my eyes of what is jus t or 
unjust, good or bad in society* To everyone according 
to their works, first of all : and if, occasionally, I
am led to help you, X shall do it willingly; but I do 
not wish to be forced"•
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XInevitably experience for each other" . Marriage is "the 

sacrament of justice"* It is "the act by which man and 
woman raising themselves above love and the senses declare 
their will to unit© themselves according to right, and to 
pursue, as much as lies in their power, social destiny, in

Qworking for the progress of justice" •
Froudhon has been criticised for his opposition to 

féminisa and the demand for ©quality between man and woman.
In this respect he differs from the other socialists of his 
time* Fourier, for Instance, said that progress is in 
direct proportion to the emancipation of women.

Let us try to see in a few words froudhon's View of 
fwminlne nature and the relationship in which it stands to 
masculine nature. First of all, there is an all-rouWl 
difference of capacity between the two:-

"inferior to man in conscience as much as in 
intellectual power and imsoular strength, woman finds 
herself definitively, in domestic as much as in civil 
matteps, relegated to a second order; from the 
ethical, as well as from the p%sical and intellectual 
point of view, her comparative value is still as 2 to 1.

"And since society is constituted by the combination 
of these three elements, work, science, Justice, the

1» Ibid., tome IV, p 
2. loc. cit*
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respective values of msn and woman, their ratio and 
therefor© their Influence, in comparison with each 
other, would be as 3 X 3 X 3 is to 2 X 2 X 2, that is 
27 to

But the difference between them is not merely a quantitative 
one of difference of strength in the same faculties; there 
is also a difference of natures. Justice is the least
important of things for woman, whereas for man, it is
fundamental. "Talk to a woman of love, of sympathy, of 
charity, she will understand you ; of Justice, she will not 
hear a word. She will beoom.e a sister of charity, a 
benefactress (dame de bienfaisance), a nurse, a servant and 
whatever (else) you like; she does not give a thought to 
equality, one might say it repels her. Wha.t she di?earns of
bee omi. ng, even if for a day only, an hour, is a lady, a
princess, a queen or a fairy. Justice, which abolishes all 
ranks and makes no exceptions , la unbearable to her, As her 
in t el1ect is a nt1-metaphysi cal, her c o nsc i ence 1s anti-

2juridical; she shows It in all Glrcumstanoes of her life" * 
In short, "Woman's age is the feudal age" •

But her Inferiority does not put woman in a humiliating 
position in relation to man. Her natural place 1s in the 
home. Even though herself laeklng in the sense of justice.

1. Ibid., tome IV, p.113.
2 . Ibid., tome IV, p ,205.
3. loc . cit.



in marrlag# she provides her mat# a school for Justic#.
Alone man is egoistic: only in marriage does he learn "to
feel himself double: his social education and his progress in

3,
Justice are only the development of this dualism" . The 
couple is an "organ" of Justice, something the single male 
cannot he.

On the positive side, Proudhon makes one exception to his
programme of ruling out all the absolutes . "Morality .... .is
the only thing I regard as absolute, not as to the form of the
precept, always changing, but as to the obligation it Imposes ;
now, this Absolute is yet but a transcendent conception, having
for its object the ideal perfection of the human being by

2fidelity to law and progress" . By saying that morality is 
only a "transcendent conception" Proudhon probably means that 
it is not derived empirically but rests on an a priori basisj 
since Justice is an ethica1 coneeption, in the obligation 
it in%)OS es on us it must be "absolute" . Though its 
various manifestations are different, yet (in its perfect org
true form) it is "absolute, immtable, eternal" . In the same
book he also says that "justice is human, entirely human,4notiang but human" . In the sens# in which Justice has for

1. Ibid., tome IV, p.295.
2. Philosophie du progrès, pp.âO-Sl. '
3. De la Justice, tome III, p
4. Ibid., tome I, p.i



Pr oudhon a "mystique” it is difficult to so© how it is also
"human, entiroly human, nothing but human". Herzen, for many
years his friend and admirer, took Be la Justice as the
testament of an old man . In this he was wrong, for it is
primarily a systematic development, as far as can be expected
from a writer of the type of Proudhon, of the views
expressed in his earlier writings » He had seen in the
earlier Proudhon an anarchist who had "placed morality on its
sole real ground, the breast of man recognising only reason

2and no other idol than itself" « Here again he was not right 
in his estimate of his friend*s work. But one can with 
reason sympathise with him in his bitter complaint that "the 
great inonoclast took fright at the liberated human person, 
for, after having liberated him abstractly, he has relapsed 
into metaphysics, he has not been able to go through with it 
to the end (il n»a pas pu en venir a bout), and has immolated 
him to a god without humanity, the icy god of justice, the 

of equiiibrium, of si 1 enc .....  "

1. See E»liabry's 1er sen et fr oudhon, pp.154-155.
2. Quoted by Labry, op. cit., p.ISO.
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Proudhon*a Maleotio

So far in giving a general account of Proudhon * a view# mà 
the nature of juati ce I have aaid li ttle about M #  dialectic *
My sole juatification in adopting such a procedure was to 
avoid unnecessary complication in the basic part of the 
exposition; but without it a considerable part of his 
theories of justice in its different aspects would remain 
obscure* In this chapter I shall try to make good this 
omission*

For a number of reasmms Proudhon* s dialectic has oftm 
been mlstuaderstood. On© main cause of his misunderstanding
lies in the term "dialectic** itself. Since Meg el it tends to 
have an exclusive meaning, the arbitrariness of which becmes 
apparent even on a superficial investigation of its history. 
Brief history of the theories of dialectic

#e may b ^ l n  our account of the history of the term 
"dialectic" with Bocrâtes, who introduced into Greek philosop% 
a new method : the method of que s tion and answer . He used
this me#cd to distinguish true knowledge from opinion. 
"Dialectic" originally was therefor# the wim# of this iocratic

Plato, in applying this method, gave it another meaning. 
Its full Platoni# conception is given in the B m u b M #  for the 
first time. It is not possible to give here an exposition of



Plato*# theory of knowledge, without whloh we could not fully
explain what the Platonic dialectic was, but we may state the
conclusion of the discussion of the nature of knowledge and
truth in the fheaetetus and the Sophist* In these two
dialogues some of the theories of knowledge then current are
examined in their most favourable interpretations • They are
found to fail in explaining the nature of true knowledge in
the smse in which Plato understands it,as having the quality
of absolute certainty and being about things that never change.
This makes the way clear for % e  earlier doctrine of the
Republic that true knowledge is knowledge of the Forms which,
together with the phenomenal world, have their ground in the
Idea of the Good, For Plato "the sciences form a ladder W M c h
leads up in the end to the vision of the Good as the clue to
the whole scheme of existence" * The supreme science through
which this knowledge of the Form of Goodness is reached is
"dialectic". As he puts it in the Republic# "the suMdt of
the intelligible world is reached in philosophic discussion by
one who aspires, through the discourse of reason unaided by any
of the sens es, to make nls way in every case to the essential
reality and perseveres until he has grasped by pure Intelligence
the very nature of Goodness itself* This journey is wlmt we 

2call aialectic" *

1, A,E.Taylor, Plato: TheLian » d  hi# Work, pp,##4-285.
2. Republic, Gornford's translation, ; 532 A.
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There is another eluent in Flato's pMlosophg which, 
though Plato does not call it dialectic, is much Acre 
important from Hegel's point of view. This is to be found 
in the Parmehid##. which in the Phenomenology of Mind he calls 
"Plato’s dialectical masterpiece". In this dialogue, to 
quote a recent work on Hegel,"Plato treats certain pairs of 
Forms, such as One and Many, #iole and Parts, etc..... not 
predicahle in mutual exclusion of one another, as empirical 
predicates are. Among the pairs of Forms which are not 
mutually exclusive are Being and lot-Being, and it is Plato's 
conception of this particular pair of opposites Which is
% % l f i  Gaily sigtdficant for Hegel * s conception of 

1dialectic" . In this connection we may note Professor Ryle's 
2

suggestion that in the Parmenides and the Sophist (and to a 
Slight extent in the Theaetetus ) Plato is becoming aware of 
the difference in logical b^iavlour of diffm^ent types of 
concept. Concepts like Being and lot^Being, Hnity and 
Plurality (#iich he calls formal conc#ts), behave anomLlously 
when used in the way in w M c h  ordinary concepts like animal,

1. #.R.#.Mure, An Introduction to Hegel, p. 117. In Mr. lure's
view "this union or "communion", as Plato calls it, of 
Being and lot-leing^ is, in fact, far more clearly marked 
out in the Bophist" . loc. cit.

2. In his paper "Plato*s 'Parmenides'̂  Mind, vol. JOTXII.



man, figure, etc., are used and lead to oontradiction and 
antincmiea. On this view Plato did not know the solution of 
these logical difficulties; hut we may he quite sure that he 
had no wish to generalise and conclude to a universal rule 
overriding the law of contradiction.

In Aristotle dialectic is still connected with 
discussion by the method of question and answer. It deals
with the dialectical syllogism - the syllogism whose premisses 
are not immediately true, but are merely probable as 
distinguished from the se^ingly probable premisses of 
syllogisms of a sophistic nature^. Dialectic for Aristotle 
is not so valuable as "science", the knowledge of pure causes; 
but the first principles of science, not being themselves 
capable of scientific proof, are best approached by way of 
dialectic#

In modern philosophy, Kant uses "dialectic" in M s  own 
sense. According to him human rmson suffers from an 
inevitable tendency to go beyond the limits of possible 
experience, in doing which it suffers from the " transe end entai 
illusion" of taking certain subjective concept^, of pure 
reason for objectively real tMngs-in-themselves, and of making

1. This account is based on Bir D*R##s ' 'Aristotle#' See pp#
##-5#,and 154.

2 . Gritique of fure_Beaion,; Transcendental Dialectic,;
Introduction I, p.#98; N#Kemp Bmith's translation.



certain uinrarranted inferences whibh lead it to fall into 
three kinds of difficulty?-
(1) The paralogisms of pure reason, i,e* the illusions of 

rational psychology; for instance, of inferring from 
the pure "l think" that the soul is a simple sub stance »

(2) The antinomies of pure reason which arise when pure
reason is applied to the "field of cpsmological ideas"•
It is in this field that"the most difficult problems of
the transcendental dialectic arise". "if in employing
the principles of tuiderstanding we do not merely apply
our reason to objects of experience, but venture to
extend these principles beyond the limits of experience,
there arise pseudo-rational doctrines which can neither
hope for confirmation nor fear repudiation by it. % c h
of them is not only in itself free from contradiction,
but finds conditions of its necessity in the very nature
of reason - only that, unfortunately, the assertion of
the opposite has on its side grmmds that are just as1
valid and necessary" • These pseudo-rational doctrines 
are the four Kantian antinomies. The first, for 
instance, has for its thesis that "the world has a 
beginning in time and is also limited as regards space", 
and for antithesis that "the world has no b^innlng, and

1. Ibid., Transcendental Dialectic, Book II, chap. IX, sec.
2 , p # 3 94 *
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no limit in space; it is infinite as regards both time 
1and space" . Both thesis and antithesis of this 

antinomy are equally plausible. So also for the other 
three antinomies.

(3) The illusion of attaining to a Wmnsc#cdental theology. 
Kant thought the purpose of the transcendental 
dialectic was to "expose" the nature of these illusions 
by explaining how they arise inevitably in reason's 
search for unity mâ. completeness ; but that the ideas 
of reason perform a regulative function in the work of 
the understanding by, for instance, requiring it to do 
all its work of investigation ^  ^  everything in the 
world were caused, and so on.
I shall now try briefly to indicate the distinguishing 

quality of Hegel* s dialectic. In the interpretation of 
Hegel the risk of going completely wrong is probably grater 
than in the case of most other philosophers. Me Taggart* a
Studies in Heme#an Dialectic, for example, has generally
been considered a bold simplification, but in spite of the

i)
element of simplification I do not see wi# we should not 
accept his interpretation of the Hegelian dialectic as 
essentialiy correct. According to McTaggart, for legal 
"Truth consists# not of contradictions, but of moments which 
if separated, would be contradictions, but rtich in their

1« Ibid., p #396 «
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are reeomeiled and consist©at” • Starting from 
the lowest category Mothimg, Hegel la his Logic finds that to 
posit Ho thing Is also to posit Helag, the resalt helag a 
logical Goatradlct 1 on, The escape from this Is to be found 
la a third category, that of Becoming, which lacludes la a 
syathesis the first two categories as its ”moments^. this 
last category is again subject to be contradicted by another 
until a new synthesis is found to harmoaise them. This 
process goes on repeating itself until the final category of 
Hegel : s system, the category of Absolute Spirit is r ©ached.
In this final category all earlier oat^orles are held 
together as "moments" of a harmonious whole* Hegel believed 
that the dialectlcally arranged categories of his system 
eapressed the scheme which reality followed la its 
development, and that his triadic logic supplied a priori 
teowiedi© of the universe* This is known as his panlog Ism, 
or the Identity of thought and being.

The above historical account will have sufficed to 
Indicate the distinctness of Hegel's dialectic from the 
respective dialectics of Bocrâtes, Plato, Aristotle and Kant. 
Let us now try to se© how much affini ty he can claim # t h  the 
theories of dialectic of these philosophers #

Both Hegel and Plato gave the name "dialectic” to the 
method or study which leads to knowledge of the highest order.

1. op. cit., p.10.



Since, however, their respeotlv# vie## on the nature of this 
method or study are so different, their dialeotios are 
necessarily different, The Platonic theory of progress from 
sense-perception to knowledge of the Forms, culminating in 
knowledge of the idea of the Good, is not a theory of logical 
deduction, whereas the categories of Hegel's logic are (on 
IcTaggart's interpretation) claimed to he connected in a 
logical sequence, Nevertheless, it remains true that Plato 
found in the Parmenides that certain contradictory pairs of 
Forms had to he predicated together. #ille for Plato they 
were probably only logical pu a ml es, for Hegel they 
represented an illustration of i#at he held to be a basic 
principle of logic.

In some ways Aristotle is Hegel's starting point. The 
Aristotelian dcmla Univerai is the beginning wbich H^el
expanded into the archite#tmni##0#f his system* Hegel's 
relation to Plato and Aristotle is summed up by Hr. Mur# in 
Wiese words8 "if I may be forgivw a loos# metaphor 
Aristotle's conception of activity is the soul of Hegel's 
system^ but the Platonic doctrine of negation is its life 
mo9d"^,

Kant's antinjcmd.es provide a point of departure for 
Hegel, He saw in them not a difficulty arising |¥om an 
illegitîimate extension of the field of human knowledge,

1. op. cit., p.119.
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a fimdamental principle of the human mind. Interpreting in 
his own way Kant's distinction hetween mnderstanding and 
reason, he argued that only the understanding is deterred hy 
these ©ontradictions. Reason, finding in the# a prospect 
to advance to a superior view, sets about Its work in a far 
better way than the understanding, and by overcoming 
successive contradictions comes to attain to a positif free 
fro# contradiction,

The so-called "left” Hegelians rejected the master's 
pmnlogls# but retained M s  dialectic, being convinced that it 
could provide an excellent organon of reasoning far sup#Pi(# 
to formal logic# Warx and Engels concurred in this view.
In a letter to Dr. Kugehnann Marx wrote: "Hegel's dialectic
is the basic form of all dialectic, but only after it has 
been stripped of its mystical form, and it is precisely this 
which distinguishes my method" • Marx had to "strip" it of 
mystical form because he was a materialist, whereas Hegel had 
been an idealist. Dialectics served a c#?tain purpose in 
Hegel's systm; in Marx's dialectical materialism it was to 
be utilissd for a very d iff went purpose. Marx was aware oi 
this diffimlty# As he put it, "in Hegel dialectics stood 
on its head"I he wanted to put it back in what seased to 
to be its natural position. %ere is a fur#&#^' ̂ dlfBlculty

1. Lett^' of March 6th, 18$8; Letters to Dr, Kugehsann# 
p.63, the #rxis:t"Leninist Library, No,3, Lmdm,, 1941.
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in this respect. Though he had expressed a desire to writ©
.r on dialectics, Marx never managed to state his view of 
dialectical materiaîism in a continuous account anywhere•
We are therefore forced to fall back upon Bagel's writings 
on the subject.
A short analysis of the meaning of "dialectic"

After this brief historical account we may go into some 
analysis of the term "dialectic", I should like to make the 
following points in this connection:-
(a) Oontradtction in any ordinary sense can exist only 

between terms or propositions, noo between facts• So 
when Engels says that contradictions exist in natur© 
and history , he is using the term "contradiction" 
queerly. He could say that some of our theories about 
natural phenomena are contradicted by other theories, 
which would require, if it were really the case, on the 
part of the scientists concerned with #ie particular 
fields in question, a re-examinât!on of their views with 
a view to overcome the difficulties in question. This 
leads to my second point,

(b) To admit two contradictory propositions as both true
leads to absurdity. As professor Popper has shown in

2his papw "What is Dialectic^" , from two contradictory

1* Anti^Duhring, Part I, chaps • V and VI, translated from 
the German by imile Burns, lawrence & Wichart, London,

s. MAsfl. TToii mux..



propositions any proposition whatever can he derived.
If (1) "x is wise" and (2) "x is not wise" were both 
taken to be true, then any third proposition whatever 
could be derived from a disjunctive proposition formed 
from one of these and the third propositi on. Let (1) 
and (2) be the eontradictory propositions and (3) the 
proposition to be derived:»

X is wise.
X is not wise.
Caesar is alive.

Then "Caesar is alive" follows from:-
X is wise or Caesar is alive.
X is not wise.

(c) Me may with Professor Popper consider the dialectic
method as "an empirical descriptive theory". Though
we cannot, on this view, say that "scientific arguing"
itself ia"based” on dialectic, we may with some
plausibility claim that "the develOpmei^ of scientific
theories can be described in terms of the dialectic 

1method" . In science theories are put forward 
competitively; one theory may be challenged by another 
which takes an opposite view of the phenomena in question; 
the clarifie at ion resulting from lontrovarsy may lead to 
a better formulation which overcomes the lind ta tiens of

1. loo. cit
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the earlier theories. (Of course cempeting theories may not 
always be only two in number. ) Actually it was not in the 
history of science but in the history of philosophy that 
Hegel achieved the best results with his method. He saw the 
history of philosophy as a dialectical development of 
philosophical theories# Even though his interpretations 
were sometimes forced, his contribution in this field remains 
of importance.
It may be understood as a theory of knowiedge about the way 
we attain to knowledge of different kinds as an acceptance 
first of one view and then of its contrary and finally an 
attempt to work out a more comprehensive position than the 
two previous ones, as somehow inherent in the nature of 
the cognitibn process#

(e) Through the yarious debasements that the term **contradiction" 
has suffered dialectic tends to become an ohnibus term.
To make an analogy; when Heraclitus says that strife is 
the father of everything, the word "strife" has been 
extended so much in range that everything that se#ns to 
happen is to be termed strife; the word "strife" has no 
long;# any recognisable relation to what is ordinarily 
underatood by it. Similarly, w h m  mgels sees 
contradictions in nature and society, mathmmtics, physics, 
biology and what not, he has em^ptied the term "contradiction" 
of all definite content; it now probably means little more 
than oppoaition, conflict, unexpected difference, anomaly.
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paradox, logieal contradiction, all rolled into one.
Anyone who feels puzzled at this claim of Engels ' has very 
little hope of ever heii% able to produce any piece of 
evidence which will be counted as refuting it. If he 
insists that the term "contradiction" be used strictly in 
the sense in which it is used in formal logic, he will 
probably be told that for the dialectical materialist 
dialectic is superior to formal logic. At this the critic 
of dialectical materialism may be forced to ask for the 
sense to be defined In which"contradiction" is being used. 
Here the protagonist of dialectical materialism may well 
say that one can understand dialectic only by learning to 
think dialectically. Since we are left no way in which a 
possible refutation of this themy may arise, it reduces 
itself to a quasi-metaphysical theory ashamed to appear in 
its proper guise. 

rroudhon's cbnception of dialectic
After these prelimihary remarks on the natm»# of dialectic 

we may now come to the more specific question of the nature of 
prou#mn's dialectic. I have already tried to indicate why it 
is a mistake to give an exclusive meaning to the term dialectic 
and regard theorlei which are not found to be "dialectical" in

as necessarily "undialectical". Me have seen 
that Marx made this very mistake in regarding Hegel 's dialectic 
as " the basic form of all dialectic". He felt that Proudhon 
had understood nothing of Hegel's dialectic, and that his



supposed spplloatiom of it in M s  Bysteme des contradictions 
êconomignes was nothing but a travesty# Prima facie, it 
would seem that this eriticism can be judged on its merits by 
examining the dialectic employed by Proudhon in this book, but 
there is a fundamental difference between the respective 
dialectics of Marx and Proudhon. Marx fashioned a dialectic 
of M s  own from Hegel's dialectic method and used it 
consistently. Proudhon, on the other hand, was influenced by 
a number of different and not quite consistent conceptions•
He sometimes uses one, sometimes another. Even in Bysterne 
des contradictions économiques, in which undoubtedly Hegel's 
influence is more visible than in any other of M s  books, he 
applies more than one conception. He also attempted to 
combine these into a unified dialectic method of his own. It 
seems to me, therefore, that by examining straight away Itox's 
criticism we should not be doing justice to Proudhon* It 
would be much better to see, first of all, how he uses these 
diffwent conceptions; and secondly, whether or not he 
succeeds in putting thmm together into a synthesis of M s  own. 
In doing t M s  we shall also have answered the questions about 
how far and in what sense Marx was justified in M s  or i tic ism# 

There are three main sources of Proudhon's ideas on 
dialectic I Kant, Hegel and M s  Franche -Gem toi s compatriot 
Fourier. A furth# factmr's#ess:ed f#sit of all by Sainte- 
Beuve is not so much a direct source in the sense in which 
these thinkers are a direct source, but a tradition native to
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FremGh thomght . Blnce it la not h M d  to be the Influenoe of 
a partloàliy? writer but a feature oommon to a numb# of Frenoh 
think era Ï shall oonsid# it separately.

Before M s  meeting with Marx a M  #run in the wlnt# of 
1844-4# Proudhon's knowledge of Hegel could have been only 
very slight (1 have already marked on M s  lack of German) , 
but even long before meeting them he had learnt to employ th#': 
Hegelian triad without corrupting it. M» Riat quotes the 
follcnring from #u'est-ce que la propriété (premier mëmojre# 
1840 ) : "To adopt the ell an phraseology, the cosmmity is
the first term in social development - the thesis; property 
the contradictory term - the antithesis. The third, term - 
the synthesis - must be found, before the doctrine cam be 
oonsid##d coi^lete"^# At this time Kant, whom he hmi

2advantage of tevieg read in translation, was the secmd, sour##
:idea« on dialectic • He was in c#rresponden#e -with 

Kant * a y^ench translator Tisset. H# teatified let# to ii,sa#ti 
"in reading the amtinmies of Kant I saw not a ####" of the . 
feeblmess of eur reason, nor an example of dialectical 
subtlety, but a veritable .law of :mature and thou#t"^# Her#

1. Mid# and .list, A li s b e r y j e f # o # # i # e s  # note#
2. Even, mrx granted that Proudhon, knew ;iani*s work#,

1 f V j m i l e S ' O p h f  * appmdlx, let 1er to #Weit#er, # 4 #  
Jmmary 1865, p .165,

3. forr#p#tdanci. tome II, p.251; leti# of #@e##er 16th,



in seeing antinomies as "a veritable law of nature and 
thonght" Frou#Lon is using "antinomies" in the sense in whioh 
Engels uses "oontradiotions" when he says that oontradiotions 
exist in nature and history. But it seems no me that the 
distinction between these two terms ought to be kept• A 
contradiction is something logical, as we have contradictory 
terms and contradictory propositions. An antinomy, on the 
other hand, is in the nature of a paradox, analogous to the 
paradoxes which logicians investigate nowadays,

Waiving this objection, we may ask: Granted that
contradictions or antinomies exist in society, what does the 
frOudhon of this early period propose to do about thept It 
appears to me that though he seems to know Kant fairly well 
and Hegel yet hardly at all, his solution in Qu'est»ce que la 
propriété is more Hegelian than Kantian. By this I mean 
that just as for leg el oontradictions exist only to be solved 
by reason, whereas for Kant antinomies are inherent in reason, 
social conWadictions or antinomi es (whatever that may mean) 
are for the Proudhon of ̂ 'eit-ee j^ue la propriété c##abl,e of 
being resolvM in terms of new social arrangements. But this 
book is essmitially a critique of property. It is only in 
Bystm# des contradictions économiques that he sets out 
explicitly to solve the "economic contradictions" of society 
in this Hegelian sense# Before howev# emminii# his 
appll cation of the Hegelian dialectic in this latt# book it 
will be expedient to see what use he makes of Fourier's
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concept of "series"#
In cîmpter I we have already seen how fonri# uses the 

term "series". Here I will try to show how Proudhon came to 
think that he had discovered a new principle to be called by 
this name, But before doing this I should like to point out 
that the concept of "series" is a preoccupation with our 
author only in De la creation de l'ordre. In later writings 
it seems to lose its importance for him.

To start with, it may be pointed out that understood as 
a mathematioal concept "series" is a readily intelligible term 
(the series of natural njnbers, the series of prime numb#s, 
etc.). Each member of a mathmmatical series shares in a 
common property. Thus all members of the series of even 
numbers are even. But we also speak of, for instance, the 
series of events leading to a war. What, it may be asked, is 
the common property such a series possesses, weept' that all 
the events that are its members have the joint eausal property 
of having brought about the war in ques tient The events 
themselves may be as different as the Prime Minister's cold, 
w M c h  prevented him from attending to the danger sigmils in 
time, and the existence of a mutual assistance pact. Prima 
facie at least, a cold and a mutual assistance pact seem to be 
extremely disparate facts. H # e  the term "s#les" has lest a
great deal of the precision it possesses as a mathmatlcal 
concept,

The distinguishing eharacteristic between the respective
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series in these two examples is this. In the ease of a 
mathematical series, knowing one member of the series and the 
formnia describing it we can find out the next number in it.
In the case of the second e^wmple we do not possess any 
principle which would enable us to predict with certainty 
what event would follow upon a previous event. No doubt in 
physics we have examples in which kno$di% a set of successive 
events we can preaict the next event, but even here the 
certainty is not a mathematical certainty but only a 
probability bordering upon certainty. In social phenomena 
predictions are generally difficult to make. This is sia#ly 
because we do not p os sees anything analogous to the generating 
relation of a series.

My purpose in making the distinctions of the previous 
paragraph was only to indicate the difficulty we are faced with 
when we try to apply the concept of s#ies outside mathematics 
in a significant way, Proudhon, it seems to me, wants to say 
two things* Firstly, thou#i he recognises the importance of 
"series** in mathematics he feds that it can be applid equally 
significantly in other fields. Becmdly, for M m  the 
different senses in which "series** is applied in different 
fields are really instances or types of the same generic concept.

Proudhon's objection to Fourier's principle of "series** is 
that he applies one type of series ("the passional series") 
evsrywhere, without further distinction. Against this, 
rroudhon maintains that each branch of knowledge has its own
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aeries, in each braneli again there are aeries appiieahle to
their own particular objecta#

Thma the "series" (in De 1# creation de l'ordre) is
something fundamental in our knowledge of reality. In a
lett# m»itten about the time of the publication of this book
he says that metaphyaics is "the theory of the serial Iw,
the absolute method which seeretly governs, by diverse
applications, all the sciences" « Dialectic itself is a
member of the following series:

" 1 2 3 - 4 2
ipiWamttWe MgebP, MaleeMe"

arithmetic and algebra stand in definite relation
ships with one another. What, we may ask, is the 
relationship between these three and dialectict A little 
later we shall see that Proudhon tries to link up his "serial 
law" with dialectic by what he calls " the s#ial diaiectic", 
Before: examining this attempt of his let us see how far he 
gets with his "serial lai^.

The "series" does not m#ely characterise our knowledge 
about things; it is also descriptive of the things we study. 
There are two kinds of "s#ies": "natural series" and
"artificial series" • A series is natural "when it is prop# 
and special to the object. When it arises from its nature and 
properties"; we have an arttfictal series when "it is

1, Correspondance* t#se II, p,
2. loo, cit.
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from the object proper to it to another which is 
1

foreign to it" , A majority of the prodncts of art and 
industry are "artifioial striea", froudhon tells us to 
illustrate his distinction. Here Proudhon seems to be 
applying an Aristotelian idea. In Aristotle's pMlosophy 
everything has its natural and proper place: the proper
place of stones is on the earth, of birds in the air, of 
slaves in a condition of slavery. Proudhon does not deny 
that in taking things out of their natural condition we 
sometimes make them useful to ourselves. Nevertheless the 
distinction still op#ates.

We have already seen that in De la criation de l'#dre 
Proudhon adopts a so#eshat domtlst law of three stages, but 
the real purpose of this book is, as its title tells us, to
discover the principle of "order" in hmmnity . In spite of
all its complicated reasonings Proudhon's view about the 
discovery of this "order" (presumably the system w M c h  wouM 
bring us our earthly felicity) is rather naive. He seems to 
think that th#e is only one such "order", which a Ion# can 
bring about the mlllenni». The "series" of this order of 
things is as essentially inherent in human existence as the 
law of gravitation is inherent in mat#ial objects. But, it
may be remarked, #iis can only be s# if nature has a plan of
its own for our good, which we are meant evmtually,t# 
discover* I cannot help tmnking that Proudhon is Mslei

Be la #eation de_i'ordre, p.
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whenever we have sneeeetei in explaining extremely Rliaparate
and heterogeneona** phenomena in term# of a unifying principle
is like saying that we have a "dialecticai series" whenever
an important discovery Is made. So the "dialectical series"
is really a name for any important discovery whatever#

But not only does Proudhon try in De la creation de
1'ordre to combine the notions of "series" and dialectic into
a "dialectical series"; he also uses dialectic as a concept
capahle of being used in its own right. He gives the
impression of thinking that the Hegelian development of Kant * s
concept of "antinomies" into the triadic method represmts an
Improvement of dialectic^. v

Thus when Proudhon met Marx and Grun in the winter of
1844-# he was already ihna receptive frame of mind to he
initiated into the d et ai is of an important disoov#y# His
difficulty was that he could not read German* This perforce

2left him to rely mainly on the oral instruction which his 
Gerwn friends could provide. The influence of this contact 
with German philosophy is clearly visible in Bysterne des 
contradictions économiques (1846). At that time he 
overestimated #ie extent of his debt to Hegel. This accountst
for the promise he held forth in this book of finding

1. ibid*, pp*ei3»214.
2. Borne material on Hegel was then available in #ench, #### 

of which froudhon had already read,.
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solutions for the "eoonoaie oon#aâiotions** he thought society
suffered from. In a letter to Bergaann (24th Ootoher 1844)
he explains the object he has in writing this book: "I am
going to show that all the faots oiltleal eeonos^,
legislation, ethios and Government are essentially
Gontradlotory; contradictory, not only among themselves, but
in themselves and yet quite necessary and irrefutable#.... .1
need not add that I shall at the same time give the theory and

„1example of synthetic resolution of all the contradi ctions #
This ambitious promise (as his commentators generally 
recognise) was not fulfilled in terms of a Hegelian synthesis. 
But in another sense he did Indicate the lines along which 
they could be solved. Dividing history into ten epochs, not 
"according to the order in time”, but according to "the 
sequence of i d e a s P r o u d h o n  puts each of these epochs under 
the reign of on# economic "category” .

Proudhon tells us that in actual fact these categor les of 
his are both successive and comtemporary# Let us see what he 
means by this. "Philosophy, that is metapli^sics", he explains# 
"or, if you prefm*, logic, is the algebra of society,

3political economy is the realisation of this algebra" Here
he has moved from the position of De la creation de I'̂ -ordre,#

1. Gorrespondance, tome II, pp.166-1#?.
3. Quoted by Marx, Poverty of Philosophy, p.88.
3. ^ Bysteme des contradictions économiques, tome II, p
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where the key to human history lay in his law of three stages.
Like Hegel he now thinks that we begin with the world of sense
and rise to the abstraot. But, unlike Hegel, for him
providenoe is not successful in its proframme for us: "ideas#
equal among themselves, contemporary and co-ordinated in the
mind, seem thrown pell-mell, scattered, locaiised, subordinated
and consecutive in humanity and nature, forming scenes and tales
without resemblance to the original design: and the whole of
human science consists in recovering in this conception the

1abstract system of the eternal thought" . A look at Proudhon's
list of "epochs" shows why the original design of eternity 
indeed have become lost. This is the list: Division of
Labour, machines, Competition, monopoly, Police or Taxation,
The Balance of Trade, Gr^dit, Property, Oommunity, Population, 
most of these terms are really chapter-headings of 
textbooks on econoMcs* Hegel's logic purports to link up 
the cat^orias of his system into a logically connected whole, 
but froudhon is not able to show any such connection between the 
dlffaeent categories of his list# Before considering how far 
he succeeds in his programme of giving the "synthetic 
resolution of all the contradictions", let us try very briefly 
to form an idea of legM's philosophy of history. The aim of 
his philosophy of hi story becomes apparent from this :qu##ation: 
"The time must eventumlly come for understanding that rich

1. Ibid., t'-w.# II, p.395.
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produot of active Reason, which the History of the World
offers to us. It was for a while the fashion to profess
admiration for the Wisdom of God, as displayed in animals,
plants and isolated occurrences. But, if it he allowed that
Providence manifests itself in such objects and forms of
existence, why not also in Universal Ëlstoryî This is
deem# too great a matter to be thus regarded. But Divin#
Wisdom, i.e.. Reason, is one and the same in the great and
the little I and we must not imagine God to be too weak to
exercise his wisdom on the grand scale. , Our intellectual
striving aims at realising th# conviction that what was
intended by eternal wisdma is actually accomplished in #ae
doamtin of existent I active Spirit, as well as in that of mere 

1
Nature" « Thus h# not only wants to give a philosophy of 
history, he also wants to write a theodicy. The subject of
universal History, how^evw, is confined to "Bpirlt in the

, 2 
course of its development" ; its aim is the "exhibition of
ipirlt in the process of working out the knowledge of that 
which it is petentiaily" . The goal of this process of 
actualisation is "the consciousness of its freedom on the part

Spirit, and ipso facto the reality of that freedom" ' .

1. The philosophy of History,, translated from̂  the German by 
J#Sibrie, lew %ork, p.15.

2.! ibid ., p .16.
3 i ibid., pp.17—18 a

4* iibidm, p.19
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Hegel'S eoncluilon about the "rml" slgMflcamoe of 
history is in these terms i "And the history of the world is 
nothing hut the development of the Idem of Freedom?*^# This 
does not sound like the supposed philosopher of tot»litmriaMsm. 
This is not however the plaoe to go into the question of 
whether he is using "freedom" p^suasively.

" ' WÊ'In his survey of "Universal History" Hegel tells us that
\

the Orientals have not attained the Wowledge that Spirit 
("Man. a#'''i#&#hFi is free# The consciousness of freedom first 
arose among the G r e e M .. But they only saw thqt some are 
free. They did not know that "mam as su&" is free* The

■1,'t

German nations under the lnflu»ce of #%ristiani:ty were the 
first to become conscious of this, though in the beginning 
this consciousness was êomfined to religion# Only gradually 
could freedi» be introduced into the relations of actual, life, 

Without g o i %  into legal's survey of the history of 
Emrope after the establisWemt of ohristi&nlty, it may be 
staled that in his opinion the Prussian gtat# was the most 
advanced embodiment of BT'̂ eedom so far,

Marx of course is oppoied to all attempta to d«#uc# a 
priori the stages of histmy# (His progrmme is to put dialectic 
which was standing on its head in Hegel's pMiosopty, back on its 
feel,) #. ' For M m  th#' primary rmlity is th# mmie of production^ 
not the ide-ological superstructure resting on this

1. ibid., p*4§i.

I



foundatlçm. According to Engels, after the hreakdown of 
primitive commihlm, there are "three great epochs of civilis
ation" corresponding to the "three forms of suhjoction"^! siaver^ 
aerfdom and wage labour. These are to be followed by the 
dictatorship of the proletariat, and the final withering away 
of the state.

To return to froudhon, the question to be asked here is
whether, as Marx thinks, froudhon had misunderstood Hegel's
dialectic, or whether he was merely modifying it to suit his own
purposes, froudhom's own language, as in the above quotations,
si^ests that he was genuinely misled* It must at the same time
be pointed out that froudhon often ©xa^erates. What he
describe a as an application of the Hegelian dialectic may as well
be the ideas that had occurred to him in the course of reading
about Hegel or while discussing Hegel ' s philosophy with those

2
who had read him in the original .

Th#*# is a further question to be asked• In what sense is 
Proudhon using "contradiction when he says that the ecmomiC: 
categories iwestigatfd by him are contradictory of each
other as well as in the;#elves contradictoryt The first
of his categories, division of labour, a "veritable '
whose antagonistic results unfold themselves in the movMsat of 
history, foil ©wing ev#?y#iere the dWuction of ideas, divides 
itself into a double ourrent, one of ûS'eful effwt#, the other 
of subversive results* all equally neeessary and legitimate

1. The Origin ef ti# A Handbeek of Marxism, p .336.

2. Hegel's wwks had not been translated in frouihon's lifetime*
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products of the same law" • But hecause division of labour 
has tooth good and toad results it does not toe come contradictory

I
thereto, nor an antinomy in the Kantian sense. Marx was right ;
therefore when he said that for Iroudhon "every economic i
Category has two sides - one good, the oth^ toad", and further
that "The good aide and the toad side, the advantages and the '
drawbacks, taken together form for M* Proudhon the
contradiction in every economic category" . But, even though
Proudhon is using "contradiction" in an unusual sense, this
does not mean that his theory is necessarily a trivial one#
To say that an institution like property, "légitimât#,
irreproachatole in its origin, in its exercise constitutes a
flagrant inequity; and that, without any element Joining it

.3 ;to modify it, tout toy the sole development of principle" , is to 
make an is# or tant claW* ■ In est»ce que la propriété he did j 
not think that property as "right of use and atous#" was 
"legitimate" in its origin# But supposing that he is now using: 
it in some other sense and means to say that property is like 
other social institutions in that it is on the whole Just and 
useful (toeihi "identical with responsitoillty"', as he says on the 
same page), and at the same time has some pernicious effects, 
and that our purpose should be to maximise its benefits and

1# BystWe' des jcontrsdictions économiques, tome I, p. 169.
2. cit., p.94.
3. BystMe des çomtradictioms Économiques,: t#ae II, p.4#9#
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minimis© its ©vils# In this he would toe differing from Marx's 
view that privât© property in the means of production after a 
time has simply to to© scrapped and replaced toy a radically 
different arrangement like communism.

it is generally said toy writers on^roudhom that his 
dialectic is on the whole nearer to Kant's than to Enel's*
This is true in this sense* Under Hegel's influence Proudhon 
had hoped to find syntheses for the social and economic 
"contradictions" he saw everywhere in society. We have seen

V Athat even in By at ©me des contradictions économiques this had
1 .....been little more than a hope . Later on he realised that this

was not to toe expected. As he wrote in De la Justice,
ANTIMWy GAMN0T BE EESULV® ( 1 'antinomie ne se résout pas);
that is the fundamental vice of the entire Hegelian philosophy#
#ke two terms of which it is composed BAL4N01 themselves*
whether among themselves, or with other antinomical terms" .
To have thought otherwise was, he wrote in a letter to his
friend Dr. Gretin, ”a grave error that I have committW on
legal's faith, in my Contradictions, and which I am now

3rectifying everywhere" * In terms of his view in Theorie de

1. Sometimes he is able to realise this hope. For instance, 
the idea of "mutuality” provides a synthesis between 
"property" and "community". See Système des contradictions 
économiques, tome II, p«411.

2. tome II, p.155.
3. Correspondance, tome VII, p. 108,
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la propriété property and the et ate provide the two terme of 
a contradiction or antinomy which cannot he resolved in # #  
senae that we cannot do without either# If you abolish 
property the state becomes all-powerful and liberty loses its 
foundation. And, presiumbly, if the state disintegrates 
civilised life itself would become difficult if not impossible. 
But this is not the only example of an "antinomy” . On the 
other hand, it is but one instance of a general feature of 
social phenomena. (Proudhon does not tell us how we can 
discover "antinomies" in natural phenomena.)

The essential thing about this sense of dialectic is that 
on it the elements into which the physical or the moral world 
is separated retain their separateness and are never 
completely absorbed in any kind of higher unity. "The moral 
world, as the physical world, rests ona plurality of 
Irreducible and antagonistic elements. and it is from the
contradiction of these elements that the life and movement of

,-■1 ^  the universe arise" , he wrote in the Théorie de la propriété.
Marx could have said smiething similar, mcept that for him
antagonistic elements become synthesised in high#? uMties .

1. Quoted by Georges Gwvitch, op. cit., p.lü. Gurvitch 
holds that this declaration of froudhon's is also 
applicable to M s  ■earlier works, which however does not 
square with Broudhon's own pronoumcements.



Proudhon would have approved of Leibniz' vlmy that perfeotlon
consists in obtaining "as muoh of variety as possible, but
with the utmost of order that can exist" between contraries
having "irreducible qualities". In "joining unity in the
highest degree with the most perfect multiplicity
(multitud#) " ̂ . In De la Justice he says I "For myself, there
can be no doubt about my opinion: what makes creation possible
is,» in my eyes, the same thing that makes freedom possible,
the opposition among powers. To make an opera of the order
in the world and in universal life is to hold a false idea.
Everywhere I see forces struggling; I do not find anywhere,
neither can I understand, that melody of the great All, which

2Fythagoras thought he heard" * As thus viewed by Leibnia or 
Proudhon dialectic is a sort of world-view; it cannot be 
treated as a mere methodological scaffolding. But, as we 
shall see in chapters VII and VIII, so far as buman affairs 
are concerned Proudhon's tribute to conflict as the parent of 
freedom is hardly consistent with M s  social and economic 
programme. His role is really that of a peace-maker. "My 
whole philosophy", he wrote in Bystèse des contradictiens 
économiques. "is an endless round of réconciliâtion"^# The

1. Quoted by Georges Gurvitch, op. cit., p.193.
2. ^oted by de Lubac, op. cit., p.149.
3. de Lubac, op. cit., p.156.
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followimg psussagè from glrioraloj in which he defines
his conferaetnal prlneiple**^ gives a good idea of his
programme of reconciling in a uni fey a wide diversifey of social
elemenfes; "Therefore^ if X could make with everyone the
contract I make with some; if all could renm it among
fehemseives^ if each group of citizens, commune^ canton,
departmenfe, corporafeion, company, etc., formed by a similar
contract and considered as a moral person, could, then and
always, deal on the same feerms with each of the other groups
and with everybody, this would be exactly as if my will were
multiplied to infinity. I should be sure that the law made
in this way everywhere in the Republic, under millions of
different initiatives, would never be anything but my law, and
if this new order of things were Called government, then this

_1government would be mine .
4s primarily a method of description Proudhon's thought 

is quite French in its ancestry, as Sainte-Beuve Was the first 
to point out • He wrote; "His method, if the derman mask were 
Bamoyed, had nothing in it but the sii^le and the vigorous; he 
could have done without the Hegelian feepm antinomy, 3?here is 
in everytWLng the for and the against, there is truth in both 
of these,.... #Froudhon could equally well have practised his 
method openly, clearly, a la frai^aise, and feraeed it back to 
Pascal, who delighfeed in putting into relief the conferadiétions

1 * pp•2ÔV* 68•
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in whatever is human {en oe qui est de l'homme) ; I. exalt 
I humble hi#,: until he understands that he is a veritabl# 
monster"̂  «

4 short glano# at the history of "dlaleotio shows that it 
has been used in a numb#» of different senses* There is a 
tendency after Hegel to und#?stand it in an exclusive sense and 
to rule out the non^legelian senses as illegitimate. But this 
is not justified. The Hegelian conception of dialectic can, 
however, claim some ancestry in Plato, âristotle and Kant#
4n analysis of the term "dialectic" shows its ambiguity» 
Sometimes it degenerates into an o ^ L M s  ''term covering logical ' 
contradictions, paradox, conflict, anomaly, etc. Proudhon's
dialectic is unlike Harx's in that Prom%on has more than on#
conception of dialectic, liiertai for the latter Hegel provides 
the "basic" form of dialectic. The #ief sources of 
Proudhon's dialectic are Kant, Hegel and Pburier# In the 
beginning Proudhon hoped to find" syntheses" for the social or 
econGmic contradictions he saw everywh#^# in society# Later 
on he came to rej ect this -Hegelian idea, ##d, tamo to argue ttmt 
the "antinomies" or "contradictioiis" of society could only be 
"balanced", not resolved. if this he meant that just as for 
Sant the antinomies are an essential chwacteristic of reason,

1. baJfi# de Proudhon, "edited by banl.el Hallvyi part II
P.J.Proudhon by aainte^B:mve, p.290, J .
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the sooiaX er economic "amtlm#*!##" are Inheremt In human 
:miatemce * ly balancing opposite principles agmimt m e h  
oth#' we can :avoid th#ir worst oommequem### #md enjoy what ia 
Uiefml in them# A# a metbod of deaoriplion frendhm' a 
dial##tic is, as ialnfee-leuv# was the :firat to point out,
,fr#n#h, in anoeatry# _ It oonaist# in firat stressing the good, 
qualities of a thing and then bringing Into relief it# bad 
ones, #m,#. was th# method practised by Pascal in desoribimg 
m m *
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The âccôuïit ôf Proudhon' a dlaXectic given in the previous 
chapter will help us to uhterstani his approach to the much 
debated problem of the relation of justice and liberty. It is 
often held that an increase of justice may be secured only at 
the cost of libmty. Thus stated, the view is too vague, and 
its truth depends upon the meaning to be attached to the term 
"justice". If we mean by justice the rewarding of each 
accm»ding to his desert, the truth of tfcds view will be 
dependent, among other factors, upon how deserts are to be 
assessed. à feudal society with a hereditary n(#ility 
enjoying its rights and exercising its functions over its 
"natural" inferiors could be considered a just society, 
provided corresponding differences of desert were supposed to 
prevail among its members. But actually what is meant by this 
view is the smch clearer statement that beyond a certain point 
an increase in social and economic equality may lead to the loss 
of certain personal liberties which are taken for granted, at 
least in times of peace, in liber#l»dmmocratic countries, 
is a proper subj ect for sociological investigatim# Mere I 
should like to quote Proudhon's contemperary Alexis- de 
Tocqueville who was probably the first ammcg its friends to 
diagnos# systematically the ills of modern democracy# "l 
he wrote in his Démocratie en Am&Ique."that it is easi#» to
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establish an absolute and despotlo government amongst a people
In which the conditions of society are equal, than among any
other ; and I think that, if such a government were once
established among such a people, it would not only oppress men,
but would eventually strip each of them of several of the
highest qualities of humanity. Despotism, therefore, appears
to me peculiarly to be dreaded in democratic times. I should
have loved freedom, I believe, at all times, but in the time in

1which we live I am ready to worship It," Tocqueville was 
convinced that " the question is not how to reconstruct 
aristocratic society but how to make liberty proceed out of

2that democratic state of society in which God has placed us,"
I shall try briefly to Indicate the grounds on which he 

supported this view. The diffusion of equalitarian ideas, 
Tocqueville thought, had led to the establishment of modern 
democratic regimes. But actually much of the work of levelling 
was done long before. In France this was done by the
centralised monarchy. America forms a case apart from Europe
because it had no nobility whose power had to be destroyed. But 
the purl tarn outlook of the early colonists contributed not a 
little to the crmtion of conditions for the establishment of 
democracy. Though equality had come to stay in democratic

1. Book Four, chap, VII, p.397; translated by Henry Se eve, The 
Gentary Co., York, 1898.

2 . loc. cit .
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oountries. It was by itself no guarantee of liberty* Probably 
the rise of personal despotism was henceforth unlikely, but a 
kind of ubiquitous despotism which Inhered nowhere in 
particular was the new danger. The hierarchical division of 
society into orders and groups had exercised checks against 
encroachments from the state* Bow that these barriers had 
broken down, the compulsion over the individual to conform to 
accepted ways and beliefs was much greater. The spread of 
uniformity of conditions had led to a mentality suspicious 
towards novelty and independence.

Tocqueville concerned himself mainly with the consequences 
of the establishment of political and social equality in modern 
democratic societies* Proudhon, on the other hand, takes 
equality in the inclusive sense of political, social and 
economic equality. As this sort of equality is nethere to be 
found, except probably in some primitive tribes, his work 
proceeds on a basis very different from the historical and 
sociological approach of Tocqueville. The latter * s cautious 
mind is not like Proudhon's, ready with a priori and sanguine 
solutions for every problem. Where Tocqueville sees a hopeful 
sign he readily indicates its existence; on the Whole his 
approach is tentative and piecemeal, not dogmatic and a priori 
as froudhon's tends to be. We can, however, point to some 
similari ties between their ideas ; for instance, Tocqueville 
saw in the power of associations a defence against the 
encroachments of the state, which recalls froudhon's later
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antieipàtions of syndicalism.
As w© have already noticed, Proudhon upholds ©quality in 

all his writings; at the beginning of his career in a 
rigorous form, later toning it down progressively. This 
toning down reflects a growing realisation on his part of the 
complexity of the problem of reconciling equality with liberty. 
The existence of the problem, however, is recognised as early 
as De la célébration du dimanche (1839) ; 'his goal at this 
stage being to find "a state of social equality; which is neither 
community nor despotism, neither atomisation (morcellement) 1
nor anarchy. but liberty in order and independence in unity" .
But at this stage at least he is not willing to admit that
©quality omy lead to despotism, his fears being aroused more by

2
the communism of Cab et and Bab oeuf than by equality as such.
In De la creation de l'ordre, for instance, he complainss "The 
communists... * .seem to forget that man does not only live^a 
public life, that he also needs a private life"^. In Bysteme 
des contradictions économiques he has become positively hostile.............  g
to communism, as we have already seen . In the Philosophl# 
du progrès ©quality only means "commutative and progressive 
equality". In the next chapter we shall, in giving an account

1. p.61.
2 • De la creation de l'ordre, p.364. Bee the editor's note, 

p.247.
3. Ibid., p.355.
4• vide supra.
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of the development of Proudhon* s views on property, have 
occasion to study his final views on the economic aspect of 
the problem of this chapter in concrete terms.

In some ways the problem of the relation between justice 
and liberty is the crucial problem in political philosophy for 
Proudhon. Prom this point of view we may consider him 
discussing many of the traditional topics of political 
philosophy with two governing considerations. First, to make 
less and less unplauslble his own view that liberty and 
equality can be reconciled; second, to develop a theory of 
society which takes into account the main springs of social 
change and évolution as they seem to him to have operated in 
history, avoiding thereby the sentimentaliof early 
socialists like Gab et. So far as the first consideration is 
concerned, Proudhon can strengthen his case without having to 
defend his view directly. He can quite reasonably argue that 
liberty purchased at the cost of great social inequality can 
be real only for a small minority of the population, or that 
a society which tolerates gross injustice remains without one 
of the essential conditions of freedom » a just and 
conscientious mind* This was actually the criticism which 
early socialism had made against the liberal defence of 
laissez*falre. But Proudhon does not conceive the problem in
such simple terms. It is not a question of choosing between 
liberty and justice, in the sense that you can have one or the 
other, but not both; nor a question of coming to some sort of 
rule of thumb comprcmise* Liberty, Proudhon would say, is



not always a good thing, not something always to be worshipped*
XIt has been, no doubt,"the motive foroe of right" . But

just as it overcomes the dead weight of "fatality", by which
he means the environment of man and his own nature following

2fixed laws, it can also "resist the appeal of consoience" *
Liberty in short can easily degenerate into selfishness *
"The only power capable of checking Justice is liberty" , he
says, exaggerating to drive home his point. Actually,
however, justice and liberty are not as antagonistic as all
that# Justice and liberty become interchangeable terms
when there is a balanc# between your liberty and mine ; when
nobody enjoys unlimited liberty but only a liberty "dualised,

4socialised" , In terms of Mr# Carritt*s view this would mean 
that nobody has a right to uniIM.ted liberty, but only a 
claim to liberty to be translated into a right to the extent to 
which it is not overridden by the superior claims of others, 
Thus liberty, in so far as it becomes a right, is itself a kind 
of justice# The second consideration makes froudhon's solution

1. De la Justice, tome III,'®!
2. loc. cit.
3 . loo. Cit*
4. loc. cit.
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of the problem much more oomplieated than that of any 
contemporary socialist writer » Marx claimed to have made 
SGcialism "scientific" for the first time. Proudhon* s 
approach too is inspired by a comparable attempt to take into 
account the intractable facts which militate against the 
establishment of full justice and liberty. Only his positi^m 
is not so clearly defined as Sarx's. On the other hand, 
Proudhon is aware of the existence of a large variety of 
factors Which Marx on his materialistic theory of history can 
easily dismiss as secondary questions of the ideological 
"superstructure" of society* But Proudhon cannot take this 
easy way out, since for him liberty and justice are not 
entirely functions of the mode of production, but raise 
problems important in their own right# No doubt he stresses 
the i ^  or tance of the economic factor in history, and 
sometimes thinks in the terms of a materialistic conception of 
history of his own. But the economic interprétation of
history is for M m  only one way of looking at history. As w#
shall see in chapter IX his view of history is based not on 
one but on a number of diff erent conceptions, all of w M c h  he 
finds significant and important. (If there is any one theory 
providing the key to history, it can only be his own theory 
viewing history as the progress of justice}. In thus trying
to take a wide view Broudhon is forced to strain all the
resources which his predominantly rationalist position can 
provide* The result of com^s# is that M s  thought sometimes
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seem# to reduce itself to a deadlock. His basic honesty often
leads him to admit the perplexity which a particular problem
has got him Into, though he is not a man who will easily admit
defeat. Herein perhaps lies the fumdammtal difference
between him and Marx. Marx had affirmed with confidence that
"humanity lays down for itself only problems that it can
resolve"^* Proudhon, on the other hand, is often troubled by
the fact that "our thoughts go further than it is given us to 

1,1reach . And mankind, we may comment, sometimes sets itself 
problems which it tries vainly to solve, suffering a severe 
setback thereby*

Thoi%h Proudhon * s love for liberty is no less than 
Tocqueville's, his approach to the problem of preservihf and 
developing it is very different. He is not, like Tocqueville, 
content to point out remedies to counteract the harmful 
effects of what he has otherwise decided to accept as 
inevitable in the nature of tttngs # Tocqueville, despite all 
his criticism, remains one of the great exponents of
representative democracy* Proudhon on the other hand is a
hostile critic of damocracy and wants to sail imder" o#er 
colours, more or less of his own choosii^. lot eontent with 
pointing out the weakness of demecracy,, he holds that

1. Quoted by de Imbac, op. cit., p.296. The sources of these
quotations are not given; but the former is from the
Crltique of yolitical Economy.
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representative institutions as they actually work are bound to 
lead to consequences the very opposite of what they are supposed 
by their proponents to be meant for.
Theory of "collective force"

In order to appreciate fully the force of Broudhon'm 
criticism of democracy and his attempt to base liberty on 
better foundations than those on which it is usually based by 
liberal philosophers, we shall need to consider an important 
aspect of his thought, to which M* 0.Beugleras the first to
draw attention in his La dociologie de Proudhon . E. Bougl^ 
wishes to call certain theories of Proudhon* s "sociological 
theories" Which all "imply in common" the following postulate;
" the coming togethmr of individual unities engenders an 
original reality, something besides and other than a simple

IHe is right in holding that this postulate provides a clue to 
the understanding of many of Proudhon'a theories,# But it is j
not merely a postulate of some of his sociological theories, it 
is wider in scope. In* at least one of its applications it is 
not so much the basis of a sociological theory as
solution of the old problem about the freedom of the will. In 

3De la Justice Proudhon examines the views of Descartes, Spino&i 
Leibnitz, Eant, etc., and some of his contemporarles, and finds

1. See Introduction, p .20.
2. op. cit., .avant-profos XIII.
3. Huitième etude, chaps. IV, V
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them all unable to prove the human will to be free. If 
freedom is to be found anywhere on these theories it is always 
in something other than man, whether God or some noummml self ; 
like Just lee it is never made to descend to the level of a 
wholly human reality. How does Proudhon propose to solve this 
problmi? If man were only matter, he argues, his behaviour 
would be determined solely by the laws of natural science; if 
pure mind, by those which govern the understanding, Hei0im
into matter nor into xdnd can any lioerty creep in. But « n
is co##lex, "the complex of matter, of life, intelligence, 
passion". He is free by the synthesis of all these elements 
of his nature, a synthesis which like the synthesis of every 
complex unity produces a resultant, over and above the separate 
elements that enter into it, which properly belongs to it and 
to nothing else. The special force or quality which belongs 
to man in his own right as a compound or synthesis is liberty. 
Thus liberty in a philosophical sense is for Proudhon an 
"emergent",, in the sense in which mind and #od are "'^^ergents" 
in the philosophy of the late Prof. Alexander.

Proudhon a realist polifcical p M l o s o ^ m
for the most part, 'however, Proudhon sees this "postulate^ 

as the basis of theories which are not metaphys 1 cal,,. but either 
sociological, economic, political or moral# In the next two 
chapters we shall have occasion to examine some of these 
theories • The consequence of this theory that is most 
important for the subj ect of this chmpter is that Pro%#hon is 
led to reject nendmilis# in political philosophy, and to adopt
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à strongly realist position. This rmlism develops as
Broudhon matures. In the Système des oontradletions
économiques w© find him saying that for "the true eooncxttist,
society is a living heing, endowed with Intelligence, and Its
own.... .activity, governed by speelal laws....." . This being
is sometimes called "the collective being", sometimes "the
collective person", sometimes "the social being", terms all
closely analogous to Gomte's "great being" (le grand être).
It is not a mere fiction for the c<mvenienc# of theory, /but
endowed with all sorts of qualities which living beings have;

2it also has "its soul, its genius, its dignity, its force" • 
This realism makes Proudhon* s attempt to reconcile justice with 
liberty extremely interesting. In the history of political 
philosophy realist thinkers have generally tended towards 
authoritarianism, or at least anti-individualism; whereas the 
nomtnalists have often favoured democracy and individualism* 
This is merely an inter es ti%^ empirical fact, and I do not 
think any necessary connection exists between realism and 
authoritarianism or nominalism and dwocracy. And of course 
there are notable exceptions; Hobbes is nominalist and 
absolutist at the s#se time, T #1 .Green real!st with a 8tro% 
liberal predilection. froudhen*# case however is an extreme 
ones he is a realist who is at the same time a near .amar^cM>st»,

1. Quoted by Bougie^ op. cit.,
2 • La Guerre et la faix, p .158.
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Proudhon goes very much beyond de Bonald and Comte in
his realism. Not only is sooiety as a whole a reality in the
above sense; each social group or class has its own separate
identity. "The metaphysics of the group", as he puts it,
are to be seen in operation everywhere. In developing this
theory, Proudhon is able to anticipate many of the later
syndicalist and solidarist theories. Logically it can be
regarded as a development of Housaeau's theory of the "general
will", though generally, as we have seen already, Proudhon is
very hostile to Rousseau*s ideas• But whatever Proudhon may
say against Rousseau for the harm his theory of the general 

1will has done , a stroi% parallel can be made between his 
theory of "collective reason", the special reason Proudhon 
ascribes to his "social being", and the theory of the 
"general wili" • The genial will is nev#r wrong, says 
Rousseau. Proudhon asks us to be attentive to the 
pronouncements of collective reason* it is what points out 
the Way "when all the spirits are individually misled" •
But when everybody is mistakm in their judgment how are we 
to find out what our collective reason cowmnds us to do?
If Proudhon were to pursue this line of thought consistently 
he would expose himself to all the criticisms to which the

1. We shall be able to see the weight of Proudhon's 
criticism of Eousseau in exawinihg his criticism of 
dMocracy.

2. Gorrespondance, tome 71II, p.240.
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theory of the general will is usually subjeoted* Let us see 
how far he succeeds in escapli% these criticisms. For him 
society, though a living being, is only "perfectible", never 
perfect, and so stands opposed to God who alone is perfect^.
So a whole society can go wrong in its decisions like any. 
individual human being. "The life of nations", he wrote on 
5th January, 1852 in his Garnets , "is like that of B#n, an . 
assimilating vortex, endowed with conscience and consequently 
capable of virtue and crime, sacrifice and expiation" . Very 
often, however, there is some sort of sanctity attaching to 
whatever appears to him to be a deliverance of collective 
reason.

But even if collective reason is gmierally right, we are 
still faced with the question, How do we find out when 
collective reason is right and when it is not? lot being a 
traditionalist like de Bonald or Burke, he cannot simply says 
"Tradition is always right*. froudhon knows that there is not 
one tradition but many, not (in Prof. Oaxeshott*# terminology) 
one sympathy to be explored but a choice to be made between 
alternative sympathies. But at least in his period of 
maturity Proudhon comes to respect tradition more and more. This 
deep respect for tradition on the part of a thinker notorious for 
views which, because they are so extreme, one would think must be

1. Lea Confessions, p.li.
2. Quo lied in Doll ©ans* book on Proudhon, p.342.
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those of an extreme rationalist, has led to the view among many 
students of Proudhon that there are two Proudhons ; the one 
"rationalist, equalitarian and eontractualist", the other 
"upholding the principle of hierarchy, authoritarian and wholly 
attached to the sentiment of the sacred"^, This contrast 
seems overdrawn to me. It would be more correct to say that 
Proudhon is primarily "rationalist, equalitarian and 
contractualist", but for him not all human relations are to be 
organls#! on an "equailtarian and contractualist" basis. He 
does not, for instance, view marriage as a contract resting on 
A relation of ©quality between husband and wife. On the other 
hand, the husband is the head of the family and the wife is his 
inf erior complement ; nor is marriage for him a revocable 
contract ; it is in the natur e of a sacrament. Though a 
rationalist Proudhon tries to take into account the elonent of 
tradition. After all, as he says, he is also in a tradition  ̂
the tradition of the Inlightenment and the French Revolution 
(perhaps to some extent also, as some of his students would say, j

I
in the tradition of Ghristianity) . M. Bougie is able to 
appreciate Proudhon'm position justly when he says that his 
"programme" is "to compel collective reason to comsecrate 
personal right" . The question to be asked, therefore, is:

1. Bulletin de la société français# de philosophie, avril, 1912 
quoted in Guy Grand * s Intr oduction to De la Justice, tome
I, p.7.

2. op. cit., p.3#$»
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"how far does Proudhon succeed in this "programme" of his?"
On the Whole, it seems to me, he does not. Some of his 
attempts to utilise the work of "collective reason" in the 
aervlce of liberty are nevertheless Interesting. To
anticipate a little the theme of the next chapter, Proudhon

1holds that property has hitherto often been and can be in 
the future a strong factor preserving liberty from the 
encroachments of the state. But since property in its 
present form is not distributed over the entire coimrunity 
it is not a just institution; if distributed among all the 
members of society more or less equally it would both secure 
justice and preserve liberty. This is not Proudhon's whole 
argument in defence of property, nor is it the only way in 
which he wishes to secure liberty. But here I have only 
used an illustration.

To be true to Proudhon's thought we must point out that 
tradition is not quite the same thing as collective reason# 
Society possesses so to say the major part of its capital in 
tradition. But tradition derives from the past as something 
separate and distinct from the thoughts of Individual human 
beings in the present who show, sometimes more, sometimes less, 
deference to its requirements even when they are not wholly 
comprehensive and, sometimes, apparently absurd. For Pio udhon, 
on the other hand, collective reason is not # # odied in any 
particular institution like the state. Those who like Comte

1. In Théorie de la propriété^moat clearly.
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think that the individual apart from institutions like the
State, church, etc., is an ahstractlon are, Proudhon thinks,
mistaken. Society for Proudhon has a "double and real
existence, as collective unity and as plurality of Individuals.
Its action is at once cosmosit© and individual, its thought is
collective as well as individualised" . So if we recogMse
the work of society as a collectivity, that does not land us
in communism; nor does the recognition of individuality and
its work mean that we ignore general interests. "in the work
of redistribution and equilibration of collective and
individual forces consists the science of government, politics 

2and justice."
On Proudhon's theory we may regard tradition as the work

I

of collective reason, rather than identical with it. The 
following quotation should bring out the distinction; "The 
recognition or institution of property", he says, "is the 
/most extraordinary, if not the most mysterious act of 
collective Eeason..*." Collective reason works mysteriously, 
we may add, because What it accomplishes is not the design of 
any ©me individual and is often not visualised by the wisest 
among us « By allowing it to concentrate its work in one 
institution we should be unwittingly créatif a leviathan to 
tyrannise us, a leviathan whose working we could nel%»r

r

1. Lea Ha j orats li t t^aires, p .198.
2. loc. cit.
3• Théorie de la propriété# p.67•
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oomprehend nor régulât#*
Her# a comparison with a sçaaewhat similar view expressed

by Professor Eayek will tbrow light on our author's position.
Professor Bayek thinks that a "planned economy" in the sense of
an economy based on "a central direction of all economic
activity according to a single plan" is bound to lead to
totalitarianism. On th© other hand, an ©conomy which makes
Intelligent use of competition "as the principle of social
organisation" can secure equally good results  ̂ even from the
purely neutral point of view of efficiency. He reminds us that
some planning is involved in all economic activity, but the
proper way "to employ foresight and systematic thinking in
plaaming our common affairs" is that "the holder of coercive
power should confine himself in general to creating conditions
under which the knowledge and initiative of individual#
the best scope so that they can plan most sue cess fully" ; to
secure freedom what is heeded is "planning for cmipetition",

1
not "planning against eompetltion" . tfnlike Marx, Proudhon 
realises the force of this fundamental liberal argument# He 
too wants to utilise competition to secure results not 
attainable otherwise. But he also realises that complete 
laissea-faire, on which some liberal economists of his time 
insisted, would leave in a hopelessly weak position. To 
interpret his thought freely, he wants a form of society in 
which competition does not lead to unjust exchange# but is

1. The Road to Berfdom; pp.25-27 and 31.
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Itself a factor promoting fairness in economic relations.
This would be posaible only if everybody could bargain from a 
strong position.

The true way of conceiving collective reason for Proudhon 
is to consider it as manifesting itself in all sorts of 
groups. "Civilisation advances only tbro^h the influence 
which political groups exercise over one another, in the 
plenitude of their sovereignty and independence; set up oyer 
them a superior power which Judges and constrains th##,

3great organism miscarries, there is no more of life or  ̂
thought." By his hostility to the state froudhon comes 
close to the liberal standpoint* Not only are the conclusions 
he reaches in this respect similar, the argiments he uses are 
very often liberal arguments, H© takes it as axiomatic that 
all governmwts are bound to prove wasteful and inccm#et©nt 
when they undertake any direct economic activity. l#re 
froudhon is closer to the original liberal view than to the 
views of present day liberals like frofessor layek who know 
from experience that a collectivist state by pl&nning 
practically every aspect of economic life can secure the sort 
of ©fflciency which suits its purposes. In chapter ttll we 
shall see how, start it® from an anarchist staWpoint:, froudhon 
cam© to recopMs© some legit'imate sphere of activity for the 
state. Th# state could, as he now thought, initiate an ,

1. La :#uerr© et la faix, p.293.



ecomwic reform or begin a new indUitry; but the actual
operation of new schemes should be transferred to local
authorities or private enterprise as soon as their purpoa© had
come to be understood by the public.

froudhon does not visualise #%at his groups will live
harmoniously* Ponflict and competition are essential elements
in the preservation of liberty. "One thing generally
recofnised, because it is a fact of experience, is that
civilisation had its point of departure in antagonism, and tlmt
society, in other words law, international law, public law,
civil law, was developed under the inspiration and influenc# of

-1war, which means umder the jurisdiction of force*" This 
quotation gives in a nutshell froudhon's philosophy of law.
What is of interest is that in La duerre et la Paix Proudhon 
does not think that prioress is essentially due to ai^ imate 
qualities of goodness in man. Liberty itself is an offshoot 
Of the element of conflict in society# W# may r w # # m  that 
for i^chiavelli man has always the same essentially evil nature# 
Human nature being êver restless, the state mist go either aim#- 
an upward path or decline; a state of peaceful equilibrim# 
necessarily brings disruption.. Th#r^:#»e, as J*W*Allen pits 
m##%iavelli '# thought in his own words, "conflict and war are 
necessary to the health of body politic"  ̂ Pop Proudhcn,

1 »■ 'Ibid*, p # 90
2. Hi story of Political Thought in thft l-ixteeinth Oentury.

edition, 1941, p,4ii*

i .
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on the other hand, the elm&ent of oonfliot can be 30 
trmnaforme# that instea# of leading to war an# revolution It is 
used to preserve those oonditions whioh are the prerequisites of 
liberty* This is reminiscent of later liberal theory (Herbert 
Bpencer, for instance)•

In trying to indicate the lines along which froudhon tries 
to solve the probl#s of the relation between liberty and justice 
g have had aga In and again to break the thread of exposition 
because of the links which it forms with those aspects of his 
thought which still remain unexpounded. This was to »«me 
extent Inevitable by the very nature of the subject of this 
chapter* In the course of the next two chapters I will try to 
bring; out in some detail froudhon's practical programme of 
reconoiling justice with liberty at least in it^aln aspects •
We may thmefore treat the present chapter as an inferoduomon 
to #r#udh#a' a social ihilosophy in so far as it Hhtei up more 
or less directly with the governing idea of his thmght, hi# 
view of justice.
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Pr Qudhon * m 

introduction

Saving formed some impreamion in th# previous ##p#er of
A m  nature of Proudhon's :preoccupmtimis as a practlwil thlnker-,
w# may now examisilis économie progrmm#'*: in chapters I and
V w# have seem that he was in no way a systmatlc philosogher#
Mevmtheless, he can claim sma# 1%^ or tance as a political
philosophy. in tra n c e ^ least, he also enjoys a cyWiln
r-@pUtation. as am economist'* But even her#, he ImcW th#
. thoroughness of the profysional. "Political #c#n»o# la not ng 

1forte" , he wrote in one of his modest moments. What sort of
econmist is froudhon?' In answy^ini, this question; the most
important thing to not# is that for him ecoiiowlos and #.#ii'cs
cannot be separated»' In D#, la,créati;On d# l'ordre he writess
% #  have surveyed and broadly sketched: the field: of political
Bcmicmy in Its first and second depmrtment#» there resmins th# ̂
third, the science of .Bight or the science of the 'instrmimts#f

« ilaboime m û  the division of _p»educ# ». .He would not >i^^ee wi&: ,

Î■J
->

' m1. #orres##m#.am##. tow
; ■ J2» #e la creation,#e_i'e##r#:g p.##49 - 'Wm #.# way in which12. Jr

Proudhon here divides poliMcal # c m # w  into departments '
.f ̂

see chap • 17 of # i s  book# ' \
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Professor Lionel Bobbins' definition of economlos; "Eoonomlos
is the science which studies hmaan behaviour as a relationship

1
between ends and scarce means which have alternative usage" ; ivot 
being concerned with "ends as such" it is "entirely neutral

obetween ends" » Yet it is quite possible to separate 
Froudhon's specifically economic theories from the materials 
with which, in his wrltii%s, they are usually entangled. His 
economic theories are developed in two main fields of 
application: his view of the justice or otherwise of property
and its significance as an institution, and his theories of the 
reform of exchange and credit. As they caimot be readily 
connected together, it will be expedient to examine them in 
separate sections.. In doing this I hope I shall also be able 
to bring out his contribution, if any, as an economist.

1. An Is say on the Nature and ilgnif icanc# of Economic 
gcience, first edition, 1932, p.15 - Frof. G ,D,H.Cole's 
view of the relation between economics and ethics is 
similar to Froudhon's. As he writes in his recent 
Socialist Economics (Gollancz, 1#50), "Socialiet economics 
are human econoMc#", being "quint#sme n # ally" a branch of 
morals. (pp. 8 and 250).

2. op. tit.,'p.23.
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SECTION Â 
Property and Juatlae

(a) Ifl property "theft"?

Until the publication in 1840 of M s  first memoir on 
property Proudhon was an nnWown man who had hitherto earned his 
lining, apart from the three year * s spell whieh the Pension Snard 
had given Mm, mainly as an itinerant compositor. Soon 
after.;its appearance he had acquired a minor reputation, largely 
as a result of the rigorous way in which he had attacked current 
ideas on the nature of property # Not a little of this was due 
to the formula, since become famous, Propegty is theft, with 
which he had shocked orthodox opinion. Though he was being 
sensational by repeating again and again this formula, the work 
as a whole was an attempt to discuss a problem of practical 
ethics, namely the justice or otherwise of property. Se 
approached this problem against the background of discussions 
on property among the Jurists of his time* It might be said 
that M s  approach to property is Juristic as well as ethical. Me 
is, however, also concerned with property as an institution. He 
here thought that the key to the understanding; of society lay in 
this concept. In the light of this explanation the reason for 
the choice of the full title becomes c4.ears Uteat is Propertyf 
or An Inquiry into the principle of right and government. ^bthers 
will offer you the spectacle of genius wresting nature’s secrets**, 
he told his readerS', **to bring forth sublime oracles ; here you 
will only find a s#*ies of experiments on the just and the r|j
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à sort of verification of the weights and. measures of your
conscience# The operations will take place before your eyes,

1
and it will be you who will judge the result#**

1. %u’ est-ce que la propriété, premier\aemoire, pp#153*lM*
Even Marx conceded that it was **epoch-making, if not from 
the novelty of its content, at least by the new and 
audacious way of coming out with everythingCLetter to 
Schweitzer, 24th January, 1865, published as appendix to 
The Poverty of Philosophy, p.164# International 
Publiahers, lew York. )

In The Holy Family (1845) Marx says : "Thus froudhon
submits the very basis of political economy, that is, 
private property, to a critical examination, the first such 
examination to be both serioua, complete, and yet 
scientific. That is the great scientific advance he has 
made, an advance which revolutionises political economy 
and show®,for the first time, the possibility of a genuine 
science of political econoi:^# Broudhon’s work: What is 
Bropm»tyî has for modern political econmiy the same 
importance as Sieyès* work that is the Third Estate? has . 
for modern politics (larx, Oevres BMlosophiques,
Edition Moll tor. Vol. II, p###)



By now we are in a position to see why Proudhon should
want to treat his questions as questions of what is just and
What is right. Apart however from this general reason there
is an especial reason in the case of property. As M. Bougie 

1has pointed out , individual property was not defended in 
Proudhon* s time on grounds of expediency, i.e. as a useful 
institution in the given conditions of society. Nor was it 
defended on such grounds as its utility as a stimulus to 
initiative, or as creative of the feeling of responsibility In 
the producer. In order to justify the jus utendi et abutendi 
of the owner of property "sacrosanct natural rights were 
invoked; first occupant * s right to the land, worker’s right to 
his product, in a more general way, the right of the human 
personality over things" . Proudhon wanted to prove that 
property cannot be successfully defended in this way, and that 
in fact it cannot be successfully defended at all.

Against "the nineteenth century dogma that everything must
3

be owned" , to borrow the late Prof. Roscoe Pound’s words, 
Proudhon upholds the opposite dogma that nothing must be owned 
individually. Let me quote the two definitions which are the 
main target of his attack. The first is the defInition of 
property according to Roman law: (Bominium est) Jus utendl et
abutendi re sua# quatenus juris ratio patitur. The second is 
the definition adopted by the Bode Napoleon on the model of

1. op. cit., pp.47-48.
2. loo. cit.
3. An Introduction to the Philosophy of Law, Yale University 

Press, 1925, p. ' ^
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Roman law: ’*Property is the right to enjoy and dispose of 
things in the most absolute manner, provided it is not used 
in a way prohibited by the laws and regulations

Taken in this sense property according to our author is 
"theft" • To justify this condemnation he tries to prove that 
it is unjust. Even if he were to succeed in this atteint, it 
would not follow thereby that it is theft ; we do not describe 
everything that is unjust as theft• If an innocent person is 
puMshed we say that this is unjust, but not, to labour the 
obvious, that there has been theft . On Proudhon' a position, 
the reply to be made against this criticism is that if I am in 
legal ownership of something to which morally I have no right, 
and that if there are people who have a stronger ethical claim 
to it than I, I am depriving them of what rightfully belongs to 
th#a; in this sense I am guilty of stealing from them.

Against property as a right utendi et abut endi, which he 
condemns as theft, Proudhon upholds what he calls "possession" * 
He seems to have believed that he was using "possession" in the 
sense in which it was understood by the Roman jurists and in 
the sense in which it is used in the Code civil. Aim#
Berthod, in his f.J.Proudhon et la propriété, un socialisme 
pour les paysans, thinks that Proudhon was mistaken in 
thinking so. Before we can decide whe#ier or not Proudhon was 
wrong in this it is necessary to get clear about the sense in 
which he uses "possession". Uhfortunately, however, as 
Berthed admits, Proudhon does not make his use of this term



quite cl ear. Moreover, it la only in the course of his
attempt to prove the injustice of property that his view of
"possession" as an alternative to it emerges* I shall
therefore examine his criticism of property at some length,
in order that his meaning may be elicited*

We'may begin our examination of Broudhon* s criticism of
property by noting that according to him the intention to make1
property "absolute and inalienable" remains a mere Intention,
that is not meant to be carried out. At least so one would
infer from the actual behaviour of legislators and the
governments which apply the laws enacted by th#i. The
Declaration des droits de l'homme et du citoyen recognises
liberty, equality, property, security as natural rights. All
these except property are really natural rights, but property,

2though "adored by all, is recognised by none" * How is this 
sot The owner of property is made to pay taxes which are 
levied on a progressive basis ; the more he owns the m m e  he 
pays* Broudhon cannot understand this principle of 
progressive taxation* The life and liberty of the rich do 
not cost the government more to def mad than those of the poor# 
As a matter of fact it is the Worker who is usually more 
troublesome to the police (Broudhon doeŝ .ne| give any reasons

1. %u' est-ce que la propriété,. premier mémoire, p .101. This

2

title was probably 
le tiers itat? 
Ibid., p.

gieyh# ' work to*est-c# jaue
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for this view) * if the Institution of property is just, then
it must confer e K  mbs olut e right, not a right hewed in on all
sides# Then look at the other enoroaohments made on property#
Ministers of fÀnanée have so many times in the past taken steps
to lower the burden of the National Debt by means oÿ operations
which have enabled them to re-borrow the original amounts at
cheaper rates of interest. But by lowering the rates of
interest they pay to their oreditoivjgovernments they
significantly affect the actual worth of the fortunes of many
people. This cannot have been just if property is a natural
right, so that what "belongs to me In #rtu# of this right is
as sacred as my person^ it is my blood, my own self; whoever

1touches it hurts the apple of my eyb" #
If froudhon’s reasoning hm*e is correct, it proves too much, 

dovernments not only interfere with the "natural right" of 
property, they also put restrictions on other "natural rights" 
like liberty and equality. This does not mean that these 
rights necessarily cease to be respected. Very often 
governments hem in a so-called natural right like liberty with 
a restriction because it is really necessary if everyone is to 
enjoy his fair share of it. It is true that govérnmaits in 
trying to reduce the burden of the National Debt may sometimes 
affect adversely the intacests of those who have come to look 
upon the Government securities in their possession as safe

1. Xbid., p «166 »
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investment * But this does' not mean that every attempt on
the part of a government to re-borrow at reduced rates of
interest necessarily has the consequences flamboyantly
alleged by our author.

low let us examine some of the grounds on which property
may be defended. Br op erty has been defended on the basis of
occupation, on what is known as "the right of the first
0Gct#ant". But the mere accident of first occupation cannot
confer a right. "What belongs to each is not what each can

1possess, but what each has the right to possess"
I can legitimately hope to possess cannot be more than 
would suffice for my needs, for the quantity of land is 
limited. furthermore, what I own I can reasonably own only 
when everybody recognises my right and I recognise the rights 
of all others to their shares, in short on a "reciprocal" 
basis.

We may put Proudhon's reasonli^ so far in criticism of 
property as "the right of the first occupant" in this way. 
first pocupati^'^tsalf c## give a right to property only in 
so far as the rights of others are respected. If a few 
persons, say, to adopt a simple example, in a newly discovered 
island without any native population, grab the entire land on 
the pretext of first occupation, others have no chance left to 
acquire land. There must therefore be some fair basis for

1 .  I b i d . ,  p .
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the allocation of land among the inhahitanta of this new
is land, (In his words, there must he a "reciprocal" basis of
division). Prom this, it is obvious, it does not follow that
everybody should have equal property, or even equal land. But
it is precisely from this type of argument that Proudhon tries
to deduce equality. This Is how he reasons to arrive at
equality; "every man has a right to occupy only what exists,
and since he cannot, if he is to live, dispense with stock and
toil; and since on the other hand, the number of occupants
continually varies by births and deaths, it follows that the
quota of material which each labourer can claim is variable
like the number of occupants ; thàt occupation is always
subordinated to population; in short, that possession, in
right, never remaining fixed, it is impossible that it should

1become property" , But this argument follows only if 
equality as a right is already assumed. If equality as the 
assumption underlying this argument means that everybody's 
happiness is of equal Importance, then all that follows is that 
if there are no overriding considerations against giving the 
same quantity of capital to everybody, such as better capacity 
for work or greater need on account of a larger faMly to 
support, or some pressing consideration of expediency, there 
should be an equality in the means of earning a living. Of 
course Broudhon's argument only pertains to the realm of the

1. Ibid., p.188.
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right and the juat. But In this realm he Is here being 
strictly equalltarlan# It may be ncted that Brcudhcn's 
argument is not that each should enjoy the same amount of 
actual economic welfare, nor even that each should earn the 
same value of exchangeable goods, but that each has a r;
only to the same measure of capital for earning his living.
If one person puts his share to better use than his neighbour,
he is fully entitled to the enjoyment of its fruit, richer and
more abundant though it be than the latter's. "The right to
the product is exclusive, jus in re; the right to the

^1instrument is common, jus ad rem.
It may be noted here that in Qu'est-oe que la propriA4 

Froudhon regards every exclusive ownership in the means of 
production(land, machinery, etc. ) as unjustifiable. The 
reason for this is that "all capital, whether material or 
intellectual, being a collective work, cmisequently 
constitutes collective property." Prom this it follcms that 
for our author in so far as the property owner is an owner of 
capital he is guilty of appropriating to himself what as a 
matter of right belongs to the community? to own any form of 
capital is ipso facto "theft" . As against property in the 
sense in which he is attacking it, the right of occupation 
w M c h  possession gives is nothing but a kind of mutual

1. Ibid., p
2. %u' estmce que la propriété, pr emimr mémoire, p .238,
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toleration, a toleration possible only, Proudhon thinks, on
1the basis of equality. The right of possession with which 

we are now left is to be defined as "the equality ofg
fortunes" .

Here, by "equality of fortunes" Proudhon does not mean 
"equality of property". In fact "property" for him is a 
species of inequality* This is because property is Wirdly 
compatible with perfect economic equality. Even if 
initially everyone owns the same amount of land (PrQudhon has 
mainly this form of property in view) with the growth of 
population the original owners or their descendants will, 
since they are in inalienable and exclusive possession, bwn 
more than others. Fractically therefore, property is bound 
to be incompatible with perfect economic equality, 
furthermore, since all forms of capital are for Proudhon the 
joint property of the community, and like the res extra 
commerciu# of Rmsan law cannot be ownW individually withmt 
violating justice, the person in exclusive ownership of such 
goods is really guilty of monopolising what belongs to 
everyone, ihâs is perhaps the reason why in By#tame des 
c on trad 1 ctions W  on omjques he used the term "monopoly" so 
widely as to cover all forms of property in the means of 
production.

1. Ibid., p. 16#*
a* Ibid., p*2O0*
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4a was said earlier, Proudhom thinks that he is using 
"possession" in the sense in which it is understood in the 
Roman and the French laws. We may now try to see if he is 
correct in thinking so .

In Roman law possession (possessio) consists of two 
elements : the corpus , i.e. the thing possessed; and the
animus, the intention to appropriate for oneself the 
exclusive use of the thing• In the Roman Empire possessory 
rights were protected by what were known as "the Interdicts 
for the protection of pos sea si on". Against this concept of 
"possessio" is the Roman concept of dominium. In the early 
days of the Roman Empire no alien could become domlnus, and in 
the provinces land was ager publlcus over which the Emperor or 
the Roman people held eminent domain. The distinction between 
possession and property was stricter in Roman law than it is in
the English Oommon Law. "Nihil commune habet proprietas cum

1 'posses si one" , as the Digest says. In the English Common Law
possession is prima facie evidence of ownership. In Roman law 
the chances of possession ripening into ownership are not so 
many as they are in the English Common Law.

For Proudhon the justification for possession 11 es neither 
in corpus nor in animus. Furthermore, the term possession 
admits of a large variety of usage. Possession can be legal a@

1. Digests Justiniani, (41,2) 12.1 quoted by Bchulz, 
Principles of Rpman Law. Cxford, 1936,
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well as illegal, in French as in English law it is used in a 
much mere neutral sense than prep erty. Even a thief is said 
to he in possession of the goods he has stolen. On the other 
hand, the mere fact that something is property in the eyes of 
the law means that it approves it hy that very fact. That is, 
"legally approved" is included in the meaning of the term 
"property".

His view of possession corresponds to posses#ion in the 
Roman and the French laws in the sense that on the whole it 
confers a more restricted right than dominium or ownership. 
Since Proudhon is trying to base his distinction between 
property and possession on the Roman law, it may be asked, if 
the individual is only a "possessor", who is then the owner, or, 
in the terminology of Roman jurisprudence, who has the 
dominimmt Is it the state? ' This is the interpretation given 
by 1. Auge-Laribe in Proudhon et Notre Temps. Indeed 1. Augd^ 
Laribe thinks that until 1858 Proudhon thought that the 
cultivators should be "fermiers d'Etat"^ (Proudhon's 
expression). Since Proudhon does not answer this question 
directly in gu' est-ce que la propri^tl. we have to look for his 
answer elsewhere. In L'Idée g&eral# he says that he had for 

"a long time" not gone beyond this idea (that the cultivators 
should be "fermiers d'Et at"), though he was "never completely

1. op. cit., p.112.



1
satisfied" with it. The expression "a long time" does not
suggest any specifio period. lor does this square with M s
mnarGhlsm whi eh in L' Idée générale (1851) is unmis takahle, On
the whole it may be said that so long as Proudhon pref ers
possession to property, ownership rests in the oommnity.
Gomrmmal or state ownership, however, may either operate
effectively or be merely norninal and praotically amount to
little more than the kind of general supervision
exercised over prop^ty rights under, say, the English
Common Law. In the beginning, at least, he does not regard
it as nominal# As he says in the first memoir, "the
tenant, the farmer, the active partner in a business,
(commandité), the person with usufructuary right are 

„2p o s s e s s o r s N o n e  of these has the right of abuse. In
this book, therefore, society, or the state, stands, for our
author, in the relation of a landlord to the cultivator who 
must, in virtue of this relationship, pay certain dues (in the 
case of the state, taxes; in the case of the landlord, the 
landlord's rent)# But do not owners of land pay revenu# to 
the state even in the kind of society in which they are guilty 
of "theft"? indeed, on Proudhon*s theory of taxation , the

1. Quoted by Aimé Berthed, op. cit., p .41.
2. Berthed, op. cit., p.31 »
3. In # act ion B of tMs. chapter I shall be saying a few

words about Froudhon* s theory of taxation.
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"posa ©s s or s" are to pay less than owners pay In the kind of 
unreformed society we are used to living in.

To resume our account of Proudhon's criticism of property, 
if property is not the right of the first occupant, let us see 
if some other basis can be found to make it legitimate. It 
had been defended in Proudhon* s time as a creation of law, as a 
prescriptive right, or as the fruit of labour. The first does 
not detain him because property cannot become just merely 
because the law upholds it: it can become Just only if the law
creating it is itself just. Proudhon does not linger over the 
claims of prescription because for him mere length of time 
cannot make just what was origi^lly unjust,

Pr.oudhon disposesACf labour * s claim to property in the 
following manner. In examining the argument that labour 
deserves to be considered as conferring the right to property 
he tells us that he admits only three fundsuaental natural aî^ 
absolute rights, namely, liberty, equality and life ; any other 
claimant to this status if it is i ound to be incompatible with 
any of these must go. "Liberty is an absolute right, because 
it belongs to man, as impenetrability belongs to amtter, a 
sine qua non of existence; equality is an absolute right, 
because in the eyes of every man his liberty and his life are as 
precious as those of another; these three ri^ts are absolute, 
that is, not susceptible of increase or decrease, because in 
society each associate receives as much as he gives, liberty 
for liberty, equality for ©quality..,." Proudhon seems to be

1. Ibid., p.l64.



convinced that even to recognise property as a right
originating solely in labour is incompatible with what he
calls the right to life* "Man can no more renounce work than
he can liberty; now, to recognise the ri^t of territorial
property is to renounce (the right to) work, since to
abdicate the means is to compromise over a natural right and

. 2
to rob oneself of the attribute of man." He means by this 
that if the means of labour ~ land, maehlnery, etCpJ:'» are 
appropriated individually, then, the quantity available being 
limited, some will have to go without any and consequently be 
left at the mercy of those who own them. Since life is a 
natural right and without work one cannot earn a living (i.e. 
when one has no other source of income except one*s work), to 
lose the certainty of being able to enjoy the right to work 
(a right derived from the right to life, on Proudhon's 
reasoning), is to have one's right to life curtailed and, in 
case of unmnploymm^t, Imperilled. Proudhon is here arguing 
that if property can be acquired on the basis of labour, then 
the means of production may become so distributed that some 
will become dependent for earning their living upon the ownw*s 
of capital employing them. This, Proudhon seems to think, 
would interfere with the right to work and therefore with the 
right to life. But surely employment can be secured to 
everyone even when the means of production are mostly privately

1. See Slitor's footnote 46B, same page, 
a. Ibid., p.197»
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owned.
A distinction now beoomea necessary. In the case of 

agriculture# some land, even if an inadequate amount in a 
densely populated country like France, can be given to 
everyone who desires to become a cultivator. But in the
case of industry every worker cannot be given the machinery 
to mable him to work on M s  own, except in a few Instances 
(such as a home industry like weaving). In the case of 
large-scale industry it is absolutely essential that many 
workers work together in one place. Here, there can be no 
equality of individual possession of independent units of 
production. The only way to secure equality of possessions 
in large-scale industry can be by the indirect procedure of 
allotting to each worker shares of equal Value. But this is 
not the procedur e he adopts in Qu* est-ce gut Is propriété . 
Instead he wants "equality of emoluments"^. What, it may be 
asked, then becomes of his programme of applying justice to 
political economy? If wages are not proportionate to 
deser t, but in all cas es ^ual, then how can they be said to 
be based on justice? Broudhon tries to get round this 
difficulty with the help of a fallacious economic theory.
He seems to assume that for a given society, with a given 
amount of accumulated capital and population, Wie quanti% of 
work that can be exchanged against money is fixed. Therefor#

1. Ibid., p.224.
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each wcrkm is 'entitled only to the amount of work that is to
ha found divided by the total number of workers. If one
worker can do his work in time than others, it does not
mean he can rob others of their living. Let him rest, let
m m  cultivate his mind, or work for the good of others, just 

1as he likes. Even though Proudhon is wrong in assuming 
that the amount of work to be secured against wages at a 
particular time is fixed, it is true that there is often a 
practical limit beyond which it cannot be expanded. So just 
because some workers can work faster than others it does not 
mean that they should be allowed to deprive others of their 
living* But What about the times when trade and industry are 
expanding rapidly and there is plenty of work for every one f 
What justification is there for "equality of emoluments" at 
such times?

There is a further. difficulty to be overcome* Not only 
can some workers do their work faster and work longer at the 
same kind of job than others, we also recognise qualitative 
differences between diff erent kinds of work. How can we be 
justified in remunerating, say, a porter and a surgeon duallyf 
We have seen earlier that Proudhon thi]#s most differences of 
talent are due not to differences of merit between individuals 
but ought rather to be ascribed to circumstance* Here he 
puts forward a different and somewhat novel argument in

1. Ib id «, p .222
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def eue# of equality of rewards. He thinks that the or edit
for all superior faculties belongs in the main to swlety, not
to the individual. "The man of talent has contributed to
produce in himself a useful instruments he is therefore a
Co-possessor in it, he is not the proprietor. He is at one#
a free worker and accuimlated social capitals as worker, he
is appointed to the use of an instrument, to the direction of a
machine, which is his own capacity ; as capital, he does not
belong to Mmself, he does not use it himself, but for others
Like the material which a worker uses he has only the capacity
of becoming, society has given him being. "Will the vessel
say to the potters I am what I am, and I owe thee nothing?"
Earlier in the same book Proudhon had seemed to recognise that
at least the product belongs to the worker though the
instruments do not. But now he withdraws even this. "The
wCrker is not even owner of the price of M s  labour, and does
not have its absolute disposal. Let us not be blinded by a
false Justice; what is accorded to the worker in exchange for
his product is not given to him as recompense for a Job done,
but as furni ture and advance for a Job to be done.... .The worker,
in regapd to society, is a debtor who necessarily dies 

3insolvent.. By his Infatuation with equality Proudhon is

1• f p ,236•

8. ibid., p.856.
3. ibid., pp.840^841,
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here brought perilously close to an organic conception of 
society which, if extended to justice, must in the end mean 
the negation of the ordinary meaning of the word "justice" and, 
worse still, the end of liberty. It is bound to lead to the 
negation of justice because if all that is of value in man he 
owes to society, the very idea of merit has lost its meaning, 
and justice, without being in some very direct way related to 
merit, loses much of its meaning. It means the end of liberty 
because such a rigorous system of equality can hardly be 
distinguished from the equalitarian communism of Bab oeuf and 
Gab et which he condemns in stroi^ terms. The evolution of his 
ideas on property reflects a growing liberation from this early 
equalltarianiam of his.

Broudhon translates his theory of equality into a theory 
about the way in which different factors of production should 
be rwarded. Socialist economists like Marx simplify the
theory of value of the Classical School to mean that labour is

1the sole creator of value. Unlike Marx, however, Froudhon 
does not think that in present-day society labour alone creates 
value. on the other hand, he holds, like Marx*s rival 
Rodbertus, that labour alone creates goods or products. As 
thingl stand today, interest is a factor in price. Gharges

1. Adam Smith, for inatanee, vacillates between recognising 
the claims of other factors besides labour to create value 
and regarding labour as alone creative of value » Bee G id# 
and Rist, op. cit., Q̂hap.III*,
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like interest and profits which the owner of capital makes are
however not just. Furthermore, the differences in the rewards
earned hy different kinds of lahour are also not fair hecause, as'
we have seen, for him (in this hook) all talent is a gift from
society. He wants therefore to make the following fiat: "For
every product in demand should he paid what it has cost in time
and expenses, neither more nor less."

Froudhon applies his theory of collective force to produce
an argument analogous to Marx's theory of surplus-value. This
hy itself does not support his demand for equality of rewards,^
hut it can he employed, if it is valid, in defence of a plea to.
reduce inequalities. "The capitallst, 11 is said, has paid the
workers for their days ; to he exact, it should he said that the
capitalist has paid as many times for a day as the number of
workers he has ea#loyed each day, which is not at all the Same
thing. For this immense force which results from the union and
harmony of the wonkers, from the convergence and simultaneity of

2their efforts, he has paid nothing." Adam Smith had pointed out 
the immense benefits resulting from the division of labour. 
Proudhon's argument is, in effect, that the capitalist has no 
right to appropriate these benefits to himself just because he is 
owner of the things that make this division of labour possible « 

in spite of the serious difficulties Proudhon runs into by

1. Qu ' est-ce _que la propriété, pr#mj:er mémoire, p ,232#
2• Ibid o, p.215•
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his passion for equal!ty his oritioism of the arguments by
which it was defended in his days remains a powerful one. But
he does not rest content with trying to demolish some of the
typical arguments employed by the defenders of property in the
first half of the nineteenth eentury; he ev#i tries to turn the
tables upon them. The defenders #  property say that "equality
of conditions is impossible"# that it is a "ehimera", and "if
you divide wealth in equal portions, tomorrow this equality will
have disappeared" . But, Froudhon, answers back,"not only is
equality of conditions possible, it (i.e. equality) alone is 

2
possible." Taking property to mean "inequality of wealth" he

3Comes out with the paradox: "Froperty is Impossible® « In what 
sense does he suppose that property is impossible? It is not 
impossible in the sens© that it cannot exist, because it 
obviously exists • But it is impossible in a number of other 
senses. Firstly, it is impossible in the sense that morally it 
c a n n o t  be justified. As he puts it, "Therefore, if property cam

4only exist as right, property is impossible" . Bince property 
for Proudhon cannot be just on any basis, logically M s  argument 
takes the following formi-

1• Ibid., pp.242-4
2. loc. cit.
3. Ibid., chap.IV,
4. Ibid., p.256.
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Property can only exist (or should, he allowed to exist 
only) as right;
But it cannot be just;
Therefore it cannot (or should not be allowed to) exist#

Proudhon also :#mkes the claim that propm?ty is "physically
*1

and mathematically impossible" . In his endeavour to prove
this he employs a mathamatical form of reasoning reminiscent

2of ipinoza's Ethics . Repeating the assumption that labour 
alone should be con sidled as creating value made in the 
previous chapters he calls property "the right of escheat, i.e. 
the power of producing without working". How to produce 
wi thout work is to make something out of nothing. So property 
is physically impossible . If we grant him his premisses the 
argument ##«# to follow. But the conclusion is inco#atible 
with what we know to be the case# viz, that property does 
actually (physically) exist.

To summarisp our discussion of froudhon's criticism of 
property in the first memoir on property: Proudhon tries to
prove that property as an exclusive and inalienable right utendi 
et abutendi is ethically indefensible, and condemns it as 
"theft". AgaMst this it may be pointed out that we do not

1 * ibid., p̂ .24'4.
2 . Of. Bouglé, op. cit., p. 52. Bougie calls Proudhon's method 

"géométrie en partie double, à la fois économique et 
juridique" .

3 • Qu'est-ce que la pr opriétém pr «mi er mémoire. pp.#ê#-2#$.
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describe everytbing unjust as theft, Proudhon* s answer to 
this would be that the prop^ty owner monopolises what in 
justioe ought to be owned by the Gommuni ty ; to own property 
is therefore to "steal" from the community, To prove that 
property is ethically wrong he attempts to demolish the 
typical arguments in defence of property current in his day#
He confines himself chi ©fly to two of theses property as the 
right of first occupation, and property as a right deriving 
from labour. The first is untenable for him because# assuming 
©quality as the basic right, all anyone is entitled to is to 
have as much as others * Property then ceases to be inalienable 
and absolute, and varies with changes in population; on the 
basis of equality it is only a kind of "mutual toleration"#
Thus understood, it reduces itself to equality of 
"possessions"#

Proudhon claims to derive his distinction between 
possession and property from the corresponding distinctions in 
the Roman and the French laws. Actually however, his 
distinction between these two terms corresponds to the way in 
which they are distinguished in these two systems of law only 
in the sens© that possession is usually a more restricted 
right than property#

In law gMi^ally, if someone has only the pos ses si cm of 
a thing, then the question arises: "iho is the ownm?"
Proudhon*# answer to this fuestion is that ownership camio# 
be individual, but must rest in the community. So far
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frolîdhoïï thinks that the cultivator has the rl^it to the 
produce, that is, to what he produces he has a right in rem; 
only the instruments of production are common property. In 
hi 3 criticism of the argument which purports to derive property 
from labour Froudhon starts by saying that he recognises only 
three natural and absolute rights, viz. liberty, equality and 
life. Nothing can be a right, he tells us, which is 
incompatible with these three. This Is quite wrong, as there 
are no absolute rights in society; liberty, equality and life 
become curtailed more or less if fairness is to be secured in 
the distribution of the burdens and advantages of society. 
Against labour's claim to property, Froudhon argues that, if 
pe#le begin to acquire property, (in the sense in which he is 
« t t a # d %  it), on the basis of labour, some may be deprived of 
the certainty of earning a living - i.e. the right to life 
would no longer be an absolute right. It is however not true 
that people have necessarily a better chance of finding a living 
undep a form of exclusively social ownership than in a society 
which permits private ownership on the basis of labour, Even 
in a society in which private property can be acquired on all 
the bases which Froudhon is attacking, full employment" is not 
only possible but may be maimtain# over long periods.

In considering the claim ©f first occupation to property
Proudhon recognisM the cultivator * s exclusive' right to the/product, though the quantity of land he was entitled to posse## 
was no more than the area of cultivable land divided by the



number of cultivators (allowanoe being, presumably, made for 
differences in fertility and other relevant economiG factors 
governing the actual utility of a piece of land)• low he 
withdraws even this and insists that everybody should get the 
same material rwards. Froudhon justifies this demand for
strict economic equality by an application of his theory of 
collective force. The individual in relation to society is 
somewhat like the vessel in the hands of the potters all 
superior talent is a gift from society, just as it depends on 
the potter which vessels are better and which worse. By 
adopting such é theory Proudhon seems to make nonsense of 
justice and liberty. Justice can have meaning only if it is 
related to merit in a very direct way, Bor can liberty have 
much meaning if the Individual is little more than a creation 
of society: to be free he must be able to claim something
fundamental as his ow.

(b) Property as the principle of liberty
I have examined the argument of the first memoir on 

property at ] ength because, for one thing, it is the most , 
of his books. The main reason, however, is that, as it seems ti 
to me and as 1 have tried to show, it contains so much that is 
obvi ou sly inconsistent with his position on the whole. It 
fails more than any other of his books In reconciling justice 
with liberty, which, as we have air eady seen, is the chief 
obj ect of his social philosophy.

There is, however, an opposite view on property which
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emerges g]?âdiiallj. This la his final vlsw of property whioh
Is stated most olearl^ in the posthnmon» Them*!# de la
propriété » Before oonsidering hia position in this latter
work let us try to see, as hriefly as possible, how in the
period between the pub 11 oat ion of these two books he came to
modify the extreme view of the first memoir#

Proudhon* a main concern in the first memoir on property
was to demolish the theories in defence of property which
were in vogue in his time. His own view emerges in the
second memoir (1S41). ”l have sought®, he explains in this
latter work, ®what was necessary. Immutable, absolute in the
idea of property, and I have after a genuine verification
affirmed that this idea amounts to that of individual

" 1 posa es a ion, susceptible not of alienation, but of exchange#
froudhon*a stress on individual possession is significant.

J Be. is unlike Fourier in that he prefers individual ownership
to j oint ownership * As M. Old# puts it, Fourier * s ** social
phalanstery (phalange sociétaire) is a joint stock company®,
his object being that ®individual property should by degree#:

,,2be transformed into a Joint stock company *
In By#time des contradictions éoonomloues Proudhon

upholds the right to inherit# Inheritance, he now thinks, 1# 
essential for the preservation of the family# Bavlng don#

i 1# Quoted by â.B^thod, op. cit., p.##
 ̂ 2# Quoted by Berthod, op. cit., p.152,
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the work of demolishing he now wants to oonstruets pestruam 
et Aedifioaho, he wrote on the title page of this book. In 
Pes, Gonfesslons he sums up his view of property in Système dee 
contradiétions économiques in these words : ”Property is
theft; property is liberty: these two propositions arp
demonstrated equally and subsist side by side in Système des 
contradictions.”

In Les HaJ orats littéraires (1862) he has come to feel 
that ®it is the greatest question of our century to find out on 
what foundation property rests, to what end it has been 
instituted, and what is its function in the humanitariah 
system.®

froudhon, who was fond of saying that he never read his 
books again after getting them published, left it to his 
literary executors to give in the first chapter of Théorie de la 
propriété a review of his opinion# on property through his 
numerous publications. We are shown the development in them 
and it is denied that any sudden volte-face had taken place in 
this last work on property. But even though froudhon has 
prepared to some extent the ground for the doctrine of the 
latter work the- change of attitude is ummistakable. A contrast 
between the theory of the first memoir- on preperty and his 
position in this last work on property reveals a basic change 
in attitude. In the first memoir he was convinced that ®t©

1. op. cit., p.179.
2. opt Git., p.87
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defend property today is to oondemn the revolution (the French
Revolution}.® Among the many charges he made against property
was the charge that it made man unproductiv©, a ”eunuch®, and

1then accused him of sterility . He even seemed to question,
in the second memoir, whether society in allowing property "for

2six thousand years has done nothing but fall into error® .
In Théorie de la propriété property is regarded as a 

creation of the Revolution (since, presumably, the Déclaration 
des droits de 1*homme et du citoyen has made it into an
inalienable natural right ). He now bows before the 1 estim<my

 M  _of %#t#ry;: "property is a universal fact, if not in actuality,
at least in tendency.... .whieh is reborn from its ashes, like 
the phoenix, when it has been destroyed by revolution, which 
the world has seen at all epochs playirg the part of the 
antithesis of caste, the guarantee of liberty, and I shall say 
almost the Incarnation of ÆBTIGF® The word "almost® in 
this quotation is important. #e have seen that Proudhon 
denies in the first memoir that property is a natural right. 
Here also he is not willing to admit it to the status of a 
natural right, as something iust in its own right. As a matter 
of fact its recognition #v#m appears to go against reason. It 
is only collective reason which sanctions it, which is only

1. FrmM.er memoir#, p .227.
2. #euxi&me' m^olre, p.120.
3. Théorie de la propriété, p.75.
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another way of saying it is sanotlfied by tradition and 
history, In itself property is neutral; it can be made to 
serve good ends as well as bad ones.

Let us see how he now defines property. In the first
memoir property was defined as an absolute right, jus utendi et
abutendi# But there he preferred possession to property. Bow
he thinks that possession is not enough and only property in the
sense in which he had rejected it can serve the purpose it is
meant to serve as the chief guarantee of liberty. As an
"absolute® right it must be exempt from inheritance duties, the
only restriction on its absolute character being a tax the
nature of which can be understood only by going a little into
his views on taxation.

ProudWn thinks that taxation can never be just in the
kind of society we live in. "Taxation, in the cmditions of

« 2present-day society, is not nor can be just" . The reformer 
of taxation can forget this only at the risk of producing "in 
the economy of society a M  the system of the state immense 
disturbances, more terrible than all the inequalities he would

IT
like to redress" • This is because, whatever we may do, "it 
is always on the masses that the in© j dene© of taxstlon falls ; it 
is iSlimys consumption, and a m o %  the consumers it is in general

1. Ibid., ppwl##-137.
2. Théorie de 1* impôt, pp.171-172.
3. loc. cit.
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1the productive who ih a very large measure bear the burden,"

BVen progressive taxation cannot remedy this économie fact.
What, we may ask, is Proudhon's alternative to the methods of
taxation practised by the goveriments of his time? The
fundamental principle of his solution is: "The State, from the
point of view of the services it renders and the taxes it levies,

2is for the citizen an exchanger: it is not a suzerain."
Proudhon is here applying his principle of "mutuality" : each
citizen gives to the state only the equivalent of what he
receives from it. The general idea seems clear, but the
difficulty is the practical one of finding a suitable measure of
the services the state renders severally to its citizens.
Practically^ Proudhon's solution is very physiocratic in its
approach. He suggests one third of the rent itrue rent is
meant presumably) as the share of the state. The kind of state
h# has in mind could meet its expense# with this. If, through
exceptional circumstances, it found the tax raised in this way
insufficient for its requirements it Could raise its share of

3the rent, and also imp os e a small tax.
There are two chief reasons for Proudhon*# sow coming to 

prefer property to possession. Firstly, he has now come to 
think that the institution of property carries with it certain

1. Ibid., p.206.
2. Ibid., p.148.
3. Ibid., pp.215-216
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political results which possession as a mere right of use does
not. The most significant of these results, FrouOhon is now
convinced, is that property holders have a strong incentive to
resist tyranny. This essentially conservative argument is well
put by Disraeli ; the liberty of a people "always rests on the
fact that there is a class in the nation capable of defying
despots and demagogues and around which the people will always

1be able to rally, these being the owners of the land" .
Froudhon realises that property has a tendency to concentrate,
but this he thinks can be checked by a reformed system of credit,
and the other it mss on his programme of economic dec entrait sation.
Even as things stand, property plays its part in preserving
liberty. Note for instance the fact that in England the
movement towards centralisation is not so rapid as it is in
Belgium. fhis, he thinks, is due to the existence of "an

, 2aristocracy and the regime of property" , II* Berthod holds 
that "possession", in the sense in which Froudhon understands it, 
as including the right of liUierltance and "exchsu^e", should be 
able to serve the purpose of preserving liberty as well as 
"property" # But "possession" for Froudhon does not include the 
right of abuse. bniess the peasant or farmer feels that within

1. Quoted by Berthod, op. cit., p. 161. The source of this is 
not given. I have translated it back from French into

2. Du principe fédératif, p.267, lot© (l)
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measure he can use as well as mi.sus# (or not use at all) what
he cultivates, he cannot feel the master of his own small
world which Froudhon so much wants him to in Théorie de la
propriété » The reason why Proudhon here insists on using the
term "property" is his anxiety to match the power of the state
with as strong a check as possible, "it is to break the
force of the union of OOLLIQTIVE BOIWliaMTÏ, so exorbitant,
so dread, that the domain of property has been erected against

1it, the veritable badge of the sovereignty of the citizen, • ,  
By property Proudhon seems to understand mainly property 

in land. It seems to me that in the conditions of an 
industrial society property in land can hardly be expected to 
play such an important role. But Proudhon thinks that there 
is nothing inévitable about big factories concentra ted in 
large cities. In Des Réformes à opérer dans l'exploitation 
des chmims de fer (1850) he feels t#at wl th the coming of 
the railway the imddling together of populations in cities has 
lost its raison d'etre.

But would not making property into an absolute right lead 
to inequalities in owner ship t Proudhon expects credit on
mortgages (he uses the term le crédit hypothécaire) to become 
"a new means of levelling" . By means of this system of credit 
landed property will come into touch with Indus trial wealth and

1. Théorie de la propriété, pp ,
2, Ibid,, quoted by Berthod, op. cit,, p.
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set up a link with those who work in industry. He thus links 
up his old programme of credit reform with his new theory of 
property*

The other chief reason for Froudhon*s preference is
expressed in dialectical terms# In the chapter on dialectic
we have seen that in the first memoir on property Froudhon had
viewed community and property as thesis and antithesis and had
hoped to find a third term which would give a synthesis of
these two concepts * .His conception of dialectic has now
Changed, in 1854, he says, he realised that Hegel's

1dialectic was faulty ; the concept of synthesis must be 
replaced by the concept of balance between opposite principles• 
The two opposite principles are now. provided by "the absolutism

p
of the state" and "the absolutism of property" * These two 
absolutes can only balance each other, and any attempt to 
produce a synthesis will only result in one of thmm absorbing 
the other. But if they mutually act and react on each other, 
they go on producing "new sureties to society, new guarantees 
to the landowner, and bringing about the definitive triumph of 
Mberty, Work and Justice" ,

4 word of comment seems necesaary here. In its usual 
sense we take Justice to mean something normative, not 
something 'happ#mi:% naturally# But froudhon is right in the

1# Ibid.*., p#e@6.
2. Ibid., p.142.
3« loo. cit.
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implied view that social circumstances can themselves hring 
ahout justice or contribute to its maintenance.

Section B
Socialism as the Reform of Exchange and Credit

Proudhon's predecessors and contemporaries in the history 
of French socialism had thought largely in terms of changes in 
the production and distribution of wealth# Some of the 
socialists of his time thought that free competition led to 
chaotic conditions and, as a reaction to the liberal economist's 
stress on lai.ssez-faire, relied on state action for obtaiW.% 
the organisation of economic activity along the lines that 
seemed desirable to them, Louis Blanc is the outstanding 
representative of this trend in French socialism. Earlier, 
Saint Simon had demanded a "new spiritual; power" based on a . 
body of sciontiflc dogmas for conducting human affairsj he 
wanted to see society managed scientifically by experts# 
Proudhon with his strong concern for liberty saw the dangers 
inherent in such an approach and expressed his dislike of it in 
no uncertain terms • but before the Revolution' of 1 M 0  he had 
not been able to formulate his approach to the subject of 
exchange very clearly, though towards the end of the second 
volume of 8yst%@# des contradictions économiques (1846) he 
sews to be groping his way towards his favourite theories 
during the short-lived Second Republic# In some ways 
Proudhon's thought marks the transition between writers like
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Saint Simon, Fourier, Owen, Gabet, etc,, who combined oriticiam
of early oapitailst aooiety with utopian schemes of a n m
society and the socialism of Karl Marx with its aspiration to
be absolutely "scientific" # Like Marx he was suspicious of
theories which did not relate themselves to actual trends or at
least potentialities in the given historical situation. But
something of the homme à programme always remained in him.
During the early months of the February Revolution all sorts of
schemes of econwic reform were in the air. There had been an
economic crisis in the previous year and unemployment was
widespread. Hostile though he was to these schemes which
relied mainly on state action, he came forward with his own

1scheme of the Exchange Bank to alleviate the crisis and 
eventually to set society on the road to progress•

As against the other socialists of his time Froudhon 
thought that "the idea of February® Was®reciprocxtr or 
mutuality of credit" which was for him the same thing as "FREE

o
OREL)IT . What needs to be organised is not work, as Louis

■ 3Blame thought, "it is circulât Ion, credit® . Froudhon *s
economics are in some ways surprisingly mod#*n. Am Fr of essor
Erich Roll writes, "In the latest work of one of the most

4brilliant living economists, J#M.Keynes , probably undetected by

1. Later called the Fcople's
2. Mëlanges, tome II, p.38 and passim.
3. M é l a n g e s tome ii, p.43.
4» Lord Keynes was living when this was written.
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him, Siamondi and Froudhon oome alive again" • Very much like
Keynes Froudhon seeks a method of economic reform without
tears. We have seen how hostile he was to property at the
heglnning of his career as a writer. The Frcmdhon of this
latter period (1848-00) still repeats the formula "Property is
theft", but a peaceful way of rendering it harmless has now
been found. "Society no mor# subsists", he now tells us,
"as formerly, on individual property; it subsists on a more
generic fact, it subsists on circulation. All the maladies
which today afflict the body social can be related to a

2
stoppage, to a trouble of the circulatory function.’ He is
convinced that "the seignorial right of property" can be
abolished "without expropriation, without anguish", if only the
state would take the initiative in organising circulation on a 

3proper basis. It is significant that though opposed on
principle to state initiative in economic affairs, he relies on
the state to take the initial step of setting the revolution
in motion. Once this first move is made and the right kind of
credit institutions set up, "society would be regenerated from
top to bottom, in its government, its institutions, its ^

' ' 4
its philosophy, its morals, its literature and its arts. .
This passionate belief in the efficacy of credit reform partly

1. A History of Economic Thought, Introduction, p #1#.
2. Mélanges, tome I, p.49.
3. Ibid., tome II, p .178.
4. Ibid., tome II, p.178-179#



explains why economic questlcms are of primary importance
1during tills piiase of his career # If Louis Bonaparte would 

only put Proudhon's schemes of credit reform into practice, 
how gladjy would he support his regime I

■V I

Proudhon's formulât ion of these schemes Is not always
clear, and the different versions are often inconsistent with
one another. But in essentials the ideas behind them remain
the same • lot being an economist I hesitate to comment on
them. Therefore i shall as far as possible confine myself to
giving a brief indication of their general nature and
significance for my subject » Before describing them however
let us see the theoretical as sump time on which they are based.

We have seen in the previous section that though he does
not think that in present-day society labour alone creatàs
value, Proudhon holds fast to the view that it alone creates
goods, He is willing to recognise that as things stand today,

2
interest la an element in price. Nevertheless, the
productivity of capital is for him (from the point of view of 
the production of goods and not values) a "fiction® which 
vitiates the entire economic system of today, though it (that 
is, the "fiction" that capital is productive) had its 
Justification in earlier times* Among the various forms of 
merchandise, money and gold occupy a privileged place. They

1. "The identity of the political and the economic question®, 
as he puts it; Banque d'Exchange, p.168 et seq.

2 . Mélar#es, tw # 111, p .B li.
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serve as intermedlarlea in all exchanges and alone function as 
agents of etroulafelon, I M s  "monarchy of gold" (la royaléfeé
de l'or) as he calls ife. Is the lasfe strongîiold of the old

I
principle of monarchy. It would e M  if money (numeraire) were
"republicanised**, that is, If every product of labour acquired
an equal status with It as a medium of circulatioii.^

This takes us to the hearfe of Proudhon's theory of free-
credit and the basic fallacy on which it rests. Money is only a
medium of exchange for our author. Bince its function is only fee
facilitate exchange why should it claim a reward in its own '
right? "Money is simply a supplementary kind of capital, a
medium of exchange or a credit insferùm^fe. If this is the case
what claim has it to payment? To think of remunerating money

2
for the service which it gives I " Everything which, in the
repayment of a loan, is charged beyond the amount of the 
principal, is usury, spoliation: "QuodCumque sorti acc#it,_#mra

3eat" . 00, in lending hi a capital the eapitalisfe does not

1. Organisation du credit, p .112.
2. Quoted by M, Hist, op. cit,, p.309. M, Hist's account of

Proudhon* s economic theories i# the best I am acquainfeed
with. It has helped me greatly in under standing the
essential ideas underlyi^ his ideas of exchange reform.

3. III, p.196,



render a service which deserves to he rewarded in the shape of
Interest; at the bar of Justice rent, Int^est, dividends etc.,
are all Gondemned. But Proudhon se### to miss the essential
point about money. As a form of wealth it represents a
general command over goods; in terms of modern economic
theory it is the most "liquid" of assets. If the owner of
capital is to be induced to lend he must be compensated for the

1loss of his liquidity#
The question whether or not interest is legitimate in 

itself tends to become a futile question if discussed in 
isolation from other questions of a more practical nature.
This observation applies to the whole of the natural law 
standpoint, as has probably by now been pretty generally 
realised. We can debate endlessly about the morality or 
otherwise of property, equality, interest, and so forth, 
without reaching any conclusion* But the question, for 
instance, whether in the present state of affairs interest 
can be reduced from, say, five per cent to two per cent is 
not necessarily an idle question. Proudhon se«m to have 
sensed this in his controversy with lastiat.: The latter
wants to stick to his question, "la interest oh capital

  ....légitimât#:?" Peeling uncomfortable at this question,

1. As Bastlat told Proudhon in different teimis in their 
controversy on the nature of capital* Bee M  
ill, InfeérÉt et Principal.

2. Mélanges, tome III, p .187*



Proudhom eXplmins wïmfe he really hag in mind. He now
qualifies his view to the extent of saying that socialism
does not deny in an absolute manner the legitimacy of
interest, "considered from a certain point of view and at a
certain epoch of history", but it "affirms the possibility of
♦organising with the help of the workers a system of 1 ending
without interest, and consequently, of giving to all the

1guarantee of credit and work,® It was this possibility 
which he wanted to discuss with his opponent,

How does Proudhon propose to bring about an abolition or 
at least a substantial reduction in the prevailing rates of 
interest? The main element in his scheme is the proposai to 
make the Bank of France the chief instrument of credit reform* 
He points out that it is owned by private shareholders, and 
has a capital of 90 million francs. But by virtue of the 
credit it enjoys it has issued notes to the value of four to 
five hundred millions • Discounting at the official rate of 
four per cent it makes enormous profits and its shares q#ote 
at four to five times their nominal value. This is so 
because it enjoys credit created not mainly by its own efforts 
but resting on a social basis. In fact the social credit on 
which its activity is primarily based theoretj cally makes it 
possible for it to carry out its activities without any 
capi tal, though actually things are not so simple and all we

1 .  I b i d . ,  t o m e  I I I ,  p * 2 3 9 *



say on the basis of expaplenee Is that there is an
Increasing tendency to substitute notes of the Bank for
specie (numéraire) # Blnce it owes its privileged position
largely to the nation, the Bank of Prance should be
converted by a decree of the National Assembly into a central

2bank "subscribed to by all the citizens of Prance" . What 
Proudhon wants is, if I may so put It, to socialise, not 
nationalis# the Bank of Pranoe. The initial act of taking 
it over will be an action on the part of the state. It is 
the workers and the leaders of finance who will run it 
jointly on behalf of the Whole community. Since its 
capital is now nearly five times the original amount with 
which it started its operations, its rate of discount should 
be reduced to one fifth of the present rate, i.e. to f per 
c e n t T h i s  would cover its expenses and provide a 
reasonable margin of profit. once this is done others 
would be forced to reduce their "interests, discounts and 
dividers to a maximum of 1 per cent, expenses and commission

4
included" . Proudhoh does not seem to realise that the

2Lresults o:̂  reduction in the discount rate charged by the 
ceutral bank of a country are much more complicated than

1 • Ibid., tome III’, pp.261-
2• Ibid., tom# III, p.264,
3. Ibid., tome III, p.265.
4. Ibid., tome IH, p.265.



M s  theory assumes# A reduction to one fifth would, for one 
thing, start a disastrous inflation# But there are 
important elements of truth in Proudhon's approach# He notes 
that in history the rate of interest has been gradually but 
surely declining over hundreds of years# Vfe venttre to 
remark, that possibl#: by judicious reform this trend could be 
accelerated so as. to provide increasing numbers with cheap 
credit. Nevertheless, it is indubitable that an unrestricted 
expansion of credit would lead to inflation; whereas what 
Proudhon hopes to achieve by his scheme is a fall in prices#
How does he propose to keep prices in check? He warns us that 
his scheme should not be confused with the all too familiar ’’.■ • .r- ■
techniques employed by goveriwents to overcome financial 
difficulties# All these are but a homage paid to gold, an 
"adoration" of the semblance of an absent god. Since he 
wants to give goods of all kinds a status equal to that 
enjoyed by gold he must needs approach M s  problem in very 
different terms# He puts his faith in the bill of excha%e 
(lettre de change)* bill of excharge is drawn against
articles of commerce (bonnes valeurs de commerce, as he puts 
it), accepted and discounted by a banker as cmMercial paper 
very much like money. But vÊiilst "ordinary notes of the Bank, 
Tr easury bonds, paper money, assignats, etc »® can be over 
issued, he thinks that the kind of paper he recommends can

1• Organisation du crédit, p*112#



Xnever be. bnllke other forma of money the security behind
it is not gold, nor cash, nor any immovable property (des2
immeubles), but products, "and though payable at sight, the
payment is to be made only in goods or services®. An 
analogy adopted by Proudhon will help us to understand his 
thought•

"Twenty persons meet at a house for gambiing. Instead
of keeping money on the table they employ counters given to
them by the owner of the establishment, either against cash,
or against signature, if the player enjoys a sound reputation
for solvency# The game over, the counters are cashed by the
banker for the holders, in such a way that the players have
nothing to settle among thàHselves. In this small circle the
counters are true money, guaranteed as they are by the banker,
who in turn is guaranteed by the sums he has received or by
reliable sigrmtures.

The exchange bank fulfils the same office as the owner of
' 3the establishment, of whom I have spoken."

The analô^y is not perfect as money (i.e. cash) remains the 
foundation of the entire transaction, whereas it is precisely 
money in the sense of th# most liquid of a seats w M C h  froudhon 
wants to do awsyjwlth#

1# Ibid.,
2 Ibid., p #114 #
3 .  I b i d . ,  p . 1 1 9 •



The Feopla'a Bank
On the 31st January 1849 Proudhon gave noti ce of the

formation of his People's Bank before the notary in Paris.
He had propagated his scheme of exchange reform through the
agency of the central bank, as he continued to do throughout
this period in every way;that was in his power. But now he
wanted to provide some proof of the practicability of his
ideas# bnable to find support from the government, he
devised a scheme to start a bank which was to rely purely on
its shareholders and whatever public co-operation it could
obtain on a voluntary basis# The Bank was to issue its own
notes to be called "bons de circulation" # Everyone of its
shareholdmPS would undertake to accept them though payment was
to be only "in goods or services", as in the earlier "exchange
bank" schme, as well as to accept them in settlement of
transactions of all kinds. The Bank, had no obligation to pay
in cash (num&aire)# Proudhon's original idea was to have a
bank without any capital. But in this case he contented
himself wi th a much more modest scheme# The People's Bank
was to have a capital of five million francs# Provisionally
the rate of discount was fixed at two per cent, though it was

1hoped gradually to reduce it to a miidmum of f per cent. le

1. Bamu# du Peuple, %  # The Sank was to discount
only against "bohues valeurs de commerce", and payment was 
only in its own notes (bons de circulation) #
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did not want to start operations before at least 50,000 franos 
had been rmised. But the actual amount raised was only 
18,000 francs. Nearly three months after the People's Bank 
was launched Proudhon was brought to trial hefere the Paris 
Assize Gourt for alleged offences conmittM In the course of 
two articles ccntainlng an attack on Louis Bonaparte. Ee was 
found guilty and condemned to 3 years' imprisoimient and fined

t - - *' -3000 francs. Finding that he could not.safely leave the
enterprise in the hands of people who did not share in all his
ideas he decided to liquidate the Bank. Moreover, the
people's Bank had now hegun to appear too slow and too
inadequate an Instrument; the situation call# for1,

" something more prompt® .

Gonciusion
#0 may now see what sort of socialist Proudhc# was so far 

as his economic programme is cone ern@d. In t m?ms of ll . Eli© 
Malévy's distinction hetween the two tendencies in '
socialism, "one tending towards anarchism, the othm? towards 

,2statism , froudhon helongs vary definitely to the former. He 
is opposed to nationalisation, and in s|dte of his love for 
justice and equality does not adopt a programme of forcible

;es, tome II, pp.#1-##,
2. Histoire du s oci ali am© européen, septième édition

ealiimmrd, »IB,
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levelling of fortunes* Berthod *s expression "a social Ism
for peasants" describes froudhon*s programme for property in
land, but becomes misleading if taken as descriptive of his
whole economic programme. After all, Proudhon has a
programme of reform in industry and credit as well. Prof essor
Brogan's parallel between the "dlstributist® 1 heories of Mr*
Hilaire Belloc and Proudhon* s economic programme weems very
just to me; "....as far as he (Proudhon) has a spiritual heir,
it is Mr. BeHcc whose "distributism" expresses perfectly the
essential econwic doctrine of froudhon. To spread property
in fairly even doses, over most of the community; to regard
equality in separate property rights, not in common property
rights, as the goal to be aimed at; and to be sceptical about
the forms of production which are not easily reduced to
individual property holdii^s are Proudhonlan r^edies for

«1social evils, as they are those of Mr. B e l l o c .

1. Proudhon, p.91*
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e H A F f M M V II I 

From Amarchiàm to Federalism

AnaroMam
# io have seem in the previoma chapter that in the period in 

which Proudhon developed his ideas on exchange reform he 
expected poiitical problems to assume a secondary aspect, if 
not to disappear altogether, as a result of the solutions he 
recommended for the economic problems of his time. In Les 
Confessions he wrote; "l show (in l'Idée générale) the -
economic constitutton producing Itself integrally (de toutes- ■■ 
pièces) and taking the place of the political constitution, 
in eliminating the latter I confine myself to showing in Les >
'Confessions, the political constitution transforming itself |
into the economic constitution# It is always the same equation

«1obtained by different procedures» It may be noted that he iJ 
not specific in the use of the term "eccmomic" and ##### to us# 
"social" as a synonym for it. In th# same book h# recommemds 
"th# Absorption of the political quemtim into the social 
question".

Before considering what is the basis of his objection to 
"the political constitution"^ and how far his alterative of 
' the 'economic" or the " social constitution' i a a  feasible one,
I should like to bring out so## essential distinctions between

1. Les Ooiyrossions, p*i30, footnot#*

■i
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the respeotiv© ways In which economic and political prohlems
are msually approached in countriea with at least the aemhlanoe
of popular government. I think this is important because some
socialist thinkers have tended to confuse these distinctions.
Saint Simon, for instance, defined politics as "the science of 

1
production" , Apart from the "subordinate® function of
"maintaining the public peace", government in his system had no

1other functibhi the rest was only " admini strati on" • The 
uncertainty and confusion which resulted from the wranglings 
of politicians could be avoided by letting the experts do the 
managmient of the affairs of the state. Foremost in his 
list of experts were industrialists, technicians and bankers. 
Here Baint Simon makes two mistakes, He seem̂ s to have 
thought that experts like bankers, industrialists and 
economists would reach more or less identical conclusions on 
the questions eonoerning the economic interests of the 
community on whose behalf they were appointed. This is a 
serious failacy. #Eperts in economic affairs are often seen 
to hold extremely divergent opinions about the remedy to be 
applied to a particuiar economic difficulty. Furthermore, he 
seems to have assumed a degree of similarity between economics 
and politics which can only derive from a misunderstanding of 
their relation. The personal factor plays a much larger part

1. Maxime Leroy, Le Bocialisme des froducteurs . Henri de 
3aint-3imon, p p .
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in poll tics than in th© activities which are studied by 
economistf..SjS lying specifically in their province. An 
efficiently run concern will aim at putting each of its 
employees, ceteris paribus, at the job he can do best. On 
the other hand in running the government of a country besides 
the desideratum of having "the right man for the right job" 
another requirement has to be met in varying degrees, Even 
in a society which runs its industries ©fficiently positions 
of high executive responsibility may be held by people who 
have no other claim to them than the suffrage of the 
electorate. This in itself is not a good thing. Nevertheless, 
the fact that in countries running their affairs on the basis 
of r epresentative democracy besides aiming at efficiency 
("the right man for the right job") an attempt is made to 
secure the consent of the people to important decisions of 
policy, sometimes even at the cost of efficiency, has a strong 
justification. In producing economic wealth men transform 
non-human objects from less or not at all useful things into 
more useful ones. In politics, on the other hand, we are for 
the most part arranging or re-arranging the reiationsMps 
between human beings in the way that seems just or desirable or 
useful, and proyidlng the agencies necessary to preserve these 
arrangements and re-arrangements. Of course, things can go 
awry in politics, as they do scmetlmes in the production of 
wealth. But the distinction nevertheless remains.

The ©conoaic .objectives of a government may be, say, a 
balanced budget, a strong balance of payments position, and, if
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it subscribes to a programme of économie security for everyone, 
such things as full employment, old-age pensions, etc* 
Politically it may, if it is honestly démocratie, try as well 
as it can to secure such things as freedom of speech, habeas 
corpus, a #  the other civil liberties • But what is the 
essential difference between the way a reasonably popular 
government decides its policies and an entrepreneur who also 
happens to own a majority of the shares of his concern (i.e. 
who is his own master within the general framework of the law) 
runs his affairs? The essential thing about the way the 
policies of a government which enjoys the confidence of its 
subjects are decided is that it cannot always frame its 
policies in the way that seems the most likely to bring about 
the reaults It/desires to achieve* Dealing with questions 
which affect everybody it depends for its existence in the long 
run on its ability to persuade people to approve, tacitly at 
least, its policies. (in a parliamentary form of government 
it must have an electoral majority). The entrepreneur in our
simplified instance too In a way depends upon public opinion.
He cannot dictate the consumers what to buy, aud would be well
advised to try to create the impression that pleasing his
customers is a source of great satisfaction to him. The
people he employs are mainly concerned with the Way he treats
them, the rate at w M c h  he pays $#em, whether on the whole he
compares favourably with o^er es^loyers in similar industries.
Within this general set-up he is his own master, and if his 
primmry concern is efficiency with a view to profit we
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generally stippcwae that there is nothing partiml&rly 
hlameworthy about it•

In considering Proudhon's position on the question of 
the similarity or otherwise between the respective ways in 
which politics and eGonomios may be run, it should be 
remembered that for him the economic process is not exempt 
from the jurisdiction of justice. On the other hand, for him 
the primary sphere of justice lies in this very economic 
field. his economic programme being the organisation of 
economic life on the basis of free contracts (i.e. on the basis 
of his concept of commutative justice) his anarchism takes the 
following form# He believes that the économie problems of 
modern society can be solved in such a way that all legal 
regulation of individtml and group activities by the state 
becomes unnecessary so that only Society as the region of 
voluntary relations and institutions is left. Before 
considering how he comes to this conclusion let us try to see 
on what grounds he objects to politics.

In he# Ponfess ions froudhon objacts to politics on the 
ground that it is based on the principle of ”author!ty“.
”The principle of the political constitution is: ÆJllffliîfï.
Its i orms are: distinction of dlasses^ Reparation of Powers^ 
Administrative G#mtrali sation^ judicial Hierarchy,, the 
representation of sovereignly by Election, etc It is

1 #  p . 2 1 7 .
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Ob Vi Ou a that froudhom is giving his m m  definition of 
authority. Let us see why he rejects these sc^calXed forms 
of authority as incompatibie with liberty. It is not clear 
why Proudhon thinks that a political cons ti tut ion must be 
based on class distinctions* the unwritten constitution of 
a feudal society may demand differential treatment of 
different ** orders”, thus restricting the freedom of the lower 
orders. But a moderm democratic society is hardly likely to 

■ do anything similar# if class distinctions nevertheless 
exist in democratic counl^ies* they are not necessarily 
incompatible with liber%'# In fact it is possible that the 
fexistence of smie class distinctions (socially not
politically) may be a factor in the preservation of liberty

I

(as Lord Acton and focquevill# thought).
Proudhon'a objection to the doctrine of the separation of , 

powers, is that though proposW as ”the first condition of free ' 
government” a it is only a way of enabling the favoured classes 
to enjoy the benefits of governmmt ' By this he probably 
means that the recognition of this principle has the practical 
result of increasing the mmber of people required to carry 
out #ie functions of govmnrnent, and that normally the best of 
government Job.s go to the well»tomd# class#». fh#' truth is 
, that he 1# 'epposmd to the very idea of a judicial syst#m* By 
it ”the justiceables ar# delivered to their judges,

Les Confessions, p<^0:7.

t
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supposedly natural, as parishioners to their vicars” as
though ”the people belong to the magistrate like an 

,,1inheritance . Proudhon»s own ideal is that the plaintiff
or the accused should have the right to choose his own judge.
He invokes Plato in support of the view that the true judge
for each man is ”his own conscience”. On this slender
argument he wants to "substitute for the regime of tribunals

2
and laws the regime of personal obligations and contracts” «
He does not tell us how the interpretation to be put upon, 
say, a contract can be settled without some final authority 
to interpret the relevant law. A judge is not like a person 
whose decisions the parties to a dispute have voluntarily 
decided to accept. He gives his verdict and it is enforced 
by the executive authority concerned, whatever the disputant 
parties may feel about his impartiality or competence,

doming to the next ”form” of the principle of authority, 
we find that Proudhon is opposed not mwely to increasing 
administrative centralisation, which he noticed as a strong 
tendency in his time, but to the very idea of administrative 
centr al i sa ti on.

After having seen why he objects to the existence of a , 
judicial system, it would be superfluous to linger over his ' 
objections to ” judicial hierarchy” . For hierarchy is implied 
in the very notion of judiciary. lot all courts of law can

1• lbi d *, p« 234 «
Ibid., p.236.
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have equal authority; there must he graGLuation and some have
power to invalidate or revise the deolsions of those below
them. Similarly, judges and magistrates cannot all have
equal powers,

But the most significant of froudhon's objections
against the various manlfestations of his so-called principle
of authority is that against what we have seen him call ”the
representation of sovereignty by Election” . He is not
opposed to popular sovereignty as such. In fact, he often
repeats the saying "vox popull vox Del” ; though it is meant
more often as a mark of his humanistic faith than as something
to be taken literally. Underlying his suspicion of
parli#i#Ltary democracy we may see two not altogether
consistent lines of thought, both of which he employs to build
his case against it• One is his hostility to Rousseau's
philosophy, which had inspired many of the men (the example of
Robespierre comes quickly to mind) responsible for the more
radical policies of the French Revolution. Froudhon blames

1Rousseau for what he calls ”the great deviation of *93” * In 
the constitution of 1793, to which Ledru-Rollin and 
Considérant (besides others) hark back, appear the ideas of 
direct democracy and direct legislation. But though one of . 
the two most advanced expressicms of French democracy this 
constitution (the other being that of 1848) is like other

1 # L ' Idee genial e , p .187 #
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revolutionary constitutions in that it was the forerunner of
a new tyranny. Froudhon*s view seems to he that every
government has a tendency to degenerate into tyranny. Direct
democracy and direct legislation are in fact impossible, but
to put these ideas into a constitution creates the illusion
that the people can protect itself from this inevitable
tendency. Furthermore, (and here I am interpreting his
thought liberally) the illusion that the people itself is
directly ruler and legislator makes it easier for those who in
fact rule in its name to do things which they would not dare
to do under a less "advanced” democracy. During the years
1789 to 1793 the French Revolution after abolishing monarchical
despotism and the last remnants of feudalism left no "organic
tradition, no effective creation" . Its proclamation of "the
liberty of opinions, equality before the law, severelgnty of
the people, subordination of power to the nation" has only
resulted in making "Rociety and Government tWo incompatible 

,,1things . Froudhon thinks that it is in this conflict between 
society and Government that the tendency towards concentration 
of power must be found; in fact it seems to him to be of the 
very nature of parliamentary democracy to move towards 
despotism. The principle of the sovereignty of the people, - 
replacing the principle of divine right, is admirably expressed 
by the words social pact or social contract (employed by Jurieu 
before Rousseau)» But Rousseau, Froudhon held, understood

1 .  I b i d . ,  p .
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nothing about the social contract. The social contract is 
not ” the accord of the citizen with the government” ; it is 
"the accord of man with man, accord from which should result 
what we call society” . The idea of contract "excludes” the 
idea of government. Froudhon is of course right in saying 
that contract is entirely voluntary, and that government 
implies compulsion. But this cannot be considered a serious 
objection to the social contract theory. The social contract 
theory is an attempt, among other things, to explain the nature 
of political obligation. How far it succeeds in this is 
another matter. To reduce everything to the level of society 
that is to the level of voluntary institutions - is not to face 
the problem of finding the proper justification for obedience 
to the compulsion exercised by the ooereive authority of the 
state, but to abolish it arbitrarily. Proudhon's alternative

1. Proudhon here thoroughly misinterprets Rousseau. The idea 
of a compact between the people and the king: is mediaeval. 
Rousseau expressly denies such a compact. "There is only 
one contract in the State, and that is the act of 
association, which in itself excludes the existence of a 
second" . (RQclal Contract, Book III, ch#p.%^l).
Sovereignty for Rousseau lies in the general will of the 

brought into being by this act of association#
III, Chap.;
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version of the social contract is a society organised on the 
entirely voluntary basis of free contract, "the reign of 
contracts” as he calls it, in which human wills are to have 
the utmost scope. We have seen him hold, that by leaving the 
management of its affairs in the hands of elected 
representatives a democracy does not go far enough. To
delegate authority to elected representatives is not to be 
free from authority. Men are free only, so our author would 
argue, if they are their own authority. But, it may be 
remarked, there are many wills and so more than one authori ty 
in the absence of a common authority. Would not the absence 
of a common authority to keep the peace, in spite of the 
education in justice in which our author puts his faith, 
necessarily ]e ad to conflicts which cannot possibly be 
resolved in the set-up visualised by his theory?

Froudhon's exaggerated criticisms of representative 
democracy spring in good part from his faith in the 
alternative of a "social” or’an ”economic" constitution#
The principle of "the social constitution" is "the equilibrium 
of interests founded on the free dûlTRâOf and the organisation 
of ECONOMIC f o r c e s" . The economic forces on which the 
social cinstitution is to be based are: "Work, Division of
liPour, Collective Force, Gompetitlon, Trade, Money, Machines, 
Credit, Property, Equality in transactions, Reciprocity of 
guarantees, etc" . I shall not go Into the details of how

1# Ibid,, p .017 #
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Proudhon thinks a harmony will emerge from the foundations 
provided by these fore es. What is of signif loanee is, that 
this implies belief in some sort of arrangement provided by 
nature of by a kind providenoe for. human society, analogous to 
that for which he chides optimists like Bastiat, It is true, 
and this is a point he shares to some extent with the liberal 
economists of his time, that economic forces like competition, 
trade, money, credit, etc*, introduce an element of automatic 
regularity into the economic system. But even at best this 
automatism takes time to work adjustments, and the neW for 
legal regulation is always there* In fact, it is only within 
the legal framework of the state that it can find scope to do 
its work effieiently* To hold that it can enable us to 
dispense with the state altogether can only oe a result of an 
optimism which is not only groundless but logically muddled as 
well» Proudhon calls this millmnium of his anarchy. Under

, or more correctly anarchism, there will be no army, no
pulice, no state as distinct from society, no judiciary, no 
currency (numeraire), no restrictions on trade. and so forth.

Bastiat has at least the merit of reoognising that the 
state is necessary to preserve the basic condition of order, 
against which only his "harmonies" Can fully emerg#* He 
##licitly believes that God's providence provides that things 
left to the Spontaneous action of individual interest lead to 
increasing economic well-being as well as incremsing material 
equality* Th#*# is a similarity between his view that
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eeonomlo forces left to themselves lead to ©quality and 
Proudhon*# view that a regime of free contracts will have a 
similar result•

The practical result of Proudhon's anarchism is that he
is against politics in principle, though he is quite willing
to take part in than, that is, in the paraphernalia of
democracy, to help forward the coming about of a society in
which politics have no place, "l have voted against the
constitution, because it is a constitution**, he wrote to the 

1Moniteur ,
In chapter II I have already had occasion to say a few 

words about froudhon's scientism (in my sense of the term and 
not in frofessor Hayek's), froudhon's anarchism is 
intimately connected with his view of the nature and purpose 
of social science. Be seems to have the extraordinary faith 
that there is a unique form of social organisation which 
would eliminate the difficulty of conflicting wills in such a 
way that any coercive regulation would become uE#ecessary; 
that it is the purpose of social gcience to discover this; 
and that in fact in his theory of a society bas# entirely on 
free contracts he has alrmdy given a close approximation of 
the earthly milleimium human beings are meant to enjoy by an 
arra%ement potentially present in natural and social 
phenomena. Of course this millennium will not be a perfect

1. Paris, 4, November 1848. Quoted in Les esslons # p .216
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As we have seen before, he does not wish to lose 
sight of the unpleasant facts of human nature and the world
in which it has its place# But these can be neutralised so j
far at least as to render even the "night-watchman state”, as j 

Lassalle called the liberal idea of the state, unnecessary. 
Rince, therefore, political authority is not strictly necessar# 
democratic elections as one of the ways of obtainih# such an 
authori ty become sup^fln#s along with other less popular 
ways# On his view of the social contract, sovereignty 
belongs not to any general will but for each individual his 
own will is M s  sov#?eign. Out of regard for the "fraternal 
sentiment” one may submit to the arbltmary decision of a
majority over questions that are unimportant# But "upon
principles, on the essmce of rights, on the direction to 
impress upon society, on the organisation of industrial 
forces, upon my labour, my subsistence, my life, upon this I
very hypothesis of Government^ he must "negotiate directly, '
individually, for % ’s ©If" | universal suffrage is in his eyes

1
"notMng but a lottery « Why is decision by discussion 
among the elected representatives of the nation any more a 
"lottery" than my own decision? It is not a lottery, 
because we know nothing as to what sort of decision will be 
taken# We may form some idea of the likely decision from 
what we teow about the state of opinion in the Chaîner of 
Deputies (to take a French exampl#). If the questions are

1. L'ldie générale# p.211.
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sueli that to decide them by à majority vote in a House 
composed m^ely of professional poiiticiana would involve 
great risk, (for instance, questions of detail conGerning a 
nationalised industry), then they must be left to the experts, 
to those who "know**# How can I as a layman know more about 
then than the politicians who represent me? It seems that 
Proudhon wants to have it both ways, Parliamentary 
democracy is rejected because under it each individual has to 
delegate authority to others to decide questions which he 
would decide himself if he were really free. At the same 
time he insists that our problems should be tackled by 
following what is the best course whether or not there is a 
majority to support it. On one view sovereignty belongs 
ultimately to the individual, on the other it belongs to his 
idea of the ideal society.

There is however anothw type of question requiring 
difficult choices between alternatives none of which is 
easily seen to be the best. It is here that the statesman 
has his characteristic r01## In a democracy he acts against 
a background of reapon si bill ty whereby his actions can always 
be questioned. The very nature of the problems with which he 
dmls requires the presence of an alert and responsible public 
opinion as well as a machinery of parliamentary debate so that 
no Important aspect of a problem may be ignored. Democracy 
is considered by its best exponents to be a tr i al-and- err or 
method (though the techniques it may e^loy are always capable
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of improvemmnt) of dealing with questioiia for whieh no 
batter method' is available. Froudhon is not unaware of the 
i%ortanoe of this method, but in his critioism of demooraGy 
he seems to forget how vitally it depends for its 
suooessful working on the intelligent and free debate of 
questions.

Here, we may try to see how Proudhon is using the term .
"aooial" in explaining his anarchist programme. "What is
government in society?” he asks. "The swaddling band, if I
may so put it, of a people in its cradle; next to religion,
the principal organ for the education of the masses| in
epochs of antagonism, the living expression of the

1collective force." • His anarchist society being, presumably# 
an adult society, it has no need of "swaddling clothes" in 
the shape ■ of a government or a religion.

We may, following Sir 1.Barker, distinguish State from 
Society in this way# The state is the only association 
which enjoys the power of legal coercion^ society, on the 
other hand, is coiiatituted by "a sum of voluntary 
associations" . But Proudhon*s distinction between these 
two terms seems to be different. For if the State
represents legal coercion, the Church also represents a kind 
of coercion. Tĥ airefcre, neither State nor Chmech can have 
a place in his "social constitution^ » But State and Church

1. La RSolution social démontrée par le coup d'état, p *81*
2. Principles of Social # Political Theory, p.4.
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are not the only assoGlations which employ (or may employ) 
coercion in one form or another. Even a trade uni on may he 
deacrihed as coercing the employer into employing only those 
workers whose choice it approves* Thus# trade unions too 
can have no place in the "social constitution"* As 
Proudhon uses the terms "social constitution" and "economic 
constitution” interchangeahly, and as his economic 
constitution is only a "reign of contracts", it means that 
he uses the term "social" as applicable only to freely 
negotiated contracts between exchangers,

To resume our exa]#nation of the scientistic (again in 
my sense of the term) basis ofc Proudhon* s anarchism, it seems 
to me that he would not admit that in our study of the 
fundamental problmis of social science, we cannot hope to 
achieve the kind of scientific certainty which the physicist 
tries to achieve for his theories (except in a trivial way, 
such as the statement that inflation benefits certain classes 
at the expense of others) * It may be said without fear of 
contradiction that hardly any economist would maintain today 
that whenever and wherever the state takes part in economic 
activities it is bound to be less efficient than private 
enterprise* or that a policy of deliberate inflation can under 
no circumstances be justified. It may be true that in most 
Cases private enterprise is more efficient than state 
enterprise and that deliberate inflation is not easy to 
justify, but there is no a priori reason for assuming that it 
is bound to be so in each and every case. These however are
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just the kind of propositions Froudhon would want
©conomists to try to establish. There is one curious
passage In the first memoir on property where aft#' admitting
that we hardly yet know the &BQ of "the science of society",
he insists that "The task of the true publicist* in the age
in which we live, is to silence inventors and charlatans, and
to accuptom the public to being provided only with demonstratioaq

1
not with symbols and p r o g r a i i m e s T h i s  implies that not only 
is "demonstratlon" attainable in social science (in a 
significant sense), but further that the lay public can 
understand such demonstratlons without any previous training.

Here a comparison with Marx will help us to understand 
Froudhon's thought, Froudhon shares with Marx the Saint 
Simonian idea that the functions of government can be 
reduced to the level of " admini strati on" . (Though both 
Marx and Froudhon go further than Saint Simon in holding that 
even the functions of maintaining law and order can be made to 
lose their coercive character). Eogels expresses the Marxist 
position in the following way. Once the proletariat has 
s el zed state power it sets in motion the process of the 
with#*log away of the state. The essence of this process 
consists in this: "The Government of persons is replaced by
the administration of things in the direction of the 
processes of production." We need not consider how

1. p
0 * Anti“Ddhring, p ,3u;



arrives at this eonoluslom# For him the state is ah
Instrimaeht of coeroloh which the class in power wields so
as to keep in smbj ection the exploited classes . When classes
are abolished no such instrument is necessary. Along with
this goes the idea that a tremendous simplification in all
walks of life results from the "socialisation of the means of
production", some of which is already seen in operation, so
Engels thinks, in large-scale capitalist industry. Lenin
interprets this idea in his own way. He writ es in The State
and Revolutions "The accounting and control necessary for
this (that is for the period of the dictatorship of the
proletariat) have been simplified by capitaliam to the utmost,
till they have become the extraordinarily simple operations
of watching, recording and issuing receipts, within the reach
of anybody who can read and write and knows the first four

1
rules of a r i t h m e t i c I n  froudhon's case it is prbbal3y 
true that he did not feel scconfident about the possibility 
of "demonstrations" in social science when he wrote Les 
Qonfessions (1851) as he did when he wrote the first mmtoir 
on property ( 1840). But to hold that the complicate 
machinery of law can be done away with, that democracy 
without any delegation of authority to elected representatives 
is possible, implies that a situation is visualised when m m  

will have so simplified the management of their affairs that

1. A landbook of Marxism, Gollancz, 1936, p
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each will truly be M e  own authority; or, alternatively, that 
men will have so multiplied their mental and phyeical powers 
that such delegation will hardly he necessary.

Federalism

In his theory of federalism developed during the last few 
years of his life Proudhon showed he had outgrown a great deal 
of the naivety of his earlier anarchist point of view. #e 
find his improved theory most clearly expressed in his Du 
Principe fédératif et de la nécessite de reconstituer le parti 
de la Révolution (1863). Its continuity with his earlier 
theories is to be found in that like them the notion of 
contract is c#itral to it; it is still his old programme off *
replacing distributive justice by commutative justice. The
affinity between anarchism as "the reign of contraeta" and
federalism is found by uning "federation” in its etymologicai
sense. (The Latin word foedus means treaty or agreement)#
Following this original sense Proudhon defines federation as
®a convention by which one or several family heads, one or
several groups or communes or states, bind themselves to one
another for one or several purposes, the responsibility for
which then lies specially and exclusiyely with the d e l e g a t e s

/1of the federation". He now admits the existence of "the 
political problem" in its own right. The ear11er dichotomy

1. Du Frincipe fédératif, p .104.
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between liberty and authority Is now found to be untenable:
"in every society, even the most authoritarian, one part is
necessarily left to liberty ; likewise in every society, even
the most liberal, one part is reserved for authority
Therefore, "all the political constitutions, all the systmis
of government including federation, can be reduced to, this
formula, the Balancing of authority by liberty, and vice vers#.

Having now realised that politics cannot be absorbed into
3economics Froudhon has to redefine their relationship.

During the earlier period (especially during the years between 
the Eevolution of February 1848 and the coup d'état of 
Napoleon III, the droit économique was what really mattered* 
M s  position vis-a-vis Napoleon III amounted to saying "Give 
me the droit économique, and you can have your empire" • In 
De la capacité politique des olasses ouvrières (left 
incomplete at his death, but published posthumpusly by

1. Ibid., p .48 ♦
2. Ibid., p.49.
3 • I do not wish to be understood to mean that Froudhon at 

first holds one position and then after some time begins 
to switch over to another. It is rather that in the 
beginning one position was dominant and later the second 
is held more or less cons Istently. I have followed the 
practical procedure of discussing the two positions 
separately. Going Into the minutiae of interpretation 
her e s eems a f utll# under taking.
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friends) he ssifs "Let it be remembered; between #Umlity or
polltloal right, and equality or économie right, exists an
important reiatiom, so that where one of the two is denied,1
the other will not take long to disappear" * His f ed#?allst 
programme has therefore two aspeots, the politioal and the 
eoonomio. I shall deal with them briefly, starting with the 
politioal.

Despite all his hostility to the ideas of "the 
phiiosopher of Geneva" Froudhon has a sound intuition of the 
importano# of Eousseau'g thought in the developmmt of modern 
denooraoy. In the previ ous section we saw him wrom^ly impute 
a definition of the social contract to Rousseau which the 
latter never employed. Froodhon'a most powerful criticism, 
however, applies to the dootrin# of imlimited state 
sovereignty which results from the applicatiom of Rousseau's 
ideas to modern nation-states • (Rousseau, it must be said in 
fairness, was oppos# to the i d m  of representation by 
election. His ideal was the small ci%-stat# of classical 
times. The people in assmmbly has, no doubt, unlimlt# power 
and in this capacity its sovereignty is absolute* But this 
is not the same thing as the unlimited sovereignty of an 
elected parliament,) "Our national assemblies have been
busy co##ting in the distinction and separation of powers,, 
that is to say of the vm?ious functions of the state (facult# 
d* action d# l',Etat)l #s to the competence of the state

1* De la capacité politique* p .267•
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itself, its extent, its object, no-one seems to have bothered 
very much” # Though he now recognisea the principle of 
delegation he remains opposed to every unitary form of 
democracy with the legislative authority enjoying unlimited 
8overeignty »

To arrive at a federalist theory of democracy Froudhon 
has to redefine the social contract. So "the social contract 
par excellence was a contract of federation.... .A synallagmatic 
and commutative contract, for one or several determinate 
objects, but #io8# essential condition Is that the contracting 
parties always reserve to thmselves a part of sovereignty and 
action larger than that which they give up" ?  The contract 
of federation differs from Rousseau's social contract in that 
it is not between individuals, but between families, groups or 
states• Its "synallagmatic" nature means that it is equally 
binding on all the parties to it. It does not mean that once 
it is entered upon the contracting parties have as it were 
signed away all tlmt they enjoyed prior to its establishment. 
But for Rousseau the sovereign alone is judge of what is 
included in the contract and what is left out. lor does it 
seem that on Rousseau's theory any of the contracting parties 
can withdraw without the contract having been actually broken. 
Froudhon on the other W n d  wants to keep the contracting

1. Du Principe fêddratif, p .76.
2. Ibid., pp.73-74.
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parties free to withdraw if they happen to feel dissatisfied
with its working»

But the most important thing about Froudhon* s contract of
federation is its commutative character , The function of the
State Is conceived by him on the commercial metaphor. The
federation must render to its constituent members an equivalent
of what It takes from them. It is like an agreement which a
number of firms enter into for some specific purposes to protect
their common interests; if one of them feels that on the whole
it is a loser it will withdraw from the agreement*

Froudhon* s view of the function of federal government is
highly original. It is "the least possible, a rdle of
execution" "in a propecly organised society, everything
should be in continuous growth: science, industry, work,
wealth, public health; liberty and morality should keep pace
With them» There, movement, life, do not stop for a moment•
As principal organ of this movement, the State Is always in
action, since it has ceaselessly to satisfy new needs, m m
questions to solve. If its function of prime mover and higher
director (haut directeur) is unceasing, its works, on the other
hand, are not repeated. It is the hi^iest expression of 

2progress." Its proper role is to be "the genius of the
3collectivity, which fecundates it, directs and enriches it".

1. Ibid., p»7V.
2 • Ibid., p.80.
3 • loc. cit .
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It would be an abuse of its function to leave "roads, canals, 
tobacco, the postal services, the telegraph service, railways, 
etc.” in its charge. In case of need the government may 
intervene in these public services, but normally they could 
do without state regulation or management. Or it may
initiate reform, like for instance the reform of credit, and 
then leave its working wi'fti others • We cannot organise "the 
education of the people" without "a great effort by the 
central authority" . But the shhool should be "as radically 
separated from the State as the Church itself" . The 
administration of justice shmild also be left in local or at 
the most provincial hands . lor need military matters be 
0 entrails ed; "the. militia, magazine, fortresses only pass 
into the hands of the federal authority in the case of war or 
for the special object of mmt otherwise, soldiers and 
armaments remain in the hands of the local authorities»"

We have seen Proudhon offer his anarchist programme to 
solve the problem which, in his opinion, democracy based on 
universal suffrage instead of solving only augments* low we 
have his federalist programie to solve "the political 
contradictions of democracy" . The "poli tical contradic11 ons" 
or "governmental antinomies" into which we find our##!##»
8inking ever more deeply are; "the commdn people 
emancipating thaiselves in proclaiming a perpetual

1• Ibid., pp.78-80•
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dictatorship, the bourgeoisie manifesting Its liberalism in
pushing centralisation to the utmost extreme, the public
spirit corrupting itself in this debaucherj of licence
copulating with despotism, power returning continually into
the hands of intriguers, as Robespierre called them, and the
Revolution, as Robespierre puts it, remaining always in the
hands of the greatest scoundrels."^ Froudhon's point here
is that in spite of the best of intentions democracy of a
unitary or plebiscitary type is unable to avoid any of these
"contradictions". In a prophetic vein he wr ites : "The
twentieth century will open the era of federations, or
humanity will begin again a purgatory of a thousand years."
But there are dangers of an opposite sort which federalism
faces, Froudhon sympathises with the "parochialism"
(esprit de clocher) of the Girondins in its conflict with the
centralising tendency of the Jacobins, The dangers of this
sort of regionalism are equally plain; there is considerable
truth in Lamennais ' remark that it causes "paralysis of the

ii 3extremities and apoplexy at the cenW# . This raises the 
question of the basis on which the constituents of the 
federation are to be organiaed. Unless these can have an 
inherent vitality of their own the fMeral state is bound to

1. Ibid., p.106.
2. Ibid., p.106.
3. Quoted in Frof essor Laski 's introduction to L. Duguit ' s

Law in the Modern Btatea p.XV.
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stagnate. Proudhon wants them to be of "medium” size and
”respeotively sovereign” , How they are to be brought into
existenoe he does not tell us clearly. The federation, we
are told, is to be "progressively” brought into being. But
plainly it will not be through par li amen tary legislation, if
we are to bear in mind his other writings of this period.
In the De la cap a Pit 4 politique Proudhon holds that "the
working class" (la classe ouvrière) has come of age and must
break away from the tutelage of the bourgeoisie. The
political and economic ideal pursued by "the worker's
Democracy” being not the same as that which the bourgeoisie
has pursued since th( Revolution it cannot "figure in the
same p|iriiament"^, Proudhon on the whole favours a
peaceful prograimme# but sometimes he foresees happenings of
an explosive nature in the struggle to realise it. In his
writings of this period we may see in him a precursor of
syndicalism I but he is not its prophet, so that we cannot
expect any clear anticipation of its theory.

The federal constitution cannot howevmp support its own
weight until it is “able to overcome "in the publi c economy
the unceasing causes of dissolution” , Therefore "political

« ^right needs the buttrws of economic right” • When the 
federal government has reformed the political order this will

1, De la capacité politique. Troisième partie, chap,I,
2• Du Principe fédératif, p.107. *
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have to toe followed, toy "a series of reforms In the economic 
order.” These will in the main follow the pattern we have 
outlined in the previous chapter. This economically reformed
federation Proudhon calls ”the agr 1 cultural-industrial

2 3federation*” A little later in the same toook he tells us
that all the economic ideas fashioned toy him during the last
twenty-five years can toe summed up in these three (underlined)
words•

Proudhon's anarchism represents two inconsistent lines 
of thought. Pirstly, he wants the human will to toe complete 
matter,.of itself in society. He is therefore opposed to 
representative democracy, since it involves delegation of 
authority to elected representatives* Some of his criticisms 
of democracy are indeed weighty, tout on the whole he exaggerates 
very much. In this respect he differs from a writer like 
Tocqueville# who, in spite of a keen awareness of the dangers 
of modern democracy, was not one of its hostile critics. 
Froudhon's exaggerated criticisms of representative democracy 
may toe explained toy his faith in an alternative conception,
This is his conception of an ”economic” or "social” constitution 
of society toased entirely on free contracts and involving no

1. Xtoid., pp.110-111.
2 #. Xtoid * p *111.
3 •; Itoid. P''.11S.



delegation of authority to elected représentatives, Binee 
he expects this "social constitution” of his to work without 
the need of a coercive authority like the state, the question 
arises whether it does not imply the as sump ti on of some 
process of natural elimination of conflicts. Proudhon chides 
optimists like Bastiat for believing in a providentially 
provided scheme of harmony for human society. But Bastiat has 
at least the merit of recognising that the state is necessary 
to preserve the basic condition of order against which only 
his "harmonies" can fully emerge, and being quite explicit in 
his faith in divine providence.

The second line of thought which leads Proudhon to 
anarchimm is what 1 have called his scientism, namely the 
belief that in social science we can arrive at conclusions as 
Certain as those which are achieved in physical science# The 
idea that by running human affairs scientifically the element 
of doubt and uncertainty can be eliminated from them is 
prominent' in the history of socialism and may be traced back 
to Saint Simon. On the first line of thought sovereignty 
for Proudhon resides in the individual will; on the second, 
it resides in the ideal set of arrangements which in M s  
opinion can be shown to be the best if only social science 
would play its proper part*

in his federalist theories developed during the last 
few years of his life Proudhon is able to shed some of the 
naivety of the anarchist standpoint of his y linger days. By
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using "federation** (derived from the Latin word "foedus**) in 
its etymological sense of "treatj" or "agreement” he remains 
faithful to his programme of replacing distrlhutive Justice 
hy commutative justice. Proudhon* s view of the rSle of the 
federal state is highly original. It is "the least possible, 
a r01 e of execution" ; on the other hand, primarily it is to 
be "the genius of collectivity" * Therefore the federal 
authority should be looked upon as giving the lead to the 
community %hen either the proper response is not forthcoming 
from the federating units, or when it has something new and 
important to offer. Nevertheless, having shown the way it 
ought to withdraw, since its works canwt repeat themselves^
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Q E A F T E R  I %

Justice and History

Perhaps the fuhdamentai weakness of the Natural Law 
position has been its failure to account for the fact that 
there is an intimate connection between the standards of 
social and political behaviour to be adopted and what is 
actually practical in a given situation. îloreover, to be 
successful in any attempt along desired lines of improvement, 
a keen awareness of the actual trends in social and political 
phenomena can be immensely helpful and sometimes Indispensible. 
These criticisms apply with great force to what is known as the 
modern (post Renaissance) school of Lm#^ The
Schoolmen were no doubt fertile in making distinctions, and the 
trend of mediaeval political theory is conservative. But th#^ 
were apt to .make srtificial distinctions which after a point 
seem to confuse rather than to help. Besides, the essential 
fact remains that most of the time we are trying^to solve given 
social and political prebl#as and fulfil limited and short
term practical objectives. The idea of an eternally fixed 
standard of rightness has the. misleading suggestion that in 
society our primary purpose is to remain loyal to such a 
standard without regard to circumstances.

We have seen how near froudhon is to the Natural Law 
position. At the same time important differences exist 
between his philosophy of justice and the type of political 
theory represented by the chief Natural Law theorists of the
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17th and 18th cehtorios * He lived at a time when what the
late Fr of essor Bury called the "idea of Frogress" was at its
most powerful. The writings of philosophers of history like 

1Vico , Condor cet. Herder, Hegel, Saint Simon and Comte 
stimlated him to construct his own philosophy of history.
In one respect at least Froudhon is very uhlike them. Most 
of them had no sympathy for the Natural Law approach to 
politics, though Kant is a notable exception. But Proudhon 
could not have taken justice to be a relative or subjective 
concept without abandonir^ his entire position. Nevertheless 
he had to search for a formula which could, as it were, 
accommodate his theory of justice to the importance of 
hiitorioal evolution stressed by the critics of the Natural 
Law approach in the Nineteenth Century.

As Froudhon*s interest in the philosophy of history 
continued throughout his career, remarks on the problems of 
the subject which seemed important to his generation are to be

1. Vico, of Course, believed that history moves in cycles.
His thought had remained unknown in France until 
Michelet translated his Frtncipi di una iciensa nuova 
early in the nineteenth century . Froudhon was a great 
admirer of Michelet, and must have read the translation 
with great interest# He wrote to Michelet from prisons 
"you have revealed Vico to me*..” . Qorrespondance. tome IV, 
p .365. Letter of 11th April 1851.
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found in prmotioally all hi# writings. But in mai^ oases 
there are shifts of position and emphasis, I have therefore 
adopted the praotioal procedure of d i s c u s s i i n  the main 
only his position in Do la Justice (neuvième étude, Frogres 
et D&adençe) which contains by far the best statement of his 
views on the subject* Th^e is a further advantage to be 
gained in adopting such a procedure. De la Justice 
represents his last comprehensive work. Whenever I have 
quoted from his other works it has been done either because a 
clearer statement of the ssaae idea was available, or because 
it c ©minted the position held in De la Jus tie#, or because a 
significantly different position is expressed elsewhere. At 
the same time 1 am not oblivious of the fact that De la 
Justice is a polmiic work directed against the Catholic Church, 
the heat of his rhetoric often leading bim to exaggerate in 
order to strengthen his indictment of it.
What is Frogressf

We have seen in a previous chapter that Proudhon arrives 
by an application of his theory of collective force at the 
View that man in the whole of his being is free. This 
1 lbtariani sm plays an important part in M s  approach to the 
concept of progress, I will quote him at length as I think 
it is important to know how far his definition of progress is

FrOgres8 is "the same thing as Justice and Liberty
o .0considered 1 in their movement down the centuries, m in

their action on the faculties which obey them and which they
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modify In virtue of their development, since a synthetic being 
cannot develop itself in one of its powers without the others 
participating in the movement,

“a  theory of Progress, to be complete and true, should 
therefore fulfil the following denditionss-

Ca) Take its point of departure in liberty and Justice 
and thence extend itself to all the faculties of collective and 
individual mans otherwise, progress of one faculty being offset 
by the decline of another, there is no progress ;

(b) Present an accelerated development, not an evolutive, 
parabolic, or concentric movement, which, implying an external 
influence, would always reduce progress to pure fatalism;

(c) Lastly, give the explanation of sin, and therefore 
(par suitel of every decline and social retrogression.”^

1# De la Justice, tome III, neuvi&me étude, p.485. - In this 
part of De la Justice, Proudhon is principally concerned 
with three problemss 1) How is progress to be defined?
2) Is there some general law of historical evolution 
applicable to all human history? 3) What is the general 
explanation of historical decline? There is an even more 
important problem, namely the epistemologicai problem of 
the nature and status of historical knowledge, which he 
rarely touches on. Though it is the central problem of the 
philosophy of history it can be discussed only at some 
considerable length. I have therefore avoided discussing 
it in this chapter.
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The "development” of justice can no doubt be conceived as 
a growing approximation of the various human faculties 
(regarding faculties as Aristotle regards different parts of 
the soul) to their respective functions in the life of man.
But when we try to assign definite meaning to the "action" of 
"Liberty" (Proudhon means by "Liberty" man*s free-will) on 
" the faculties of collective and individual man" we 
immediately come up against all sorts of difficulties.
Proudhon*s taste for metaphysics involves him in the problem 
of free-will in its bearing on history. As it is important for 
this chapter , I will go a little into Proudhon * s approach to it 
to show how he tries to meet it. We know that liberty in the 
sense of a free-will is not anything readily understandable 
like freedom of expression, worship, or freWom from economic 
restrictions of one sort or another which the state guarantees 
to its citizens. But obviously the state cannot give them a 
free-will, and so our metaphysical problem still remains.
' In chapter VI we have seen how Froudhon, in De la Justice 
(eigth study) applies his theory of "collective force" to 
prove freedom of the will. In the ninth study the problem of 
freedom conc^ns him primarily in its relation with human 
history. Mere he seems to attempt a solution somewhmt 
different from the soluti#i of the previous study. Let us 
see how he approaches it now.

Froudhon conceives history as the product of two factors: 
the human free-will and the world of "Nature" as the fl#M of
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strict correlation between cause and effect. Whatever is due 
entirely to "Nature" does not deserve to count as progress.
He reproaches Vico and Aristotle with "making civilisation 
turn in a closed circle," If history "is given entirely in 
the configuration of the globe, in the constitution of the 
species and the mechanism of the mind; in that ease no 
progress; history is pure physiology." And the same thing 
holds good for Herder, Hegel, Saint Simon and other modern 
philosophers of progress. Take Hegel for instance.
Universal hi story is the history of liberty, says this 
philosopher. But liberty for Hegel is nothing but the 
recognition of necessity. But then, Froudhon^l^s, what 
becomes of my liberty; "tell me then o philosophers and 
priests, what part you assign to my liberty, what idea can I
have of progress when from all your words it results that I am
only a marionette?"^ It semis axiomatic to Froudhon that
when liberty plays no part there could be no progress.
Furthermore, he defines progress in such a way that whatever 
phenomenon is explicable in terms of known laws cannot (if 
his definition of "progress" is accepted) be called progress. 
But, it may be said in criticism, there are many fields in 
which We can observe growth# Take technology for instance. 
The growth of technology in different periods of hist#?y may

1 .  I b i d . ,  t o m e  1 1 1 ,  p . 5 0 2
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be explicable in terms of certain tbeories. Yet it is a 
product of human endeavour and not merely a blind and totally 
unmeditated phenomenon, Proudhon points out that laws or 
stages of history which philosophers like Hegel claim to have 
discovered are really not genuine laws ; that in fact they are 
not arrived at except by ignoring many of the important and 
known facts of history, Furthermore, he maintains that the 
purpose of history is primarily to understand the past and not 
to Cast the horoscope of mankind• Historical horoscopes 
cannot be cast, not necessarily because men*s wills are free, 
but because somehow the actions of men in society over long 
periods remain in a large degree unpredictable. If Froudhon 
wishes to say more than this and to seek for something more 
fundamentally assignable to free-will it is difficult to see 
how it is going to be found, His mathematical metaphor that 
development to be free must be "accelerated" and not merely 
" tevoluMvel, parabolic or concentric” will not help him. 
diven the universal laws of mechanics and known initial 
conditions the motion of a body will be expressed by an equation 
not only when it describes a parabola or moves in a circle but 
equally when it moves with some definite acceleration. When 
the acceleration of a body is irregular and cannot be expressed 
in an equation then #viqusly some unWown factor is at work 
which the physicist observing it will try to discover, Imbility 
to do so will not induce him to ascribe free-will to it. To 
point out that h m m n  beings are not like physical bodies is

.7
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quite in order, but that by itself does not mean that we are
justified in ooneluding to a free-will from our Inability to
formulate a law of historical development having predictive
value. But, perhaps, what Proudhon is struggling to express
by his term "acceleration” is something analogous to what
Bergson later expressed by his term "duration” . Aceording to
Bergson, our past manifests itself in us "wholly”
( i ntëgra 1 mient ), as s omet hi ng c ontinu ou sly a c cumul a t ing,
though what becomes rpresented in consciousness is only a
small fraction of it. Since the past survives in us in this
total way, we can never go over the same state twice; in fact
the very attempt to do so makes the experience different.
” Thus our personality pushes on, growing and ripening.
ceaselessly, Bach of its moments has something which adds
itself to what went before. To go further : it is not only

■1sometMng new, it cannot be foreseen,” As he says in Time
and Free Will, to foresee anything completely is to live it.

In Time and Free Will Bergson examines the question of
free-will at great length. His argument is that every attempt
to explain freedom comes back to the question whether duration
(i.e. real time as distinguished from mechanical time) can be
represented by any procedure which uses the c one ept of

%extension. This, in terms of his theory, cannot be done.
The conclusion he reaches is that freedom is real but

1. L* Evolution Urea trice, p.6



1indefinable,
In fact, bowever, Proudhon holds that progress, properly 

so called, must be all-round, or at least must not offset an 
advance in one respect by decline in others. This leads him 
to certain alternative criteria of progress in the following 
manner,

As there seems to be very little reason to assume that 
human beings have grown physically or as "organisms", we 
should try to see if in ”the sphere of the mind” the story is 
any different. Doubtless in the human species taken as a 
whole there is "augmentation of the sum of knowJe dge” • But 
to this undeniable fact of progress must be opposed "two 
barring consideratimis (deux fins de non^recevolrl : one is 
the invariability, if not the decline of, the faculties, of 
the mind; the other, yet again the invariability, if not the 
decline of art#” We cannot say that ”the powers of the 
understanding, imagination, memory are proportional to the 
(sum of) accumulated facts and deduced laws ; that for 
example the lew tons, the Kants, the Duvi m? s were greater 
geniuses than the Aristotles and the Archimedes.” Although 
the "shop of science” fills up and science extends its dmiain 
”there is no increase in intelligence, the cerebral function 
remains the same” . We may here make a comparison with Bacon*i 
view of the scientific method# His method of exclusi«.

1. Time and Free Will, authorised translation by #.L,Pog#om* 
pp.219-221.
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especially, wma so devised that it could be successfully
1

applied by minds of ordinary acutemess working diligmtly.
expected that results would be obtained by applying this 

method of his which would otherwise have remained 
unattainable even to superior minds. Froudhon does not 
seem to think that any such infallible method cam b# f ound 
and realises that discoveries of importance are generally 
made by super 1er minds. But he is right in insisting that 
even seemingly simple discoveries like the discovery of the 
specific gravity of a solid by Archimedes required an act of 
genius no lea# creative than Newton*s discovery of the 
principle of gravitation.

The development of science seems to be accoi#anied by a 
dJjalTOtion in our powers of intuition, w M c h  may be seen 
clearly in art aa# literature» it would appe^ that 
language retains its freshness and beauty only for a short 
while: "In proportion as philosophy, dialectic, technology
flourish poetry wilts."

Let us see if 'Mae progress of industry and the growth 
of capital provides a better for pr^resi. The
protagonists of progress tell us of the growth of horse-powwi 
they count their locomotives, their wagons, their ships, their 
bo1#ins, and what not. They go into raptures over

1. See lovunJbrganm. book 11,
la Justice, tom# III, pf ,4iV-4B9.
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balamce-mheets of banks, the taxes gathered by the Treasury,
the milliards of the publie debt and of mortgages # We are
told about ” the growing prosperity" of mankind. But what is
this prosperity actually? Proudhon thinks, as did the
socialists of his time, that the mass of people have
absolutely no share in this prosperity; on the, contrary it
is only a limited class, "the industrial feudalism” as he
calls it, which benefits at the exp'OWe of the community as
a whole. Where then is progress ? There is none, because
"the number of the exploited being greater than before, there
is retrogression. Proudhon thinks that the Indus trial
devolution has only led to the impoverishment of the labouring
classes. His argument therefore imy be reduced to this.
The number of poor people has increased, and the poor of
today are poor or than the poor of (say) fifty years ago.
The increase in the number of the poor and in their poverty
is hardly made up for by the increase in mmb#? of the rich
and in the extent of their riches . The mode of exploitation
under the economic system which now prevails Is really a- nmr

2form of f eudalism,
Gan we speak of imral progress?' Em?e our doubt seems 

ohly to increase, Bine# the estab 1 istment of Ghriatianity 
the attitude that the Gospel represents the highest code of

1, Ibid., tom© III, pp.48f«4il,,
2. Manuel du spéculateur j preface to the Ilird Bdlticm,
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morality has only led to an Increasing neglect of ethics, 
just as Christianity was responsihle for the neglect of 
science# It is only since Descartes that the free reason has 
been applied to the study of ethics. Even in this limited 
period the work of philosophy has been largely nullified, for 
believing that with metaphysics it was doing the wo A  of 
Christianity it has only returned to the standpoint from which 
it made its departure in Bescartes, But the work of 
Christianity as a set of institutions must be distinguished 
from the significance of the message of Jesus, Even though 
historically speaking there is no strong warrant for crediting 
the Christian era with having contributed to moral progress^,

1# This is misleading. Even if Christianity has not made men 
morally better (something extremely difficult to prove) it 
has, even on Proudhon* s position, contributed greatly to 
the acceptance of certain ethical ideas which alone can 
bring about any large-scale improvement of human morals •
In many other places, however, he does justice to the 
OWlstlan religion. In the second memoir on property he 
writes; "Without the Ghrlstlatdty of the middle ages, the 
existence of modern society could not be explained, and 
would not be possible." (p#67|. In Melanges (tome II, p# 
he regards Ghrlstlani% as one of "the four great 
revo lut ions of humanity", the other three beings 
polytheism, (the'art of) philosophic disputation 
(philosophlsme) and doctrInarianlsm.
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we mist nev#ptheX#3s ooncexve progress as ”abowA all a 
phenomenon of the moral order, whose movement.then spreads 
itself, whether for good, or for ill, to all faculties of the 
Gollectiv© and individual human being." In the next section, 
we shall see how Proudhon wishes this "phenomenon of the moral 
order" to be understood. As far as the problem of freedom is 
concerned, the truth is that Proudhon has certain philosophical 
predilections which impel him to reject the more out-mod-out 
deterMMatiif theories, but so far as working out his own 
theory is concerned he has not the necessary discipline to 
essay it with diligence. Moreover, he has acquired a certain 
amount positivism from the Enlightenment philosophers and the 
positivists of his time such as Feuerbach and Gomte, and 
perhaps even Marx. This makes him very often impatient of 
philosophical speculation. Speaking realistically, theref 
he now finds it c anvenient to tell his readers: "Liberty is
essentially practical and active; it declines w h m  it indulges 
in speculation.*

It seems that on the whole Proudhon favours a self- 
determinist approach. This would involve him in the problem of 
the self if he^'wer# not content to adopt a somewhat rhetorical 
device* "physical humanity moves ; it proceeds from birth to 
death; this movement is called life. Intelligent human!ty

1. De la Justice» tome IfX, p.612.
2* Ibid., tome III, p*611.
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moves; It proceeds from Instinct to reflexion, from 
intuition to deduct ion: this movement is logic. Religious,
political, industrial^ or artistic humanity also moves ; it 
goes from monarchy to democracy, from polytheism to monotheism; 
it has its reactions and its decadences; it completes more or 
less long p#?iods, in a continual to and fro movement. 
Reasoning by analogy, the better so because liberty is 

dstic to all that is inevitable, I say that the
liberal, moral, justice loving humanity must also move,"
It is clear that Froudhon is here speaking metaphorically.
It is human beings who move from life to death, not humanity. 
The analogy between the bodily process of growth and decay and 
such processes as the development of religion, politics. 
Industry, art, justice and liberty hardly proves freed cm in 
a philsopMcal sense* Nevertheless, even though he" is so 
far not. very sucoessful in his attempt ' to prove freedom, he 
is trying to do somethin# fundamental. If I may state 
Froudhon* s thought in own words it wohld be somewhat like 
this Î "All these human activities Cscience, religion, 
politics, industry, art, etc•) have proceded in history as 
they have, and will proceed in history as they might, not 
Wholly because certain laws of a physical, biological, 
psychological, sociological, or any sort soever, are 
applicable to thmi. All these laws may be true, but this by 
no means preclude# our (i.e. of those involved in them)

1. Ibid., tomeili, p .512.
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responsibility for things that happened in the past and may 
happen in the future# Ultimately (whatever that may mean) 
men make (and mar) their own history." So we can have both 
progress and decline. Frogress, in ethical terms, consists 
in the "Justification or perfecting of humanity by itself" i
conversely, morally considered decline is the "gorruption or

/ 1diS#olution of humanity by itself

A  Possible Griterion of ?rogress
Having seen broadly how far Proudhon succeeds in

clarifying the concept of progress for us, we have next to
consider whether he provides us with a working criterion for
evaluating particular periods of history In terms of progress
and decline# èM was indicated earlier we can visualise the
p01e of justice in our lives (in the sense that every human
faculty has an optimum which may be more or less approximated
to) # The difficulty arises in the case of "Liberty" , When
a particular faculty has developed how are we to decide how
far it is a result of the op era ti mis of a free-will and how far
a product of some tmidency inherent in the faculty its elf (or
due to environmental influences) ? Proudhon could say that
even though a particular faculty can develop only along some
definite lines and the environment provides the stimulus for
th^ moÉI part for any given development, the precise extent and 

/
quality of the development may well depend on the nature of 

1# Ibid., tome III, p #512.



our choice and effort* laoh individual makes decisions in 
hi a life and to regmd these decisions as entireiy 
#piphenomenal would h# a piece of dogmatism* On the other 
hand we know, it zmy he saidagainst this, that people of 
the same type tend to make similar decisims in si#lar 
circumstances » But, following Bergson, we may distinguish 
two kinds of ;pred4dtioni "a probable conclusion” drawn from

■fi

a M&nw'ledg# 'of the antecedents of an action, and a claim to
: ■ ’ 1 
"an infallible foresight" from such knowledge.- The former#
it is clear, in no way affects the argument for fre^taa* Th#
latter can only be a piece of dogmatism.

fortunately howevi# Froudhon provides us with one
possible way out of #iis psobl» which he has failed to solve
philosophically*. Justice and lib#ty meet in a freely
arrived at contract (whi,cfe at the same time does not violate
the dictate# of justice), "Justice is the -pact of llhm'ty"
he tells us. Bi other words, in so far as mda. are able to
arrange their' affairi on the baais of free (and just) contracts
they are really fr##'. 1# may regard, this as, a not -ÀeHy
unsatiaf#'C W r y  way of g^etting armind the pMlosopMcal. probl#*
of freedom * . Fr’Ogress on this view would comist in" the growth
of this mwmer' of conducting: .3dnm#n affairs at 'the expems# of
othm Class Just and less free) methods *

At on# place im De la #m#ti#e .frospihon seems to hold that

/
1. Time a#d #^## lill* p*l#3*
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the m m m r #  of consists in "th# numb#? of laws that
are ob#©rv#d” # After what he has saM about lib#?ty and
just ice he cannot mean by it any laws whatsoever that happen 
to be enf orced. fresMably he mean# the hmber of Just Ifwrs 
which are voluntarily acG#t#d by the citizens as promoting 
the development of a moral and free personality. As he 
does not pursue this line of thou#it beyond stating this b m #  
and somewhat obscure criterion I need not oonsider it any 
further »

History as the Evolution of Justice
Philosophers of history often adopt seme part imlar view 

as to the "signlficanc# of history# For Marx all hiatm?y 
siAsequmt to primitive communism is the history of class 
Struggl#; for Hegel history is the drama of the 
Ob J #c t if i ca ti on of Absolute Bpirit; for Oteistian 
pMlosopher8 it is the unfolding of God*# purpose on earth»
Such theories, as to the significance of hlatcry differ from a 
hypo th# si# on wWLch a historian may work while investi gating: 
a specific historical probl## (say the hypothesi# that the 
■decline of Buddhism in India in the sévwath cen’tey was due to ■ 
the corruption of j^friglnal creed by idolatrous form# of 
worship borrow^ from Brahimnicml source#.}. A# hypeth.esi:s of 
this latter kind m #  b# c«fli»ei by the ma#s of available' 
material or may seem to go against it, in which case some 
other hypothesis may bmv# to be #d#p##d 'WMch is better' able ' ■ 
to mCoount for the fact#» fheorl## like them# of legM, and ' .
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Marx on the other immX are extrmely diffioult to réfuté for
the aimpl# reason that their very amhiguity enaure# a
possible reply to every likely objection. Nevertheless they
have suggested new angles of approaoh to Mstorloal phenomena
and atlMulated the disc every of new techniques of histm^ical
interpretation* If they are regarded solely in this light a
historian need not bbject to their being forimlated#

Froudhon has a number of such theories* Hlstw»y may be
regarded as the history of the revolts of the people against
succeasivé maMfeatations of property^; it may be regardM, as.
the growth of humanity in the school of wari or we may view It
as the atory of the development of the human mind from
instinct and intuition to intellect; and on some theories of 

2similar' #c#e*
There is howev#? one interpretation of Mstory which he 

finds basic in # way in Which none of the ether.Wmeorie# are, 
This is the theory t M t  justice 'more than amything "Olse is what 
man is meant to realise in Matory. If X may so put it, it is

1, Gr, as he pmt#, it in %4orie d© la propriété* "âctmally, 
the history of natioms* ,«is very often cmly the M.story of 
property*" p,141,

2# It Is not always clear whether he adopts, any such thS'Ory 
as on© among many useful ways of concii.vihg hist'Cry or 
in some ,fundamental way as its most significant



in Jus tic# he seek# the "meaning” of history. In the
senie of the most fundamental effloieht eause and goal of 
history. "civilisation Is the produot of right”, he wrote 
to his friend Glero. Bine# men ar# free to make th^r own 
history, it may he remarked, it can only he an accident 
(granted that it is true that Justice or right has heen the 
motive force of civilisation) that hitherto one particular 
aspect of society, namely that of justice, has constituted 
the ri^on. d*$tr# of everything else. In De la or dation de 
l'ordre, he a eems to he aware of this possihl© .criticisms 
"hi:story is the general picture of the developmmit of all the 
SCie3#les| now, as scientific spéculât Iona do not merge into
one another, there ire no universal laws of îiist^wy, because

Æthere is no universal, science*" It must be pointed, out that 
in this book the influence of contwporary positivism on our 
author is at its highest. Her#, like #»t#, he #mc.#iv#s 
history as a growth of mind* (A way of viewing history 

adopts elieA'Cre also*) Fresummbly he tMnks that the 
growth, of the human mind is. jpit clearly reflected In the 
development of science.*

In the last quotati on he i# denyi.i%, that the general 
cours# of history can be predicted* let on the next pm## he

1» %m#ted by Georg## ,#urviWh, op. cit*., p.####.
2 • p*«



refera W  M s  own version of Comte* s law of three stages^,
How is this apparent oontradiotlon to he explained? First of 
all, this law is general and applies only to the most general 
oharaot i^isties of the var i ous s cienc es « On i ts has is no 
prediction of actual developments in any given field of 
knowledge can he made. Secondly, this principle can he 
conceived as a theory about the qualitative growth of 
knowle(%e, It may help if I make a comparison with Freud's 
view of the growth of human personality* Accordi^ to 
Freud, h m m m  beings pass through three stages : the oral, the
a m i  and the genital stage. A healthy pmpsomlity overcoming 
the difficulties of these stages Should arrive at the adult 
level. But actually iMividuals often so to say get stuck 
at the first or the second stage# Even in the normal 
pmsmality elements of the ,ear lier stages remain, ■ Freud 
thinks, that the process of growth, if not frustrated thrm#; 
one Cause or another, is bound to go through these stage#*
The law of three stages is like the »eiAian. theory of 
of persomality growth in that, on it, the growth of the 
iadividual. mind (as well as the th%#it and imstituticm#' in 
which the social mind expresses itself) mist ultimtely pass to

1# As w# have seen, froudhon*s thr#e stages are: .iMlgion,
FMlospphy and MetWaysiW,# $## Chap, I, - For a .
dis«iiiom of G o m ^ s  law of stag#» ### i^ofessor m*i. ^
Acton's paper "Wmt#'# positivism ,aWl th# sclenc# of ]

vol, mvi, ' ■
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a higher level of knowledge (religion W  metaphysics, or 
metaphysics to positive knowledge, as in Gomte) in its growth. 
Originally the law of three stages is claimed to be a 
generalisation from history, but in the end it seems to bee cm e 
an a priori principle. Freud's theory is of course only 
meant to describe the growth of individual personality. But 
the law of three stages assumes some simple correlation between 
the stages of development of the individual mind and the 
Various activities in whi ch the social mind expresses itself. 

Coining to history, hot in the sense of a branch of 
knowledge, but in the sense of the events which it studies, 
we find an analogous principle of development, Proudhon 
views this principle of development as the principle of the 
evolution of Justice (in the sense of the basis on which human _ 
relationships are conducted) • The evolution of Justice may be 
conceived as the gradual realisation of the principle^ of 
commutative Justice• Or It may be conceived as the gradual 
substitution of the authority of individual conscience for the 
authority of agencies external to it (whether the Church, the 
state or some abstraction like the General Will), The 
development of Justice can always be interrupted and there can 
be decline as well# But sometimes the decline may really be 
only a crisis, of growth which it is necessary to go through 
before pass in# to a higher level of Justice, Froudhon goes 
into consideraMe historical discus siens but, as far as I can 
see, there is no clear correlation between the stag OS of
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1knowledge ant the stages In the evolution of justice# One 
principle applies both to the advance of knowledge and to social 
development# In the development from religion to science 
there is increasing emphasis on facts and a stricter and 
clearer grasp of fundamental principles; the reliance on 
intuition and authority is replaced more and more by 
ratiocination and observation. In the beginning it is 
"social spontaneity” which se#ms to be relied upon for ;
rasolving difficulties * But as society becomes more !
complicated the sources of this spontaneity begin to dry up

1. In Gomte the correlation between the stages of knowledge jI
and the stages of society is a simple one. To the
theological stage corresponds a predatory-military type of
social organisation, whereas an industrial type of society
corresponds to the positive stage* In the intermediate
metaphysical stage smie sort of defensive military. form^_
of organisation prevails. Going further in his
sch#matisation he even discovers stages of f eeli%
corresponding to the stages of knowledge. (I Imve followed
Prof. Acton's account). Proudhon's view about stages of
history, unlike his views about the stages of îmoR?ledge,
differ from Gomte's. Proudhon sees in the French
iievolution the inauguration of the final phase in the
development of justice. Ctmite on the other hand regards it
as based essentially on "metaphysleal” ideas like rights,
Natural Law, etc.; .its liberalism being only a form of 
egoism.
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(âô he seems to think) » ” The time is gone when socle ties
moved by a sort of Intuition and spontaneity... i .The
spontaneity of the masses is exhausted ; the movement of the
century (1 .e. the 19th century) has brought in politics as
aim #erything else, the reign of principles which is that of
reflexion, without which there can be henceforth only1
retrogression and decline,”

Before closing this section I will say a few words 
about Proudhon's view of the rble of religion in history# 
"Religion is essentially a diviner ; it is a mythology of 
right* So despite what he says against the Gatholic 
Church, religion was so to say the first school of Justice#
As regards Christianity, as seen earlier, he separates the 
original teaching of Jesus from the additions and 
modifications introduced into it. Nevertheless, though so 
much was: done to pervert it, Jesus * work cannot be wholly 
undone, He "fused together and identified religi on and 
ethics, two things which Were radically separate before,
although the fear of the gods was given as the sanction of

3 " .human obligations With the French Revolution commences
a new era# The working @3#  of the principles of the Révolu##:|
will gradually diminish the need for religion, Her haps

1, Lettre I Doctre Ciavel, 26th October 1861. Qorrespondance 
tome XI, p.265.

2 • De la Justice, tome IV, p.28.
3, Jésus et les origines du Christianise. P#23E*
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ultlmmtely this need may disappear altogether*
The Explanation of Decline in History

The third object of his philosophy of progress is to 
explain the fact that we have not only progress hut also
decline in history. it is clear that a philosophy of
history which is m^ely a "philosophy of progress" cannot be 
considered to be satisfactory. Proudhon calls the 
explanation of decline in history "the explanation of sin", 
apparently using "sin" as a synonym for decline. It is not 
clear why he makes such an identification. At one place at 
least he seems to think that there was some sort of harmoMoas 
state in which human sooieties originally flourishM^ from 
which they have subsequently fallen. This state was 
characterised by the fact that men loved Justice and "right" 
for their own sake. There was no conflict between their 
ideals and the dictates of Justice. To be virtuous and just 
men need not only an awareness of what is wrong and what is
right:* They also need the drive of powerful sentiments to
aid them in doing their duty. Hellgion has been ms m t i a l 
to humanity for this very reason (thmgh religion too may 
degenerate, as happened in the case of the jewish people just 
before the time of loses - when "the public cult literally 
became an emcitation #  mvarice, pride and debauchery" - .and 
for fiv# or six centuries before Qhrlst). When Justice 
does not form part and parcel of the religi'mis ideal men 
remain in the path of social conformity and avoid iniquity
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Gilt of fear of the gods, out of self-Interest or from fear of
the established authority. Iheïi this takes plaoe m m  have
so to say lost their virtue. Declihe abd disintegration are
bound to follow unless this moral damage is repaired. It is
in this rather vague sense that Proudhon talks of “sin",
“The first oauie of sin, it must be said, the principle of all
the social retrogressions, is in the separation, more or less
gratuitous ^gratuit e), of what man possesses in himself of the
most elevated, the just and the ideal. This division
(scission) is not peculiar to civilised epochs; it appears at

. 1all degrees of civilisation^ * * , This "division" between 
the ideal and justice appears in many forms. In the period 
of religion it is between the religi ous ideal and justice.
In our time it takes other forms, such as "art for art * s sake", 
w M o h  are only modern versions of the "worship of false gods" « 
But this original state of virtue does not form an essential 
part of froudhon's e^lanation of decline In hie tory. le 
entertains the idea but does not commit himself cl early » At
other places he is sceptical of ideas like Housseau^s state of 
nature or the myth of the noble savage derived from it. The 
essential thing about fregress is that men*S' Ideals must 
Wrmonise with the dictates of justice (since already by 
definition progress cannot take place without progress in 
justice I #, But this sewms like saying some such thing as s

1* Be la yuiticej tome III, pp.S#6«6#T#
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"Binee progress Is the realisation of justice men can progress 
only when they love justice, in other words to progress they 
must love progress (justice)" . Taken in this sense it 
reduces itself to the status of a moral maxim like "Love 
virtue if you want to be virtuous" .

froudhon^8 theory of "the explanation of sin" in history 
is probably more the declaration of a moralist*s faith than 
something that could be verified from the study of history.
But it is also intended as a theory about the fundamental 
nature of "every decline and all the retrogressions," Thus 
froudhon s ems to lu#> together three tMngsi (1| decline In 
s m e  particular respect (such am, say, the decline of ^glish 
poetry in the latter half of W e  19th century) ; (2) general
decline over a short period (say the real or assumed decline 
of a colonial country for a few years immediately after it has 
secured independence) ; (3) general decline over a long period
(as in the Dark Ages). In this way he is claiming one 
possible approach to the phenomenon of historical decline as 
the only correct approach, and is doing something similar to 
what the Marxist does when he explains all wars in terms of 
the theory of class struggle. Before leaving it to the 
historian to refute or verify Proudhon^s theory from history 
two points may be noted, Firstly, that froudhon«s 
definition of progress is persuasive# He is not willing to 
call "progress" of the things we should normally be
inclined to count as sighs of progress# Secondly, even if
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we grant him his definition of progress it is duite possible 
that justice (in his sense of commutative justice) may most 
easily be realised as something not directly pursued for its 
own sake but from the pursuit of other activities . It is 
often said that happiness is better attained as a by-product 
of the successful pursuit of ends other than happiness*
Since Proudhon’s idea of justice is really a whole conception 
of how the relationships of human beings should be conducted 
it is probable that by trying to produce a particular type 
of society we should be producing situations which went 
counter to such a conception* On the other hand when 
individuals are pursuing their own particular ends (such as 
financial security for their families) types of social 
arrangements em^ge which work for justice, though none of 
them originally worked for bringing them about* But 
Proudhon is right in holding that no amount of mere 
enlightened self-interest will produce a fair systmi of 
sharing the burdens and advantages of living in society.
The heavy accent which he puts on justice arose from his 
dislike of utilitarianism* levactheless in his economic 
theories he shared some of the laissez-faire ideas of the 
Utilitarian Bchool. On the whole he recognises that things 
cannot be left altogether to men’s sense of justice; that 
situations need to be contrived in which their non-altruistic 
propensities are utilised to secure results not attainable 
otherwise.
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Nummary of froiidhon’s view of Justice

It is by now clear that jProudhon buiIds his theory of 
justice into a political philosophy by combining with it 
elements only some of which are logically necessary to it, 
while some are connected with it only indirectly. Having 
examined his political philosophy at some length I shall now 
try to abstract from it his answer to the spécifie question; 
What is justice? In the final chapter I shall give an 
account of some other theories of Justice with a view to 
showing how it may be answered.

Proudhon treats justice on a number of levels. In a 
very wide sense it is almost synonymous with any basic 
principle, whether of metaphyslcs, morals, aesthetics, 
ec onomi cs or poll tics . As he puts it; "Justice, let us not 
be afraid of repeating ourselves, under divers names, governs 
the world, nature and humanity, science and conscience, logic 
and ethics, political economy, politics, history, literature 
and art," In this sense Jitptice becomes a generic term 
under which all manner of laws and principle# are subsupted.
He seems to derive great inspiration from this very hazy 
eoncept and êhdows it with a mystique.

In a more specific sense Proudhon identified justice 
with "'that' part of moral philosophy which char act eri s es the 
subject in society," Even this sense, it is clear, is too 
wide. In society men are found to be trying to bbtain not 
only some particular conception of justice, but also show such



ethical virtues as benevolenoe, charity and love.
On the level, however, at which Proudhon usually defines 

justice it has two aspects, which may he called the subjective 
and the objective aspects of justice. Subjectively it is 
"the respect spontaneously felt and reciprocally guaranteed 
for human dignity, in whatever person and in whatever 
circumstances it may be imperilled, and whatever may be the 
risks to which its defence may expose us" . Thus defined 
justice is the respect due to each person just because he is 
a fellow human being. Psychologically, Proudhon in De la 
Justice regards it as "a faculty of the soul" .

But justice for Proudhon is also an objective principle. 
By this he means that though the contents of justice vary with 
time, in its final form it is immutable and eternal. It is 
a reality in the sense that it is gradually discovered rather 
than formed or contrived to suit our Gonvenience. Thus 
Proudhon’s view of justice comes close to the Natural Law

Besides being the respect due to human dignity,- justice 
also governs the more tangible of human relatiohs like the 
exchange and the distribution of wealth. That is, the 
objective aspect of justice is what regulates or should 
regulate social affairs. Here Proudhon rightly realises that 
justice and equality are intimately connected. In the first 
memoir on property he regards equality as a natural right.
The question arises in What sense are human beings equal.
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Proudhon* 3 answer is that they all have the same “ essence" • 
Equality in this sense is for him analogous to the sense in 
which it is held that God is no res pec tor of persons and Is 
interested equally in their redemption; to the sense in 
which equality is supposed to he a natural right ; or, in 
ICant’s sense, each person is an end. From this it does 
not follow that everybody should be treated equally well.
As Burke puts it, "All men have equal rights, but not to 
equal t h i % s *" It seems to me that we must, following Mr. 
B.F. Oarrltt, distinguish between "rights" and "claims". 
Equality is the most important of our "claims". But when a 
claim of mine conflicts with a stronger claim of my neighbour, 
his claim should have priority over mine. The only sense in 
which I am my neighbour’s equal is, that our respective 
claims should be "equally considered".

In the beginning Proudhon insisted on strict equality 
of wealth. Thus he translates equality as a claim into 
equality in practice. As he putslÜ in the second memoir on 
property, "Men, equal in the dignity of their persons, and 
equal before the law, should be. equal in their conditions."
As justice cannot be separated from desert, it would seem 
that equality in this last sense can only be a negation of 
Justice. But Proudhon uses a tour de force to get around 
this difficulty# Applying his theory of "collective force" 
he comes to the conclusion that talent is a creation of 
society and therefore deserves no spëciai reward.
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Gradually however, Proudhon is able to refine his
Gonoeption of equality. As he grows maturer he identified
equality with "commutative justice" . Proudhon horrows this
latter term from Aristotle, but uses it in his own sense. He
restricts his use of the term “commutative justice" to justice
in exchanges. But the exchanges Proudhon has in mind are
exchanges on the basis of “free contracts". Proudhon's
"commutative justice" is therefore to be conceived on the
commercial metaphor ; it is the balancing of the debit and the
credit sides of an account.' This, however, answers our
question “What is justice?" only partially. For, to continue
the commercial metaphor, the more important part of the
question still remains to be answered, namely, "On what basis
are the debit and the credit sides of the system of economic
exchat^es to be computed?" Proudhon’s answer to this question
can be found only in his i conomic programme. But this much
may be said in this summary: he wants society to be organised
solely as a system of free exchanges^ that is on the basis of
his concept of "commtative justice". As a writer in Esprit
says, Proudhon’s conception of justice "is above all
Characterised by the reduction of all forms of justice to the1type of cmmutative justice." Whether this is possible is a 
question wîdch concmns us as political theorists or a#

1# 1. Yves Simon* s Notes sur le fédéralisme proudhonien
(Esprit, April, 1937). #uoted by de Lbbac, op, cit., 
p.216, Footnote 76.
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eGomoml at s but not In our dis cuss ion of the speoiflo problem 
of justice.

In terms of his dimlectio we may note an important 
conception of justice# Proudhon thinks that the universe is 
constituted by conflicting elements poised in balance against 
each other• These are his “antinomies", to be found not 
only in nature but also among human beings. It is possible.
and often happens, that justice may be secured not because we [
consciously strive for it, but as a result of interaction
between|elem#mts none of which was designed for the purpbse of
securing the kind of result Which eventually ensues. Thus
property may be an institution based primarily on human
selfishness, and the state an instrument of tyranny\ But
Jointly they may have consequences which facilitate the
realisation of Justice# Thus "natur#" herself can and ought
to be made to serve the ends of husmn Justice#

Proudhon is very much pr#-occupied with the problem of
th@ “sanctl^" of'Justic#. lor' him in the end there are only
two Ways of loo king at Justice i as having its sanction in the#■
©«mscience of man, or in something outside him. The fmimmt 
conceives it as "a system of immanence", the latter as "a 
systm of transce^ancm" # To find the sanction of justice 
outside # 1# iitpian corns#!me# is to deprive the human p#*s#n 
of M s  dignity# This of course does not m # m  m re#^' 
to selfishness, sine# Justice is not to be conceived 
imdivi#mli#tically but on a basis ef "mutuality" , Proudhon’s
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quarrel with GWistlamity is that by stressing the orlgiml 
©erruptlOîi of man It tends to abolish the dtstinotion between 
"just" and “unjust", and that by conceiving Justice as 
dependent on the will of God it deprives it of its basis in 
human conscience. Ee thinks that in doing this it is at one 
with other religions . In this he is not right, as the views 
of rationalist theologians like it . Thomas Aquinas show « But 
he is so far right that even for Aquinas the lex &et.erna Is 
above all human laws.
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Gonelus ion: What is Justice?

We have seen how by using "justice" in various senses 
Proudhon makes of it an omnibus term which does service not
only in political philosophy, but in ethics and to some extent
metaphysics as well• This will appear strange to the 
contemporary student of philosophy. But the history of the 
term “justice" affords some excuse for this. In Homer and
Hesiod justice is of divine origin. Dike, the goddess of
judgments, is born of a union of Zeus and Themis, the goddess 
which is "no more than the personification of the rational

1
thought or "counsel" of Zeus in all its manifest aspects."
The idea that justice is not only the regulating principle of
the relations between human beings but also a principle of
order in the universe is probably a common feature of the
period of the beginning of philosophy . "The sun will not
overstep M s  measures; if he does, the Erinyes, the handmaids

2of Justice, will find M m  out" , says Heraclitus • The Sanskrit 
words rta and dharma include an analogous idea in their 
connotations.

In the Hepublic Plato uses thé word ' 5t.Krf-i»0ff*ev“y to

1. Giorgio del Vecchio, Justice, pXTniversity Press,

2. John Burnet, Early Greek PMlosophy. Fragment 29, 
following Bywater^ of Heraclitus, p.135.
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1
cover almost the Whole of virtue , and objects to its use in

2the sense of "giving every man his due" #
The Stoics held that God not only makes the constituents 

of the universe follow certain uniform principles but provides 
us with fixed rules of conduct for our good which we can 
discover by the light of reason. Qhristianity took over this 
idea from the ancient world and it has never since lost its 
appeal completely. Indièd as long as the religious view of 
the world prevailed human aspirations and norms were bound to 
be viewed as connected with the world outside which provides 
the setting for their realisation.

The seventeenth and eighteenth century philoso^ers of 
Natural Law whittled down this organic connection between man 
and the universe to an analogy between them. Natural Law is 
like mathematical laws in that it too is obvious like them 
(Grotius) « With Hume this analogy is found to be invalid.

in British philosop^, # m e *s distinction between logical 
and empirical statements and between these and judgments of 
value has been taken to have finally disposed of theorie# of 
Natural Law, which are held to arise from confusing these 
very distinctions• In the writings of comtemporary positivist 
philosophers (Ayer, Carnap, Bt evens on, etc.i, many improvements

1. Barker, Greek Political Theory, Plato and his 
predecessors, p.153.

2 •  D e l  V e c c h i o ,  o p . c i t . ,  p . 1 9 .
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upon this basic threefold distinction have been mmde. On 
the specific problem of the nature of ethical sentences 
Professor Btevenson’s Ithics and Language and Professor 
Barnes* Ithics without Propositions (Aristotelian Society, 
Supplefflentary Vol. XXII ), provide the best discussions.
But Hume * s position in this regard has r etained its 
fundamental validity.

Without going into the discussion of the specifically 
logical problems involved in the Natural Law position it may 
be said that the three kinds of locution are not utterly 
disparate. First of all, not only can analytic and 
empirical sentences be contradictory, but sentences 
containing an ought can also contradict each other.
Secondly,, we make inferences in-ethics as in. other fields. 
Take for instance the following examples-

If any debt falls due at any time, it ought to be paid 
at that time;
And this debt falls due now;

' 1And therefore this debt ought to be paid now.
The first and third sentences contain an ought, whereas the 
second is an empirical statement. In this respect the 
inferential process involved here differs from inferences 
made in cases where there is no "ought" ,

1. 'Taken from Mr. A*N# frier’s book Logic and the Basis of 
Ethics, p.41.
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Ethical rules have been, compared to logical rules.
Both share the property of being factually neither true nor
false. If, as Professor Barnes recommends, ethical rules
are declarations of attitudes, logical rules are also in
scme degree dependent upon the logician’a choice.

Before coming to the question of this chapter, namely,
"What is justice?", I should like to say a few words about
the position of Natural Law theories on the Gontinent. The
tradition.of Natural Law, much more firmly rooted in
Gontinental thought, has survived the positivist onslaught
of the last century in what is known as "the revived Law of
Nature", of the n eo^Eantian Rudolf Stammler and among Thoraist 

1philosophers• To some extent this is a travesty of the old 
#&tural Law theory. On the theory of Stammler, for instance, 
the actual content of Natural Law varies with circumstances, 
but for a given c ont ext it is fixed and is (morally) 
absolutely binding. But once the simplicity of the old 
Natural Law is given up the question always arises, "By what
criterion is the actual "content" of Natural Law to be

. ■>'decided, and who is to applyWlm criterion?" If we are not\
to leave the decision of the crit#?ion and its actual 
application to a few specialists, then the problem of 
adopting a suitable democratic procedure for this purpose 
becomes Inescapable. We might then take votes to decide

1, See O.K.All en. Law in the Making, p.23 ff., 4th edition, 
Glarendon Press, Oxford.
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between competing versions of the Natural Law. But bow far
is this really different from deciding between different party
programmes at an election?
Aristotle's view of Justice

Aristotle's treatment of justice in the Nlcbomachean
jltMca enjoys a unique place in the history of the theories of
justice. Not only does a great deal in the discussion of
justice go back to this book; it is to this day the
fundamental book on the subject. Let us therefore first of
all see how Aristotle views justice.

Aristotle distinguishes various senses of the word justice.
There is a wide and general sense of the term “Just acts” which
signifies conformity with the established laws of society. But
these laws themselves will vary according as the constitution of
a Gommuni ty is a democracy, an aristocracy, a monarchy or any
other form of government. The science concerned with the study

1of the problems of the common weal is the science of politics*
Justice in this sense of the common good is therefore
co-extensive with virtue, that is, “what, as a relation to
one's neighbour, is justice is, as a certain kind of state

2
without qualification^ virtue” .

In its narrower and more specific sense justice is of two
kinds 1 (1) Distributive justice deal a with what is fair in
the distribution of wealth, honours, etc., among those who are

1. Ni ch. Bthics, Book X .
2. Ibid., Book ?, i.
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Ipartners in the state* (2) Rectifieatory justice deals

with the problems arising out of the various transactions
2between man and man, both voluntary and involuntary.

Examples of voluntary transactions are buying and selling, 
and contracts. By involuntary transactions Aristotle 
means such things as fraud, theft or assault. Remedy in 
both these types of wrong is conceived as a redress of a 
wrong done by one person against another, actionable only in 
a way analogous to the way in which breaches of commercial 
transactions are nowadays only actionable at civil law. The 
essential thing about the redress which Aristotle's 
rectificatory justice provides is that it is the redress of 
a private wrong and not a form of sentence for an offence 
against the state*

Remedial justice works on a basis of "aritlmetical 
proportion” . By this Aristotle means that in the eyes of 
the law it makes no difference whether a good man has
defrauded a bad man or vice versa: if the injury in both
cases is the same, the compensation to be made is also the 
same.

tlniike rectificatory justice, the just in distributive 
justice is in presort ion to desert or merit. But merit, if 
awards are to be made in accordance with it, must be in some 
sense capable of being assessed. What is to be the

1. Ibid., Book V, 2.
2. Ibid., Book ¥, 2*
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criterion of merit? It will vary according to the form pf 
constitution; In a democracy the free-born will think they 
are all of equal merit; in an oligarchy the possession of 
wealth will tend to be regarded as the criterion of merit; 
in an aristocracy the advantage of birth; and so on. But 
all such criteria are imperfect and fall short of the ideal 
of perfect Justice. For men come to form a society not for 
the sake of wealth or power, but for a good life. The more 
deserving should therefore get more*

it will have been noticed that Aristotle views the 
state as distributing wealth and honours among its citizens. 
This is to be explained by the fact that in Greece the 
citizen was regarded as a partner in the state who received 
his share in accordance with his contribution.

Aristotle distinguishes between proportionate and 
absolute equality. For him true equality is always 
proportionate equality, and the Just is “a species of the

1 hproportionate" , The equal or the proportionate always 
involves at least four terms. There must be at least two 
persons and two shares in the thing that is to be divided . 
between than. The proportion between these two persons, in 
regard to their merits, must be the same as between th#r 
respective shares . Let A and B be the persons between whom 
distribution is to be made, and C and D respectively their

1 .  I b i d  . ,  B o o k  V ,  3 .
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awards, Ihen AîBssGsD. âristotl© views this relation as
a geometrioal proportion as distinguished from the
arithmetioal proportion of reetifioatory Justice. It is
geometrical in the sense that the reward of each person
varies directly in proportion to his merit.

In discussi^ his formula of distributive justice
Aristotle treats the question how the first two terms (i.e.
the persons A and B in regard to their respective merits) are
to be made commensurate with the third and fourth terms
(their particular shares in the things distributed} only in
passing. And this perhaps rightly. Any comparison of mea#s
is bound to have scmething of the conventiwial, even
arbitrary, in it. In piato and Aristotle their metaphysics
back up their view of the superlo^lty of certain kinds of
activity over others, but in a general sort of way only that
affords us no solution of particular problems of Justice.
Aristotle however with M s  sense for the practical mentions
anothap much more workable criterion than the metaphysical
one. In treating of the problem of rectificatory Justice
he realises that money Works as a sort of general measure,

1"for it measures all things" , and without it "there will be
, 1no exchange and no intercourse" ", Eoney is able to play this ,

rdle because it has "become by convention a sort of
« 1representative of demand” , Aristotle's discussion of 

demand is rath#? obscm?e, though it has a decidedly modern

1 .  _ .lb id ,. B o# : V, I .
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ring. But we must not forget that all this is oonsiderahly 
overridden by a functional view of sodiety,

Aristotle quite rightly links justioe with the idea of 
merit. The true criterion of merit for him I» y# t u e . But 
the mere fact of being well born does not by itself make 
people virtuous. As he himself rightly insists elsewhere 
virtue has to be acquired by effort. If this is so then birth 
or wealth camot be considered criteria of merit in any ethical 
sense. His terminology, therefore, confuses the distinction 
between merit in the ethical sense and whatever criterion
happens to be current for distributing wealth and honours ,

Aristotle links justice with equality in^ roundabout way. 
On his w i m  there is no initial presumption that all men are 
equal,(as for the Btoic or the OhristianI, or that the 
happiness of everyone is equally Important, (as for the 
utilitarian}. Befor e considering this alternativ# approach I 
should like to consider a somewhat positivistic view of justice

Professor Perelman's view
In his book De la.Jusfelc#^ Professor Perelman makes an 

analytical study of the cone apt of justice. He examines the 
following most important definitions of jUsticos#
(1) To each the same;
(2) To each accceding to his merit;

1. Published by Université Libre de Bruxelles, institut de 
âociologie Bolvoy, 1#4#*
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(3) To each according to his work;
(4) To each according to his need;
(5) To each according to his rank;

To each according to what the law prescrihes

It is clear that by taking need as a possible criterion of 
Justice he departs from the Aristotelian view of distributive 
justice as strictly in accordance with merit. Furth^more, 
these different forrmlae will generally lead to mutually 
inconsistent prescriptions in the same altuaticn* It is of 
course possible that sometimes two or three of them may in 
effect recommend the same course of actlcm. For example, rank 
and merit may coincide in the same persons in Gertain phases in 
the history of a society. So if the dictates of these 
different formulae can all conflict with one another should we 
say that in oonsequ### the subject admits of no further 
invest!gation? Professor Perelman does not leave his search 
at that• To quote his own words: “The problem is to find a
formula of justice common to the diff erent conceptions we have 
analysed. This formula should contain an i nd et er mina t # 
element, what in mathematics is called a variable, whose 
d#t@]?minati#as wi 11 give one m  the other conception of justioe, 
The common notion will constitute a definition of fommal and 
abstract justices each particular or conerete formula of 
justice Will constitute one of the imrmerable values of forsmti
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1justice".
The notion common to these formula© is what Professor 

Per elman calls “formal justice", defining it as “a principle 
of action in aoeordanoe with which hei%s of the same

2essential category should he treated in the same way 
He also tells us that “formal justice amounts (se ram&ne) 
simply to the correct application of a rule. But is not 
the observance of each of the formulae of “concrete justice" 
also a “correct application of a rule" (in the case of the 
first formula, "to each the same”, of the rule “to each the 
same", and likewise for the rest)? Since he says that “the 
définition of formal justice does not in any manner prejudge 
our value-judgments" I he prohably thinks that his formal 
justice is a purely logical principle. But does not the 
rule that people belonging to the same essential category 
should be treated in the same way contain a Judgment of value?

Professor Per elman* s terminology, it seems to me, is 
unfortunate. As he defines it, "formal justice" is only the 
ethical principle of “equals to equals" • Perhaps he means 
that it is more general than the formulae which he supposes 
are its “values" « But Kant * s Categorical Imperative is an 
even more general principle than Professor pelman*s formal

1# Ibid., p.26.
2 . Ibid., p.27.
3. Ibid., p.56.
4. Ibid., p#42.
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juatioe. Yet is is an ethical principle, not a logical one.
So Professor Perelman*s position really amounts to saying that 
there Is a general principle of equality which is applied 
differently by different conceptions of justice. This of 
course is unexceptionable.

It is important to know that Fr of essor Per elman's theory 
falls to account for an important sense of justice. For 
instance Plato, as we have seen earlier in this chapter, denies 
that justice consists in "giving every man his due" , On the 
other hand, it is for Plato the duty of performing the task one 
is best fitted for in the organism of the state; that is, it is 
the virtue which preserves the health of the body-politic. This 
View of justice finds its echo, among others, in Hegel and

1furthermore, some would say, there are good rules as well 
as bad ones and on a procedure such as Prof ess# Perelman's, 
there is no way of distinguishing betwe#i them. To this likely 
objection he would reply that particular rules link up with More 
general ones to form in the end a whole s^aiwe of Values ; - 
between one scheme of . values and another ther# is no rational 
way of deciding, Hy this he does not mean that the concrete 
formulae listed above follow by any deductive reasoning # o m  
“formal justice**. They only result by the incluiloh in the

I ir
1. Pr of'es a or H,D .lewis,, for instance, in "iiis review of De la

Justice in Mind, (Vol. LV - 1#46),



sam# formula of both formal Justice and “a partioular vision of 
« 1the univori#" • (l#t he also says that every formula of

oonorete Justioe "implies" a partioular vision of the universe)
le seems to me to overestimate.the Importanoe of

fhilosophloal or religious ideas in determteiî^ our oho ice of
particular^rules of Justice* Gatholics, Jews ar# free-
l h i # ^ s  are oftm to Be found working for the same political
^programme* He tells us that formal Justice Is reconcilahleB
with “the most different of pMlosOfhies a M  legislafeions”*
But is not a formula such as "to each acciprding to hii merit” 
also compatible with "the most different of :#ilosofMei”f  ̂
#ne couli be a Ghristiam, a fr##^tMnk#r, a positivist, a M  t ̂  
many othm' things as you, lik% and yet subacrib# to this : 
f ormulm..

Justice an# .üumaliiyi professor

We have already notlc## " that for Ji?- Garritt the claim, to ^. 
equall% is am essenMal element of ,Ju#tlee* à smewhmt ^
similmr V i ^  is expTsesM by Profe#aW Dalches Bapha#! in a 
papep' entitlei “Eqmlity and % u i t y ^ .% in his dismssicm 
# #  queafei'om of th# r#latiem between equality # #  Jmsti®# w# 
may see # third fosiibl# approach to our problem M  this

1 ts If i
2 # mid i |1 P• 42 m
3. " ■ ■ ■ 4
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chapter. Using “equity" in the sense of dlstriButive justice 
Professor Raphael argues that it includes “the claim to 
©quality” . G orr es ponding to the “claim" to equality is the 
ohllgation to treat all men equally. Professor Raphael tells 
us that when he says that we have an ohllgation to treat all 
men equally he is using "ohligation" in the same sense in 
which Sir David Ross uses the term "prima facie duty" * He is 
thus faced with the objection that a firat-impression 
Intuition like this, if it should take place, could be 
discovered only by an actual experience of ours• If it is 
aiready present in the developed moral consciousness, it is 
clearly superfluous to look for it by analysis as involved in 
the practice of our lives•

Professor Raphael seems therefore to labour under some 
confusion. Let us see if some other sens© besides that of 
being an intuitively perceived principle can be given to 
equality in this sense. It may, a It erna t ively, be understood 
to mean as a Omet M u g  implied in the actual usage of th# term 
"equity" or "distributive justice" . This is what Professor 
Raphael seems in fact to be trying to show.

In its ordinary sense equity includes an idea of equality. 
If a teacher gives less attention to a particular pupil than 
to th# rest of the class out of sane prejudice against him, w© 
may say that he is unfair or unjust* There is, however, a 
distinction to be drawn between the obligation to treat 
every on# belong to the same category equally and the 
obligation to treat all men alike. Professor Raphael takes
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his exampl@$from this country and is able to imk# a strong 
case that the oMigation to treat everyone equally is implicit 
in the principles on which in the main the burdens and 
advantages of living in society are distrltouted* But what 
atoout the rest of the world? In South Africa, for instance, 
a coloured worker usually gets much less than a white worker 
for the same joto, just to ec au se he is coloured. Fr of essor 
Raphael would not call this a morally relevant consideration 
justifying discrimination. of course I do not mean to 
suggest that the whites in South Africa have no case. It 
could toe said in defence of the white worker'a higher wage for 
the same joto that he needs more, since he is used to a higher 
standard of living. But it could also toe said that the 
deceased jMllionalre's sons are used to luxury and so should 
not toe made to pay high death-duties. This, however, is 
really to attenuate the supposed claim of all men to equality 
to such a degree that it ceases to toe recognisatole.

Me are still left with another possitole approach* It
could toe said that all men are in essence alike (toecaus©, say,

#
mad# in God's image) And that their claim to. equality is 
really part of their essence. Actually however, this is only 
the declaration of an intention to treat all men as having 
equal claims, or a dec is ion to use the word “rmn” in a 
specific sense*:

We may conclude toy saying that Aristotle is right in 
making justice prop#*tionate to desert. This leads to 
equality of rewards among those who in our eyes have



merit. The Mea of eqiiallty is llStewlse present in 
Professor Per elman» s theory. But the idea of equality is 
an ethical idea, not a "formal" one. Professor Saphael can 
either say that we oome to reeognise that all men have a 
claim to equality intuitively (in the sense in which Sir 
David Ross uses his term “prima facie duties"), or he can 
say that men are in essence. I.e. by definition., equal.
But.he is wrong, if he thinks that the idea that all men have 
®- dlaia to equality is in$lied in our actual usage of the 
terms "just" and "equitable".
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A P F JÈ 1  B  I  X

Marx and Proudhon

Proudhon met Marx in the winter of I S M -45.• 
dnfortunatel^, no doGument gi’̂lng the date or even the month 
Of their meeting is known to exist, Marx had lived in 
Paris as an exile since October 1843, Being an enthusiast 
about Feuerbach* ® huManlstle phd losophy, he Was naturally 
disappointed to notice that most of the contemporary French 
socialists were not against religion. In Proudhon however 
he found an exception. He had already read the latter*® 
tost jaemolr on property. In Fhe Holy Family (written during 
the last quarter of 1844) he called it "a scientific manifesto 
of the French proletariat*** He was therefore anxious to 
meet its author, Proudhon had already been interested in 
Hegel for some years. For him an aiqpifêtance with Marx 
meant an opportunity to learn more about the Hegelian 
philosophy*

In the beginning the two got on together splendidly*
Marx explained to Proudhon Hegel's philosophy^, and a good 
deal about Feuerbach* They spent long hours discussiï^ 
questions of economics.

But their friendship was destined to be a short «lived 
one. For one thing, tmipéPmmentaiiy the two were very
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different. But it would be a mistake to regard this the sole 
or even the chief reason for their estrangemeirb* Marx was only | 
twenty«five at the time of their meeting and was in the course ! 
of the next two or three years to develop independent theories 
of his own. He soon outgrew Proudhon*s influence, just as he 
ceased to be a Feuerbachian. In the spring of 1845 he wrote 
his famous eleven theses on Feuerbach, in which the 
materialist - conception of history is already beginning to 
take shape* In the German Ideology (1846) the materialist - 
conception appears fully«fledged. Henceforth there was to be
little intellectual sympathy between them.

Marx was expelled from France in Bee ember 1845, and went to 
live in Brussels* There, he conceived a scheme to set up an 
international organisation for a regular exchange of letters 
between the socialists of different countries. In lay 1846 he 
wrote to Frqudhon, inviting him to become the French 
correspondent of this projected organisation of his. In this 
latter he also tried to persuade Prou#ion into taking sides with 
him in his quarrel With Karl Grun, a fellow-exile from 
#run too had contribute to Proudhon*s initiation In Hegel 
But unlike Marx he seems to have refflained a Feuerbachian humanist * 
How he was in financial diffieulties and Proudhon was trying to 
help him by letting him translate his writings into German. In

1. In terms of M. de Lubao * s borrowed expressions ”Proudhon'S 
frankness and strong individuallty** was incmipatible with 
the fact that "Marx needed to reign alone". op. cit., p*:#1*

_ZV_J
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ills reply of 17th May 1846 Proudhoii deollme# th oonsMerahle 
tact to oblige Marx in M s  personal quarrel. This letter 
shows Proudhon at his best. The following passage, in whioh 
he makes clear his attitude to Marx's scheme, is especially 
worth quotings

"let us seek together, if you like, the laws of society, 
the mode in which these laws are realised, the progress 
following which we arrive at their discovery - but, for God's 
sake, after having demolished all the a priori dogmatisms, let 
us not begin in our turn to indoctrinate the people; let us 
not fall into the contradiction of your cwpatrlot Martin 
Luther who, after having overthrown the Catholic theology, 
immédiat ely began, with excommurd cat ions and anathemas, to 
establish a protestant theology. For three centuries 
Germany has done nothing but destroy Luther's patchwork* Let 
us not impose another such task on humanity, by cr#atll% a new 
mess * * *. .let us give the world an exampl e of a m Ib b and 
foreseeing tolerance, but, as we are at the head of the 
movement, we must not become the found.ers of a new intolm^anc#, 
nor set ourselves up as the apostles of a new religion,, even 
when this were the religion of logic and reason. Let us 
welcome aid encourage all the protests ; we must never look 
upon a question as exhausted, and when we have used up even 
our last argument, we must begin all over again, if necessary. 
With eloquence and irony; on this condition, I will
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1Join jour association, otherwise, no I"
The publication at Brussels in 1847 of Marx's La Miabr© 

de la Philosophie formed the definite break between Marx and 
Frdudhon. So far at least as Marx was concerned they were 
now enemies* Proudhon*s attitude on the whole seems to have 
been to try to ignore the man who tried to insult him*

The quarrel between their ideas has continued with 
interruptions into the present time. Through Bakunin 
Proudhon's ideas had their influence in the first 
International • In the last quarter of the nineteenth 
century Marxism completely overshadowed Proudhon*# influence. 
But interest in Proudhon has never died completely. More 
than once it was revived after he searned to be forgotten* , 
Even in our time appeals for a "return" to Proudhon have 
sometimes been made. If the number of books written on him 
after the last war ia any indication, at least in some circles 
his thought is still alive.

C o r r e s p o n d a n c e , t o m e  I I ,  p p * 1 9 8 - 1 9 9 .
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